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The annual session of the Maine
Universalist Convention will be held
in Guilford and Sangerville Sept.
23-25. The anunal conventions of
the Maine Universalist Sunday School
Association and of the Women's Uni
versalist Missionary Society of Maine
will lie held in conjunction with this
meeting, that of the Sunday School
Association opening Monday after
noon, Sept. 23rd. Many interesting
speakers are slated to appear, and in
spirational sessions promised.
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'With
Power
Detection

Get the Peoples Laundr'y, Lime
rock street, Tel. 170. to help you with
housecleaning.
They wash quilts,
hlankets. curtains, etn.
41-tf

CALL AT

Aunt Lydia’s Tavern

*Zt

REEVER'S

COR. WALDOBORO

SUNDAY, SEPT. 15
: MENU : :
Mock Bisque Soup Fish Chowder
Roast Chicken, Sage Dressing
Potatoes
Mashed Squash
Shelled Beans
Green Corn
Cucumber-Tomato Salad
Cabbage Salad
Apple Pie
New Pumpkin Pie
Mince Pie
Pineapple Sherbet and Cake
Tea
Coffee
Cocoa

Model 92

$167™ (less lubes)
Power detection and the new -45 tubes plus four tuned stages of
radio frequency enable Majestic to produce the most powerful
and selective radio set ever built. Absolutely no hum and no
oscillation at any wave length. Automatic sensitivity control gives
uniform sensitivity and amplification in both high and low wave
lengths. Improved Majestic Super-Dynamic Speaker. Extra
heavy, sturdy Majestic Power-Pack, with positive voltage-ballast,
insures long life and safety. Jacobean period cabinet of American
Walnut. Doors of matched butt walnut with overlays on doors
and interior panel of genuine imported Australian Lacewood.
Escutcheon plate, knobs and door pulls finished in genuine silver.

110-1t

When You Need

HtEE Home Demmutratioa

Money, Use

HOUSE-SHERMAN, Inc.

Your Credit

Main Street (next to Ford Station)
"Brlnglns

Rockland, Me.

f 1 l/r’lIT/YATY

Five Miles

LAKEWOOD

BOX OFFICE OPEN DAILY 8.30 A. M. TO 9.00 P. M.
STANDARD TIME
TEL. SKOWHEGAN 434—SEATS $1.00

TONIGHT and Every Night THIS WEEK
at 7.30 Standard Time

the lakewood players
PRESENT

CLAIBORNE FOSTER;
STAR OF “THE PATSY” IN

We make loans to deserv
ing people who require
ready cash without delay.
These loans are paid back
in small amounts arranged
to suit the income of the
borrower.
No embarrassment is pos
sible because all loAns are
subjected to the strictest
confidence.
Cost of loan up to $300
73c for $25 a month
the Lawful Rate of
Interest

“Love Me-Love My Dog”
A Romantic and Appealing Comedy Drama By John B. Hymer
------ Week Beginning Next Monday Night------

ADELYN
BUSHNELL

In An Absorbing Melodrama
By WILLARD MACK

OPENING

“TIGER
ROSE”

DANCE

GLENCOVE GRANGE HALL

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 13
KIRK’S

DANCE BAND

WILL

109-110

Office Hours 9 a. m. to 5.30 p. m.
2
OFFICE8
2
431 MAIN ST.
TEL. 190
ROCKLAND, ME.

AN INVITATION
The remodelled banking rooms of

THE THOMASTON
NATIONAL BANK
*a,

will be open for public inspection

Saturday, September 14th
From 2 to 8 p. m.

107Thll0

Next Wednesday evening, at 8
o’clock standard, a concert Is to be
given for the benefit of the Rockport
Methodist Church at the Rockport
town hall, featuring artist-students
of the Curtis Institute of Music,
Philadelphia, Tibor de Machula, cel
list, William Harms, pianist, and
Josef Levine, pianist, In collabora
tion with Mr. de Machula. Mrs. Mary
Louise Curtis Bok. who founded and
endowed the Institute, together with
Josef Hofmann, world famed pianist
and director at the Institute, will be
present.
Tibor de Machula is a student
under the eminent cellist, Felix Sal
mond, Mr. Harms with Abrams
Chasins, the brilliant young pianist
and composer, and Mr. Irvine a stu
dent with Mr. Hofmann personally.
While all three artists are accom
plished musicians, possibly the name
of Mr. Levine Is the most familiar,
as he has already attracted wide
spread attention hy his brilliant art.
Several of the critics concede that
he Is one of the most promising young
pianists of today
The program arranged by Mr. Hof
mann hints at the wonderful musical
treat in store for those who attend:

OPEN

FLEW TO

HOUSE

Thomaston National Bank will'keep | who is superintendent for the Portopen house from 2 to 8 p. m. Satur- | land concern. The bank has 1,564
day, and hundreds of visitors are ex-I square feet of floor space.
The directors’ room, which is locat
pected from the wide territory served
by this prosperous and enterprising ed at the rear of the safe deposit de
Institution. The occasion of a pub partment, has a finished floor of oak.
The safe /deposit vault is of rein
lic reception at this time is the open
ing of the remodelled and enlarged forced concrete with floors, walls and
quarters, and The Courier-Gazette is roof 18 inches thick, reinforced with
betraying no confidence when it as railroad iron. The interior of vault
sures the prospective visitors that is lined with half-inch thick steel
they will be amazed at the transfor- plates, the floor plates being covered
mation which has been wrought by | with rubber tile. The interior of this
the general contractors, Leonard
vault has two compartments eepa-

1

Chaconne .............................
Bach-Busoni
Mr. Harms
Concerto P major t................. ........ .......... Haydn
Allegro non troppo
Adagio
Allegro
Mr. de Machula
(Mr. Levine at the piano)
Walts A flat major ............................. Chopin
Nocturne C sharp minor ......................... Chopin
Etude C minor .......................................... Chopin
Mr. Harms
Russian Fantasy ................................... __ Pepper
Mr. de Machula
Mr. Levine

The concert Is being given under
the auspices of the Johnson Society,
the admission fee being only nominal,
to make it possible for everyone In
terested to attend. Anyone desiring
further information may call Mrs.
Rverett Libby, Rockport or Mrs.
Gladys Morgan, Rockland.

ELECTION ECHOES
Maine Had Many “Miswurians” Monday—Two Meas
ures Defeated
N’ine of Maine's 16 counties and 12
of its 20 cities voted Monday in favor
of power export, but they were un
able to offset the oppostion shown
by the rural communities, and the
number of years has been the sutnnot large, but large enough to be de
cisive. With only a few small pre
cincts missing, the vote on the several
referendum questions was:
Export—Yes: 64,727; No: 62.778.
Highways—Yes: 58.255; No: 42,898.
Gas Tax—Yes: 35,749; No: 77,324.
Council—Yes: 40,831; No: 23,070.
Bridge—Yes: 45.522; No: 30,124.
Coming in answer to the plea of
Gov. Gardiner und other adminlstra
tion leaders for an aJfirmative vote
on all five of the referendum ques
tions, the avalanche of nays, even on
the two uncontested propositions for
the Bucksport Bridge and Executive
Council appointments was a distinct
surprise, says the Press Herald.
This defeatist tendency was par
ticularly pronounced in the early re
turns from small towns, many of
which spurned both bond l9sue and
gasoline tax proposals with similar
majorities. Consistent as was the
small town vote against the export
measure, it wag not altogether unex
pected. The surprise came, however,
when the cities failed materially to
reverse the judgment of the rural
sections.
Bangor followed the behest of
Mayor John Wilson, rejecting the
measure by 2.000 votes. Lewiston,
scene of the recent industrial re
juvenation activities of the New
England Public Service Company,
was able to give the export bill a ma
jority of only 300, while Auburn
across the river said no with a ma
jority of 800 votes. Biddeford, Saco,
Augusta and Bath returned majori
ties for the measure of considerable
size, but In Portland, where the mar
gin was expected to be counted by
thousands, the vote went for export
by less than 2.000 votes. Gardiner,
the Governor's home town, went
against export by a slight majority.
Topsham. Representative Ellis A.
Aldrich’s town, failed to follow its
leader In his support of the SmithCarlton bill, going against export by
about 20 votes.
The bond Issue was victorious In al!
hut five cities and all the counties but
three, but its total majority was
smaller than usually received by a
proposal of this sort. The gasoline
tax .however, failed to receive a fav
orable majority in a single city or
county In the State.

NORTH

HAVEN
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W. G. Washburn, Under WhoselVice presidcnt p. H. Jordan, Dean of
Presidency the Bank Is Making Re
Thomaston's Banking Interests
markable Strides

Tilden of Boston. The size of the
bank has been nearly doubled by tak
ing over the quarters which formerly
served as the town's postoffice, and
which had as its last previous ten
ant, Wilbur P. Strong, Jeweler.
With the completion of addition
and alterations, this section of the
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The remodelling of these quarters
.has been accomplished while the bank
has been in operation, causing little
inconvenience in the daily routine, yet
the area of the old quarters has been
increased approximately 100 percent.
The finished banking rooms are now
equipped in the most up-to-date
manner, being finished in American
walnut with walnut panelled dados
throughout the main banking room,
conference room, directors' room, offi
cers' space and safe deposit depart
ment.
The plaster walls above the dado in
these rooms are painted in two tones
and finished in colors that pleasing
ly blend with the furnishings and
hangings.
The officers' rail, counter front and
dado in the public spAce are of rose
lavernelle marble with black and gold
base.

The grille work around safe de
posit department and counter screen
is of wrought iron finished and glazed
in bronze. The grille work of counter
screen is backed with magnalite
glass. Above the grille to the cor
nice of screen, quarter-inch polished
plate glass has been used. The deal
plates for wicket openings in the
screen are of black Carrarra glass
with a honed finish.
The check desks for customers in
the public space are of walnut with
pigeon holes for blank checks, deposit
slips, etc, for the use of customers.
The tops of these desks are of inch
thick polished plate glass. The desks
are lighted with bronze reflectors,
mounted on glass tops.
The working counter in back of the
screen is covered with battleship
linoleum. This counter is lighted
with concealed trough reflectors lo
cated under walnut shelf above at the
base of counter grille. Below* this
working counter top there are
drawers, cupboards, shelving and
knee spaces for the use of clerks.
The floors of working space, ma
chine room, conference room, and
coupon booths are covered with Jaspe
battleship linoleum cemented in
place. The floors of the public space,
officers’ space, conference room and
safe deposit department are covered
with rubber tile flooring cemented in

rated with polished steel grills with
grille door.
The smaller compartment contains
the 300 bank security boxes. The
larger compartment is equipped with
nests of polished steel safe deposit
boxes for the use of the bank’s cus
tomers.
These compartments are
separated from the safe deposit lobby
with a polished steel grille day gate,
and a 12 inch solid steel Mosier Safe
Co.’s door, this door being visible at
all times from the front of the bank.
This entire vault and door are elec
trically protected and connected with
vault alarm over front of bank.
The old vault, which has success
fully withstood the assaults of time,
and in which have k'een stored cash
which would mak^a princely fortune
even in these d;iVs of dazzling figures,
has not been demolished, but will be
used as a yoreroom and for such
extra uses^ts the future may give
rise to. Bne vault is a good one, but
• when i^vas installed the owners of
theyrffnk, wise in their day and gen
eration. did not foresee how nearly
obsolete it would become in the period
when the hank had assumed the im
portance of a city institution.
The exterior of building has been

Col. and Mrs. Charles A. Lind- the couple would have at least spent
lergh arrived at North Haven at 6.30, their honeymoon there.
Instead, the Colonel and Anne stole
standard time last night, having
a march on the cordon of metropol
made the Journed from New York In
itan newspaper men at Englewood, N.
an Aeromarinc-Klemm monoplane J. and were martled and away on
which stopped at the Searboro Air their honeymoon Journey before the
port only long enough to refuel.
press writers awoke to what bad hap
According to the Portland newspa pened.
per the Lone Eagle was disinclined
It is a matter of history how the
to discuss the destination of his Colonel and his bride disappeared
plane, but at the summer home of from public view for two weeks and
Ambassador Dwight W. Morrow In how they continued to elude their
North Haven, the happy tfccupants pursuers, even after they had been
frankly admitted to a Courier-Ga located cruising along the New Eng
zette reporter that the Colonel and land coast in a small pleasure craft.
Anne were there for a stay of two or
North Haven was reoccupied by
three days. Where they will go after metropolitan men. but the versatile
leaving the island was not divulged, airman steered his course clear of
but a recent Associated Press de that island, and after going as far
spatch from Havana says that the East as Bar Harbor sailed back to
Colonel is to be in the Cuban me the point of embarkation and com
tropolis on the morning of Sept. 20 pleted their journey hy air.
(one week from tomorrow) for the In
Since that time the press has kept
augural foreign air-mail flight from the public fairly well informed as
Miami to Dutch Guiana, announce to the whereabouts of the distin
ment to this effect having been made guished couple.
by the Pan American Airways.
That the Colonel and his bride
Col. Lindbergh’s plane landed last were scheduled to arrive at North
night on the specially prepared field Haven considerably sooner than yes
adjoining the beautiful Morrow sum terday is generally believed, but fate
mer residence. There were no prying intervened when the couple sped
eyes of press correspondents to view westward to join in the search for
the reunion which took place as the the missing plane City of San Fran
smiling Colonel and his happy bride cisco in Arizona.
were greeted by the members of the
The plane which brought Col. ,
Morrow family. Neither were there' Lindbergh and bride to North Haven
any armed guards on the Morrow es last night Is equipped with a 60 h. p.
tate to repel the invasion of an un LeBland motor capable of carrying It
welcome newspaper horde.
85 miles an hour. This special motor
It profits but little to speculate on was installed at Col. Lindbergh’s rew’hat might have been bad not this quest, but before he had a chance to
“army of occupation” made itself so; try It out, he was away for Arizona
unwelcome and Insistent. Many be- on an errand of humanity. Humor
lleve that the w’eddlng would have has said that it is the plane which he
taken place at North Haven, or that, was planning to buy for his bride.

J. Walter Strout, Cashier

cleaned down, repainted, and new en' trances to the bank and the quarters
; above have been installed.
* The heating and plumbing of the
I remodelled ’bank are in keeping with
"the high standard w hich has been

MR. WYMAN'S STATEMENT

Walter S. Wyman, president of the
Central Maine Power Co., said:
“It is apparent that the SmithCarlton Export Power Bill has failed
to pass. I am exceedingly sorry for
this as I sincerely believe It would
have been n great help to the State
of Maine. However we will go ahead
and do our level best in every way
that is possible to improve the indus
trial condition in the state. We have
done this In the past and pledge ourselves to do it in the future.”

SUPPER

AND CARD PARTY
You are cordially invited to be present

KEEP

Volume 84.................. Number 1 10

Artist Students of Curtis In
stitute To Be Heard Wed Opportunity Given Saturday Afternoon and Evening To Col. Lindbergh and Bride Join Members of Latter’s Family
For a Stay of Two or Three Days
Inspect Quarters of Thomaston National Bank
nesday Night

Price $1.00

Authorized Dealers
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South Thomaston

The Door of the New Vault
shown in all departments of the con
struction work, the entire equipment
being of the latest design. W T.
Smith of Thomaston and Rockland
was the contractor.
The entrance to the banking quar
ters has been entirely remodelled and
a new marquee erected over it. This
marquee Is of cast and wrought iron
and is hung from the front of the
building with heavy iron chains. The
front and sides of the marquee are
Seminary and Junior College electrically illuminated so that the
For girls. Thorough college preparation.
Member American Association Junior Colleges. entrance to the bank can easily he
Music, art. dumallrs, home economics, steno- located, whether day or night.
It
raphlc courses.
Small classes. Charming hears the legend: "1825—Thomaston
campus.
Gymnasium, sports.
Rats $1000.
Catalog.
Agnes M. Safford, Prlo., Bex T, National Bank—1929."
The old windows have been re
Parttaad, Malia,
$-51

place. The attractive surface thus
created Is a credit to the New Engi land Rubber Flooring Co. of Portland.
|A Courier-Gazette reporter noted
with much pleasure that this branch
of the work was being directed by W.
S. Kenniston, a former Rockland boy,

Grange Hall

WESTBROOK

FRIDAY, SEPT. 13
Supper from 530 to 7.00

Card Party in the Evening
110-U
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moved and new plate glass windows
RAISING BUDGET
installed, together with new wrought
.
Iron grilles.
I
.iron
Leonard & Tilden Company, archl- Salvation Army Seeks $3500
tects and engineers, 6 Beacon street,
Toward the Current Year’s
Boston, were employed to plan, de
sign and construct this work and the
Expenses
exults are most satisfactory to the
owners, with whom their relations
The local branch of the Salvation
have been harmonious from the start. Army is seeking to raise a budget
of $3500 toward the year's expenses
Looking Backward
and to this end the following letter
The Thomaston National Rank was has been sent out by George B. Wood,
opened in 1825. and the age of 104 is chairman of the local advisory board:
the oldest banking establishment in
"The Salvation Army which for the
Knox County. It became a national past five years ending March 1929,
bank in 1865.
has had its budget raised by the
Its original home was a granite
Community Chest, is now responsible
building on the site of the present
for the raising of Its own funds for
quarters. It was torn down to make
way for the brick block erected by the maintenance of its work in this
city.
Capt. Charles Stimpson in 1874. The
“This organization whose social
Thomaston National Bunk owned and
still owns two-thirds of the struc and charitable work grows out of its
ture, the remaining third now being religious faith, practice's as well as
the property of Elbridge K. Winchen- believes, that it is of little use to try
bacli, and occupied hy the Atlantic & and help people in a spiritual or
moral way, if the individuals under
Pacific Tea Co.
The bank has been particularly for consideration are destitute of shelter,
tunate in having existed all of these food and clothing.
"Poverty and misfortune are gaunt
years without suffering losses from
spectres that are always in our
fire or burglars.
Its financial growth in the past midst; the Salvation Army is a faith
eight years has been little short of ful and untiring agency in combating
phenomenal, its resources having ; these evils; owing to lack of funds
practically doubled, and representing lust year many calls for aid had to he
now the impressive total of $1,250,- denied.
609.71.
I "We are confident you will assist
The wisdom and energy of the ! our local advisory board in raising
hank's present personnel is reflected the amount of $3500 to cover relief
in these figures.
and general maintenance for the com
William G. Washburn, the presi ing year. Make checks payable to
dent, was born In Thomaston Nov. 1, the Salvation Army, and mail to the
1853, and was engaged In the whole-i Rockland National Bank, or hand to
sale dry goods business in Boston and tho Salvation Army workers when
Portland from 1872 to 1887. He came they call."
back to Thomaston to engage in the
shipbuilding
business
with his
LIMEROCK POMONA
brothers, Charles H„ Francis A., and
1'Jdwln P. Washburn. The firm of
Limerock Valley Pomona Grange
Washburn Bros, built 27 vessels, meets with North Haven Grange Sat
ranging from three-masted to five- urday, with this program: Greeting,
masted schooners. The last vessel Worthy Master host Grange; re
of that rig built in the Washburn sponse, Worthy Pomona Master; vo
yard was the three-masted Stillman cal solo, Ethel Connon; roll call—
F. Kelley of 610 gross tons. The last "The Best Book I Have Read This
craft built by Washburn Bros, was Year;” chorus singing, by the
the yacht Segotchet, which the own Grange; reading, Inez. Packard: ad
ers constructed for themselves in dress, Worthy State Lecturer. Alli
1906.
son P. Howes; song, Robert McIn
tosh; question—“Is the Grange an
The Washburns established a most Efficient Training School for Com
enviable reputation as shipbuilders, munity Leaders?” Jesse Tolman,
their most notable production per Frank E. Post, Scott A . Rackliff;
haps being the five-masted schooner. reading, Margaret Young; vocal solo,
Washington B. Thomas, which had a Clarence Pendleton
Steamer Castine leaves Camden at
coal-carrying capacity of 4,500 tons,
or 1,000 tons more than any other 7.30 und Rockland at 8.30.
vessel ever built in tills yard.
HAS A BROKEN NECK
President Washburn was made a
Fred Keller, 40, of Rockport, one of
Mason In Orient Lodge of Thomas
ton, and has climbed the Masonic the town’s most active and prominent
ladder until he has attained the 32d young men. sustained serious injuries
degree. He is a member of Port last night through a fall from a tree.
land Commandery. He was elected a At Knox Hospital It was found that
director of the Thomaston National he had a so-called broken neck, the
Rank in 1900 and has been president injuries resulting In paralysis, it is
understood.
since 1920.
Other Thomaston men who have
served as president of the bank are. filled that office until Mr. Jordan's
in the order named: John Ilarnard, election In 1878
This well officered bank is also
Oliver
Robinson, Capt.
William
Singer, Capt. Joshua Jordan, Chris fortunate in its hoard of directors
topher Prince. Capt. Edw. Robinson, which comprises John Brown, T. B.
Wyllie, I. C. Thurston, and A. J. El
and Charles H. Washburn.
The vice president of the Thom liot. Two valued employes, whose
aston National Rank is Frank H. Jor services must not be overlooked In
dan who had served the Institution 47 this review are Miss Frances A.
years as cashier when he retired Shaw, assistant cashier: and Miss
three years ago to en$oy the rest to Mary McPhail, bookkeejier.
which his long and valued service so
richly entitled him.
Mr. Jardon YOUR FAVORITE POEM
served as a grocery clerk a short
time before taking up hanking as his
THE ROSARY
life mission. He is a 32d degree Ma The hours T spent with thee, dear heart.
son and member of Claremont Com
Are as a string of pearls to me:
I count them over, every one apart.
mandery. K T„ of Rockland.
My rosary.
J. Walter Strout, who succeeded
Mr. Jordan as cashier, held a similar Each hour a pearl, each pearl a prayer.
position with the Thomaston Sav
To still a heart In absence wrung:
ings Bank 17 years. He was formerly I tell each bead unto the end and there
A cross is hung.
associated with his father, the late
A. C. Strout, in the undertaking Oh memories that bless—and burn !
business.
He has served several
Oh barren gain—and bitter loss!
terms as town treasurer, and is a past I kiss each bead, and strive at last to learn
To kiss the cross.
chancellor of Arcana Lodge, K. of P.
Sweetheart,
The hank has had but three
To kiss the cross.
cashiers, Augustus Robinson having
— Robert Cameron Rubers.

Every-Other-Day
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Personally appeared Frank S. Lyddle, who
on oath declared that he is Pressman in the
office of The Courier-Gazette, and that of the
issue of tills paper of Sept. 1ft, 1929, there was
printed a total of 6175 copies.
Before me,
FRANK B. MILLER.
Notary Public.

This is a faithful saying, anti
Worthy jot all acceptation, that Christ
Jesus came into the world to save
sinners; of whom 1 am chief.—I.
Timothy 1:15.

Few who write to the newspa
per realize that thirty lines will
secure a hundred readers, while
half a column secures one.

3 HOUR SALE
10

SATURDAY

P. M.

SATURDAY

ECHOES OF MONDAY

Noting that politics and the ambi
tions ot would-be candidates were
permitted, in the defeat of the Carl
ton bill, to obstruct a measure that
was designed to benefit Maine, the
Lewiston Journal points out that—
The best feature of the entire mat- J
ter conies after the battle, Mr. Wy- I
man's statement of a purpose to keep I
on doing all that is possible to develop
Maine is a fine example of the
patience of a great builder. His let
ter to the public transcends in im
portance all of the other statements
and issues of the case. How easy to
remain silent; or to have spoken in
disappointment or anger; or to have
indicated a sentiment of revenge or
to have mentioned that this was the
end of his efforts.
In an interesting editorial review of
Monday's outcome, in which it ex
presses the opinion that the defeat of
the bill is very detrimental to Maine's
interests, the Press Herald adds:
The water power question still
remains in politics. Doubtless it will
Inspire several persons who have
ambition to fill important public
offices to offer themselves as candi
dates. A premium has been placed
upon the demagogues and radicals
who desire to be recognized as the
saviors of the people's rights. In the
near future it is probable that some
of these prospective candidates will
make themselves known. If they do
seek office finder the guise they now
assume and should-be elected, all we
can say is "God help the State of
Maine.”
It is difficult to dislodge politics
from any great public question upon
which it has fastened its strangle
hold. Politics jockeyed the Eernaid
bill into the statute books. The peo
ple of Maine are right-meaning. Not
a very large proportion of them, with
all the campaign of education that
was carried on. understood the rea
eons upon which the Legislature
unanimously endorsed the export
power hili. President Wyman of the

HIGH CHAIR
STRONG HAMPER
Three-hour special low
price!
Of sturdy hard
woods finished in attrac
tive goldan oak color! Has
lift-up tray with leather
strap guard! Save!
Bring Thia Coupon

Large size with Cover.
One to a customer

!hi, n rrrp
ill III
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9x12 AXMINSTER

SIMMONS BED

$7.98
8
j
§

An attractive design! Cane
effect panels!
In handsome brown color! Available in all sizes.

sS

Bring This Coupon

7SWIiYA.

,Sr.
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Ncwect FALL colorings
and smart patterns! Deep,
clot^-woven, durable pile!
Bring This Coupon

>

Maple and Walnut Veneers or Decorated Enamel! Choice !
*! An advance fall style just received from
It’s new.
------------ —
,
ture ’.
Superbly designed, with all of the season s
has the grace, the charm, and rich beauty ordinarily
price !
Wonderfully grained walnut veneers combined with
seen in the imported Italian furniture which is very

one of Americas largest makers of bedroom furninew style motifs faithfully carried out, this suite
found on y in bedroom furniture of a much higher

an overlay of maple that gives the beautiful effect
expensive. It is a complete suite for the bedroom,
a chest of drawers and delightful vanity dresser

• ■

{
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Appreciating the Salvation Army
through its good work carried on for
a generation past among the needy
of our community,* Rockland has
voiced its approval by lending to the
organization a generous support. For
the past five years this support has |
•been administered through the Com
munity Chest, but now the Army
reverts to its former method of direct
association with the public.
The
campaign for its budget of $3 500
is to take the form of a house to
house canvass and will doubtless
receive the customary friendly recep
tion from our people. Pledging itself
to faithful stewardship of the funds
contributed to its support, the Army
in a home service appeal says:
We are going to reach further into
the dark alleys. We are going still !
deeper into the slums. We are going
to provide more fresh milk for starv-1
ing babies. We are going to house
more old people, whose eyes are dim
and whose hands tremble and whose
lips quiver when they note each set
ting sun. We are going to comfort
more of the lonely; we are going to
throw a longer and stronger arm
around young women who take a misBtep. We are going to cheer more
men who are out of work and who
are struggling to support their little
families.
conclusions should not be too
in the matter of ocean flight,
still three thousand miles of!
ocean to cross and one swallow does
not make a summer. “The air car
rier,” says Barron's Financial Week-!
ly, “is still a long way from replacing
the ocean liner. Two trips by a dir
igible in the finest months of the year^
do not prove the obsolescence of the^
Bremen or the Mauretania.” And it
points out that the requirements of
safety and comfort set limits to the
demand for speed, and thoygh the
Zeppelin's voyage is far more than a
etunt, it is far lees than a certainty.,
If tile Zeppelin could show 200 voy-.
ages without once turning back to the
home port on account of bad weather,
the competition would indeed be for-,
inidable. It cannot show that, nor
can it be expected to in North Atlan-j
tic weather. "The liner which makes
the passage dependably, in good
weather and bad, in less than five
days between the Ambrose Light and
Cherbourg will g^t the passenger

Very special low price! Smart design for living room
or sun-porch!
Woven cf sturdy fibre!
Settee, chair
and rocker in brown or light green, decorated finish!
Auto-type, coil spring-filled cushions are covered in
fashionable cretonne!
NONE SOLD WITHOUT THIS COUPON

offer of these living room suites at sn exceptionally low price.
Covered all over
ok of divan) in real mohair of a beautiful wine shade.
Reversible cushions. The
rge and unusually comfortable. Club Chair is just the most restful chair you ever,
s suite is offered by most stores as two pieces but we include FREE a handsome
L CHAIR to match, qiving you three pieces of this renrtrkable MOHAIR Suite.
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Graceful slant-tee tabla with two distinctively
leaves!
Four attractively designed chairs witf
fortable shaped seats! Of fine woods, richly finis!
cleverly shaded! Charipingly floral decorated in

NONE SOLD WITHOUT THIS COUPON
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Enamel Cabinets
Porcelain

Fine Cedar Chest
Very pleasing style! At
tractive
turned
corner
posts! Cf mahogany ven
ders and othar fine woods!
Bring This Coupon

White porcelain with grey
porcelain
main
fronjlj
Burner section black.
, - Bring This Coupon
J

Of walnut veneers and
other woods!
18x36 size.
Has moth-proof cedar lin
ing! Bring This Coupon

Utility closets in white,
grey or green enamel—in
side and out! For broems,
stc. Save!
Bring Thia Coupon

-/iWitS, tWtWiVtv1/ fv/tvi >v

ing Dining Room Suite Saving!
Midsummer
Prices

Non-Electric

Our Guarantee

Brand new! Powerful suc
tion! Adjustable to clear
wood floors and to depth o<
[rug!
Bring This Coupon

All merchandise is guaranteed as represented in
this advertisement.
Delivery is Free wher
ever you may live.
Store open to 5.30 P. M.
Daily
Saturdays to 10 P. M.

s brand rew! Sp'cial Coupon Saving! 60-ineh buffet of fine wa nut
cl woods, has dustproof drawers with mahogany in bottoms and in end
■l-graining and maple paneling on front! Graceful 64-in. extension
host chair have fancy Jacquard seats of unusual padded thickness!
icial in this great sale!Only—
NONE SOLD WITHOUT THIS COUPON

Rockland. Maine

Convenient Terms!

No Interest or
Ca'rying Charges

If you have no account
at Burpee’s open one to
morrow. All matters are
confidential. No collector
to bother you. Accounts
free of interest for one
year.
Every Knox County home
should have an account at
Burpee's.

Roomy Cnittorobe
Of select gumwood in rich)
ivalnut color! Five draw
ers, two cabinets! Special
.oupon price!
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Every-Qther-Day
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Rev. Stanley Manning of Augusta.
State Superintendent, is to occupy
the Universalist pulpit Sunday morn
Golden Rod Chapter resumes Its ing.
regular meetings Friday evening with
a business session only
There will be a meeting of the offi
cers and teachers of the Sunday J
The Central Maine Power Company School at the Universalist parsonage '
is doing a considerable job rebuild tonight at 7.30.
ing the road-bed of the Thomaston
Dr. J. A. Richan leaves Saturday
line.
afternoon for Dayton, Ohio, to attend
S'
-----the Supreme Council of 33d degree
Associate Justice William R. Pat- Masons. He will be away one week.
tangall, who is presiding over the
present term of court, is to be the
Phil Jones has been appointed a
speaker at Rotary luncheon tomor member of the coaching staff at Uni
row.
versity of Maine, and will be glad to
see local football fans when they visit
Seventy-six pins was the margin of Orono this fall.
victory for it. Doucette and B. Robin
son in their match with L. Doucette
Miss Gianini Arico of Camden, who
and E. Sturtevant at the Star alleys attended Rockland Commercial Col
last night.
lege last year, recently passed the
United States civil service examina
Mr. and Mrs. Albert I’. IN. Tribeu tion with an average of 94. She has
have moved from 19 Rankin Street been appointed to a U. S .Customs
into the tenement over the Home office In Madawaska.
Methods Kitchen, corner of Main
Raymond F. Pendleton, a member of
and Lindsey streets.
the freshman class, in the school of
x
At Monroe Fair yesterday Dr. Et- engineering at Northeastern Uni
lingwood's Sheik won first money in versity, who lives at Wiscasset, and
the 2.18 class (best time 2.14%) apd formerly attended Rockland High
M. Frank Donohue's Bob Braden won School, has been awarded a tuition
first money in the 2.22 class (best scholarship at Northeastern Univer
sity for high achievement in High
time 2.15%).
School studies and activities.
A freak snail (we call it such, penrfCompeting against extremely able
ing a closer inspection by Norman W.
Lermond), reached this office yester boats the locally built speedster Miss
day through the medium of Augustus Roqkland romped away with first
Rankin, to whom it was sent by A money at the Winnepesaukie (N. H.)
races and drew third money at the
Criehaven friend.
Wlallaston, Mass., races, competing
Mrs. Roy McConcliie, Who has been against boats far above its class.
conducting a popular shore dinner re Harold Coombs, L. B. Cook and Wil
sort at her Ash Point home, has liam Clements were the operators,
leased Harry A. Mather’s Maine returning home yesterday.
Central Lunch on Pleasant street for
the winter, and will take charge o'Ae
Tuesday evening after prayer
week from next Monday.
meeting at the Littlefield Memorial
Church, Wesley Stuart was present
“On With the Show," a picture that ed with a purse of money, and a bath
all will greatly enjoy—an outstand robe, by members and other friends.
ing picture if there ever was one— Mr. Stuart left Wednesday morning
will be at Park Theatre for three for Kennebunk, where he will visit
days starting next Wednesday. It is his parents. Rev. and Mrs. O. W.
entirely in natural color and Is all Stuart, from there he goes to Wheat
talking-singing-dancing.
on. Ill., where he enters Wheaton
College.
The Kitty McLaughlin concert
scheduled for Sept. 18 has been post
A snatch thief made two unsuc
poned. the change made necessary cessful attempts yesterday to steal a
due to new activities taken on by purse carried by Miss Norma Pack
Miss McLaughlin in New York. While ard a member of the office force, at
a definite date is not yet named, it the Central telephone exchange.
would appear to be the latter part of Armed with her description the police
the month or early October.
promptly rounded up a stranger.
Miss Packard was quite certain they
Autumn leaves are falling and the had the right man, but did not feel
summer flyers are leaving. Lieut. sufficiently positive to swear to a
Blaufuss, having completed his Army complaint.
leave of absence, starts today for
Langley Field. Va. and Harold Moon,
Some of the prettiest flower gardens
also a pilot, has gone to his home in at the Northend may he seen on
Philadelphia on a vacation. Both North Main street. Mrs. Albert Wins-.
have been very successful hero and low lias beautiful dahlias, holly
leave many friends.
hocks. gladioli, etc., while Frank B.
Gregory has a fine display of gladioli,
The annual State Sunday School
petunias and other flowers. Willis
Convention will be held Oct. 8-10 at
the Immanuel Baptist Church in I. Ayer's hedge of phlox and other
Portland. The convention will in posies is always a source of beauty.
clude church school workers, pastors, These gardens reveal a great amount
directors of religious education, su of work and care, and have made a
perintendents, officers, teachers, pu delightful showing throughout the
pils, parents and friends from all summer, having been enjoyed by the
Protestant churches and churoh passers-by as well as the owners.
schools.
When C. S. Staples retired from
The Monmouth Canning Co. of business in North Haven nine years
Portland will award as special pre ago lie may have pictured himself as
miums at the North Knox Fair, Sept. seated in a rocking chair on the
24-26. an assortment of canned goods piazza, sniffing in the salty breezes
for each of the best display of the fol and watching the passing craft, with
lowing exhibits: corn, beans, home a pause for meals and sleep when
canning, boys and girls 4-H exhibits such seemed necessary. But men
and Grange exhibit. These assort who have been busy a lifetime do not
ments will be selected from the vari easily drop old habits so Mr. Staples
ous articles canned at the several took up real estate brokerage as a
factories operated by this company “diversion.” Since that time he has
in Maine. They*will prove attractive sold about $30,000 worth, his latest
prizes for the lucky ones who “lug transfer being a piece of land from his
’em away" and much interest is al North Shore farm.
ready being shown among exhibitors.
Owl's Head Inn reports an espe
Week after next—Tuesday, Wed cially good season this year with
nesday and Thursday—comes the more applications than could be
North Knox Fa'r at Union, with extra accommodated. In addition to the
good racing events offered for the hotel three new bungalows have been
second and third day. Wednesday’s built and all were occupied The
bill will call for the 2.20 class, purse
drinking water is supplied from an
$300; 2.22 class, purse $300; and 2.27
artesian well on the premises and is
class, purse $250. The Thursday card
will comprise the 2.17 class, purse of unusually good quality. The old
$300; 2.24 class, purse $300, and 2.29 Inn is delightfully located and evi
dently appreciated as reservations are
class, purse $200.
all booked for the entire month of
Tweed rain coats for girls, with September (The Inn closes Oct. 5)
hats to match, sizes 6-14, ’$3.95 and demonstrating that more and more
$4.95. Fuller-Cobb-Davis, coat de that month is becoming one of the
best of the year for Maine tourists.
partment, street floor.—adv.

TALK OF THE TOWN

COMBINATION LAST

Picking the Best
for Fall
Two New ARCH HEALERS in
Black and Brown Suede, Patent
and Kid
AA to E
s

$4.95 and $5.95
AA to EE

Skunk stories seem to multiply, but
here is a truly true one. A Northend man early the other morning upon
looking out of the window, saw a
skunk indiiTging in the most remark
able antics, and found that the ani
mal was unable to get its head out of
a tomato can. The Northend man is
kindhearted and apparently fearless.
He worked on the can*hntil he had
removed it, and the skunk went away
duly grateful. At least that is the
assumption, for its benefactor did not
have to change clothes.
It is
thought by many that the skunks
have nests In the old Thorndike
house on Pine street which is in a
tumble down condition.

The Universalist Church of Nor
way, of which Rev. Pliny A. Allen Jr.,
formerly of Rockland is pastor, ob
served the 100th anniversary of the
dedication of its building Aug. 31
and Sept. 1. The society was one of
the first to tie formed among the Universalists of Maine, the organization
dating back to 1798. The original
building was outgrown in 1828, and
the present structure was erected and
dedicated in the fall of the following
year. An interesting feature was
the communion service held on Sun
day morning, conducted by Rev. Mer
rill C. Ward of Guilford, the only sur
viving ex-pastor with the exception
of Rev. Marguerite rearman McIn
tire. who served temporarily before
the beginning of the present pastor
ate of Mr. Allen.

Tlie special weekend sales have
started at the Crie Gift Shop. This
week it s ash trays and smokers—two
‘lots priced at 19c and 59c. (Values up
to $1.25). Look for others every
Thursday.—adv.
•

A Beautiful Tieona Combination
Last, Cuban Junior Spike and
Military Heels

R. E. NUTT
SHOE STORE
436 MAIN ST,

ROCKLAND

Tweed rain coats for girls, with
hats to match, sizes 6-14, $3.95 and
$4.95. Fuller-Cobb-Davis, coat de
partment, street floor.—adv.
WANTED—At Once—Reliable Wom
an, age about 25-45, to go to Wash
ington, D. C. for winter to care for
baby 6 months old and help with
older children. Phone MRS. JUS
TICE LEE, Camden 168-4, mornings
8-10 or evenings,
IHDlll

HAS

BOUGHT
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“LONGWOOD”

Vice President of Curtis Publishing Co. Now Owns An
Attractive Estate In Northport
The real estate office of Orrin J. and to the east the Islands and bits of
There is an
Dickey of Belfast, reports the pass the 1’enobscot Bay.
ing of the papers Monday, in the sale abundance of beautiful trees and
1 wild flowers and the whole plot is one
of the beautiful estate in Northport, of the most attractive on the Penob
known as "Longwood." which for a scot.
number if years has been the sum
Few out of State summer residents
mer home of the late Louis K. Hirsh . have done more for Penobscot Bay
of Akron. Ohio, and recently occupied section in a financial way, than Cyrus
by Mrs. Hirsh.
j Curtis, of the Curtis Publishing ComThe buyer is John B. Williams, vice ' pany especially in Rockland and
president of the Curtis Publishing Camden, and Mr. Williams as another
Company, and a resident of Philadel member of that publishing house. Is
phia, and through this change, there most weiceome to the colony of Phil
s brought to the Penobscot Bay sec adelphians. wiio are making this part
tion, another member of the Satur of Penobscot Bay, their home, each
day Evening Post family, for the summer. From present plans, Mr.
Curtis family have long been resi Williams will have one of the show
dents of Camden. It is the intention places hn tlie Penobscot Bay
of Mr. Williams to make many
During the rebuilding of the
changes and impiovemT’Trts and lie bungalow Mr. Dickey has rented Mr.
will spend a considerable amount of Williams the Buckmar House, nearby
money there in preparing the place and owned by Victor Whittier of Bel
for his occupancy in the summer of fast for operating purposes.
1930.
Another sale reported by Mr.
This estate was formerly a part of Dickey this week, is that of the supnthe Gen. Knox grant. It carries a [ mer home of the late Dr. Benj. Col
considerable bit of history along son of Bangor, at Northport, for the
with it, and Mr. Williams receives ; owner Charles W. McClintook of
not only a beautiful estate, hut one Fairfield, to Prof. W. A. Tarr, of the
teeming with historic legends.
faculty of the University of Michigan.
His plans, prepared by Frederick Prof, and Mrs. Tarr are spending
Patterson, the Bangor architect, are their first summer,in this section and
for enlarging the bungalow, to a wi re so pleased with the Penobscot
marked degree, while the grounds will Bay, that they decided to make it
receive vast improvements.
The their permanent summer home. They
bungalow is reached from tho Atlan are already planning a great many
tic Highway by a long winding road, : improvements and changes in this
and is situated in a beautiful grove | estate and will arrange this fall to
of white birches and is one of the ( have it in readiness for next season’s
! occupancy.
most attractive In the State.
While the grounds have been left
As the residence of the late Dr. Collargely in their natural state, some i son, it was one of tho first of the
sections have been cleared and | cottages to he built in the Temple
through the groves there are vistas i Heights colony. It is one of the most
of the distant hills and mountains I attractive places along tho Bay.

“RAYON MAID" UNDERWEAR

VOGUE PATTERNS

Combining Fashion and Value
Fall Coats
Materials of a new elegance are combined with flattering

furs of luscious colors and specially priced.

Shagmoor Sport Coats

$35.00 to $189.00
Good looking sport coats, some fur trimmed, sizes 16 to 50

$15.00

$24.50

$19.75

Children’s Chinchilla Coats
The outstanding eoat for small hoys and girls, also for the older
miss of high school age. The Senter Crane Company are making
a special offering of navy blue chinchillas, 17% wool, a warm
serviceable coat, and goqd looking.

Sizes 3-4-6,

4.95

Sizes 7-8-10-12-14,

5.75

FOUND TEN JNDICTMENTS

No more at this price when this lot is gone

Union “Manslaughter” Case Resolves Itself Into Bill For
Assault and Battery—Some New Citizens
Supreme Court came into its own
this morning with the arrival of the
traverse juries, the impanelling of
which was in progress when this pa
per went to press.. The grand jury,
having completed its labors has
passed out of the picture for this
term, at least. This jury organized
with Raymond S Bird of Rockland as
foreman and Mrs. Bessie Stephenson
of Union as clerk. The other grand
jurors, whose duties will call them
together again at the February and
June terms of the new Superior Court,
are
John M. Brennan.
Rockland
Albion, Caddy,
South Thomaston
Guy Douglas,
Rockland
Mrs. Addie May Erickson, St. George
Aubrey L. Fuller,
Appleton
Christopher J. Grassow,
Hope
Warren
Alfred P. Gray.
Rockport
Wesley M. Keller,
Washington
Lyman Merrifield,
Friendship
Alfred H. Morton,
Owl's Head
Herman Payson,
Camden
Allie O. Pillsbury,
Vinalhaven
Mrs. Della Siminei’s,
Rockland
Mrs. Annie F. Simmons.
Mrs. Bessie L. Stephenson,
Union
Lester F. Stone,
North Haven
Thomaston
Charles H. Woodcock,
Cushing
Hibbard N. Young,
The proclamation for grajid jurors
summoned "ye good men." but tt will
be observed that there were also four
nice women on this panel.
In giving - his instructions to
that body Tuesday Associate Justice
Pattangall seferred to the arguments
which are being advanced in some
quarters for the elimination of the
jury system. The removal of this
ancient custom does nut find favor
with Judge Pattangall however. "I
cannot understand why the grand
jury should be done away with," lie
told the members.
« . • • X.
The grand jury reported earl)' yes
terday afternoon and turned over to
Clerk Griffin 10 “true hills," eight of
which were made public.
Especial interest was felt in the
case of Clyde C. Butler, wiio had been
arraigned in Municipal Court on a,
charge of manslaughter, following an
affray in Union. June 15. which had
resulted in the death,of Hadley D.
Prout.v. who operated the 101 express.
When the grand jury reported it was
found that the charge had been mod
erated to assault and battery.
Russell Thomas, who made a sen
sational getaway from Knox County
Jail Jan.- 8, and who was retaken in
Rennsylvania some weeks ago, was
indicted for jail breaking. He was
still at the Limerock street institu
tion at last accounts, but "'I don’t
dare boast about it.” to use the words
of one of the officials.
Julius Lappanen of St. George, who
chased-a fellow countryman named
Matt Karty with a pitchfork, was in
dicted for assault with intent to kill.

/

Very smart and distinctly new are these frocks—for women

and misses at very tempting prices

$9.50 and $15.95
Canton crepes, silk tweeds, wool tweeds, flat crepes, satin

* » * »

Harry E. Wilbur of Swan’s Island
was admitted to the bar yesterday.
He is a graduate of the Suffolk Law
School and passed the Maine Bar ex
aminations with flying colors.
Associate Justice Pattangall yes
terday expressed the hope that Gov.
Gardiner would appoint “no one ex
cepting Judge Lucre B. Deasy” of
Bar Harbor to succeed Chief Justice
Scott Wilson, who has been elevated
to the Federal bench. Justice Pat
tangall said he made the statement
because lie had understood that
friends had suggested the appoint
ment of himself to the Chief Justice
ship.
"Appointment of Judge Deasy
would merit and receive the unani
mous approval of our bench and bar
and of the people of Maine generally,"
the statement said.
* • • *

crepes, etc; also a remarkable lot of transparent velvets af

$14.95
Rajah India Prints
For Bed Spreads. Table Covers, Couch Covers, Scarfs, etc. See these exquisite
imoprted prints in oriental colorings. Direct from India. The intricate designs
andn remarkable colorings are a tribute to the weird artistry of the East.

tSi

.49
.79
.69
.79
1.50
1.15
1.50
2.50

36x15”
54x18"
36x36"
45x45"
54x54”
54x36”
72x36"
72x54"

2.50
2.98
3.50
4.50
5.00
8.00

2x2% yards,
2x3 yards,
2%x3 yards,
2%rl% yards,
2%xl% yards,
2x3 yards,

V

The better ones are fast color

» • . •

A nationwide observance of Con
stitution
Week
begins
Sunday
throughout the country and in con
junction with other civic organiza
tions in Rockland and Camden Su
preme Court will hold services on a
day which will be duly announced. It
is hoped that Supreme Court Justice
Butler, who is now stopping in Cam
den, will take part.
• • • *
Naturalization papers were granted
yesterday to these applicants:
Ignazio Timpone Rockland, a na
tive of Italy.
““Vito Leo. Rockland, a native of
Italy.
"■'Mario Grispi, Rockland, a native of
Italy.
Ora Ross Brown, Camden, a native
of New Brunswick.
Frank Koski, Rockland, a native of
Finland.
Antonio Delmonico, Rockland, a
native of Italy.
Gustaf Lafgren, Long Cove, a na
tive of Sweden.
_ Stephen Alax, Rockland, a native
of Albania.
David T. Anderson, Vinalhaven. a
native of Sweden.
Vani Harry Naum, Rockland, a
native of Albania.
Evert Sven Nilsson, Long Cove, a
native, of, Sweden.
Thomas Edward Hartwell, Warren
a native of England.

with several of his family at the Frye
cottage for an outing. In his younger
George Cooley of Providence, ac days Mr. Donovan was a frequent vis
companied -by a friend, motored here itor here, but this was his first visit
Sunday for a few hours’ visit with ) in 35 years. Many and varied are tlie
his sister, Mrs. Harry Young. He re changes which have taken place since
turned irt season to attend to his then. Among those with him were
work at the hospital Monday.
his wife, Mr. and Mrs. Edward B.
Mr. and Mrs. J. Perie have received Keyes, Charles and Irene Donovan,
a shipment of Rhode Island pullets another newly married son and bride,
formerly Miss Irene Ghadbou'rne of
from a hatchery in Truro, Mass.
Mrs. Julia Miller of Rockland is Allston, who were married by Fr.
a guest at the home -of her son 'Regan last Friday night in Boston,
departing at once for Bangor where
Lemuel.
A. O. Woodward is about to move they spent a few days before joining
his family to Augusta for the winter. their people here. Mr. Donovan has
Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Peterson cf tlie distinction of attending every
Bangor were recent visitors at the presidential party which has visited
the New England states, also presi
MpNamara-Boynton farm.
dential candidates, among them Taft.
Professor Oliver Watts of Madison
Hughes, and Davis. He was also in
(Wis.) College who is at his old home attendance at Plymouth, Vt, at the
in Thomaston for the summer was time of the death of President Cool
lately in town looking up old acq idge’s father; representing the tele
uaintances. Mrs. Watts was with graph company.
He w^is much
him.
pleased with the scenery and location
Mr. and Mrs. Newton J. Peck of here and plans to return another
Woodbridge, Conn., and Mr. and Mrs. year for his vacation.
Andrew of Orange, Conn., are at the
BORN
Peck farm for a few days.
Miss Ethel Browne of Keene, ZJI. H., SAARI—At Knox Hospital. Rockland, Sept. 1,
to Mr. and Mrs. Eino Saar,I of LonK Cove,
who has been at H. L. Killeran’s for
a daughter, Muriel Ellen.
a short time has returned home.
BENNER—At South Waldoboro, Sept. 1, to
Our students have returned to their
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Benner, a son.
work in the' Thomaston High School UPHAM -At Knox Hospital, Rockland. Sept.
7.
toiMr. and Mrs. Horace Upham of Camden,
— Arietta Maloney, Edith and Evea daughter, Joanne.
lynne Stevens, Walter and Georgia
Young, Gladys Seavey, besides sev
MARRIED
eral from the north part of the town. YOUNG-SEYMOUR — At Mantagh, Long
bland* N. Y., Sept. 2, by Rev. Francis
William Donovan of Dorchester,
Hayden, Raymond Arnold foung of lamformerly of Thomaston, who is a tele
den and Miss Grace DeMott Seymour of
graph operator of renown, has been
Mantagh.

CUSHING

Fall Frocks

Ojher indictments charge the fol
lowing offenses:
Edward Benner of Thomaston, larcecny of $163 from Oscar Anderson of
St. George, Sept. 1; Edward Marcello
qf Rockport, larceny of $82.16 from
Fred Clough's residence in Rockport
May 28.; Albert Torrey of Rockland,
illegal manufacture of 28 quarts of al
coholic liquors; Grace Hart of Rock
land, illegal manufacture of five gal
lons of alcoholic homo brew; Gerald
Bemis and Kirk Bemis, Ashhurnham,
Mass., larceny of Ford automobile
front Russell D. Steward, Aug. 5.

AZZ The Newest Fall Millinery Now Being Shown-Extra Large Assortment

Necessities For The First School Days
For the first days of school we have
prepared
values.

some

very

attractive

Take advantage of them

today
Authorities say that the first days of school
are the most important of the year. Start
the children off right.
1.00, 1.50, 1.98, 2.98

Girls’ Pantie Dresses, sizes 2 to 6,

Girls’ Pantie Dresses, sizes 7-8-10,
Girls’ Pantie Dresses, sizes 7-8-10-12-14,
Girls' Raincoats with Cap,
Girls’ Short Leatherette Jackets.
Girls’ Sweaters,
Girls’ Rayon Union Suits, 2 to 12,
Girls’ Tams, newest styles,
Boys' Shorts, Tweeds and Flannels,
Boys’ Tweed Knickers,
Boys’ Corduroy Knickers,
Boys’ Sweaters,
Boys’ Cotton Top Wool Pant Suits,
(Boys’ Cotton Suits,
Children's School Hose, long leg, tan,

1.98, 2.98
1.00, 1.93
2 98 Z $

2.98
1.00, 1.S8, 2.98
.69
.45 to 125
1.00 to 2.98
1.00 to 1.98
1.25
1.98 to 2.98
1.98 and 298
1.00 and up
pair .17

Special Items Throughout The Store
J)

Running Pants, salesmen’s samples; some made to sell as high
as 2.50, each,
One small lot of Boys’ Wash Suits, material is Peggy Cloth;
va^ue 1.00; size 2 only,

Special purchase of 3-Plece Ivory Sets, comb, brush and mir
.33

.50

ror; first quality; value 5.00.
blue, green,

The colors are white, pink,

ft

SENTER CRANE COMPANY
HOME OF ASTI SPUMANTE

When travelers in Italy have a
party or special celebration they make
merry with the aid of a bottle of Asti
Spumante—most delicious of spark
ling white wines. It is esteemed
everywhere as a rival to champagne.
But do these*travelers.go to Asti to
see where this liquid sunshine comes
from? If you "disembark from an
Italian liner at Genoa, or happen to
find yourself in Milan or Turin, go
to Asti by all means. It is a medie
val-looking town set in the midst of
rolling hills covered with vineyards
and luxuriant gardens. There are
old houses and numerous towers and
narrow streets to explore. More in
teresting than- the Gothic cathedral
is the church of San Giovanni. From
the sarcristan of the cathedral I ob
tained the key, and went Into the
crypt which is an ancient Christian
basilica upon which the present
churcli was built. It dates from the
sixth century and has monolithic col
umns with capitals bearing curious
Christian symbols, most interesting
to a student of architecture or church
history. Asti was the birthplace of
the poet-dramatist Alfieri, and the
citizens are proud enough of the fact
to have erected a statue and dedi
cated a museum in his honor.

Six Parachute Jumpers Take Off at Once
1
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ROCKPORT
The Child Health Conference will
be held at Town hall Friday at 2.30
This is free to all who are interested
in child welfare.

Six parachute Jumper# taking 1
off ift the Mime time during tho !
Royal Air Force pageant staged .'
at Hendon, England.
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EAST WALDOBORO
Mrs. Sylvia Achorn who has been
spending the summer with Miss Ellie
Mank has returned to West Newton,
iMass.
Mrs. Myrtle Reever of Augusta is
visiting her mother, Mrs. Nellie
Reever.
Mr. and Mrs. Fern G. Wlnchenbaugh and children of Bedford, Mass..
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Dunton of Wal

tham, Mrs. Mary E. Winchenbaugh,
Mr. and Mrs. M. L. Winchenbaugh
and daughter of Bedford. Mrs. Mabel
Roeder and Harold Roeder of Bright
on, Mrs. Linda Lord of Allston, and
Mrs. Cora Moore of Rockland have
been recent guests of Mr. nnd Mrs.
LaForest I. Mank.
Mrs. Hayden and three children of
Portland. Miss Barbara Achorn of
Warren and Miss Florence Creamer
of West Waldoboro were recent

guests of Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Borneman.
Mrs. W. L. Smith of Providence is
the guest of her parents Mr. and Mrs.
J. L. Flanders.
Mr. and Mrs. W. L. Healey of Scit
uate, Mass., are house guests at Mrs.
Susan Lermond’s for a week.
Mrs. Mary A. Bowers visited Sun
day with Mr. and Mrs. Charles Bow
ers.
Mrs. Gardner Winslow and Miss
Winnie 'Winslow of Warren visited
Miss Rena Wiley Sunday. •
Miss Una Clark of Augusta was a

Our House Heats Itself..’
Said Oriscilla —
“We light the new Gas Heater in the Fall,
when cold weather threatens, and forget it
until Spring.
Except for setting the in
dicator upstairs, to change the temperature
from time to time, that’s the whole story.
John thinks it’s marvelous no more dirty
furnace tending for him.”

AS house heating seems like magic
VJ to folks who ail their lives have
struggled with old-fashioned systems.
Now they enjoy even, healthful heat
and clean cellars, with no more un
sightly bins, or ashes floating in the
air to contaminate things all through
the house. “Our newlv-found freedom”—said Priscilla and John.

Investigate this new-day method of
house heating — now —before winter
comet. Visit your gas company for
a practical demonstration.
And while there, ask to see other interesting appliances that the gas
industry has contributed to easier,
better, happier living—ranges, water
heaters, refrigerators, incinerators,
laundrv dryers, fireplaces, radiators,
garage heaters, etc.

A small amount down brings you any
of them. And you pay the balance on
convenient terms.

c&une iru
Tuesday Evenings
— 7:30Stations

Heat
Your
Home
With

WBZ-WBZA
A Real Musical
Treat for
Everybody

weekend guest of Mrs. N. S. Reever.
Charles Harvey and Miss Beatrice
Emery of Rockland were Sunday
guests of Miss Ellie Mank.
Alonzo Sherman and family who
have been visiting Mrs. Ethel Hanna
have returned to Christobal, Canal
Zone and Mrs. Ursula Hanna has re
turned to (New Jersey to resume
teaching.
The Social Club held Its first reg
ular meeting Thursday with Mrs.
Nellie Reever for an all day session
and picnic dinner. Twelve members
and six guests were present. Clip
pings and items of Interest were
read. Program, quotations, readings,
Mrs. Bernys Jameson, Miss Hazel
Day; conundrums, Mrs. Annie Mank;
contest prizes won by Mrs. Emma
Kalloch and Mrs. Jameson. The next
meeting will be held Wednesday aft
ernoon, Sept. 18, with Mrs. Maude
Coffin.

NORTH WALDOBORO
Miss Elsie and Ednah Howard
of Rockland who have been passing
the vacation at E. D. Mank's have
returned to their home.
Rev. C. C. Whidden has been in
Brunswick the past week.
School is District No. 11 began
Monday with Mrs. Ida Mallett as
teacher.
Mrs. Alma Mank was in Rockland
Friday.
Several persons from this place at
tended Windsor fair Monday and
Tuesday.
Mrs. Emma Walsh had the misfor
tune Wednesday to fall and break
her arm while at work cleaning the
schoolhouse.
Charles Overlock and family were
recent visitors at W. F. Teague's.
Harry Ames who has had employ
ment in Townsend, Mass., returned
home Tuesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Lester Post and
daughter of Rockland were at LevandahNewhert's Friday
Miss Frances*Stahl who has been

pending her vacation in Edgecomb
returned home Sunday.

I

■ Better Fuel

LAWRY

VINALHAVEN

THE
f
BUSY GRANGERS f
*

i

In the recent fight nt Washington
put up toy the potato growers of the
country to secure an increased tariff
rate on potatoes, the National
Grange took an active part and was
largely responsible for the advanced
schedule of duty finally agreed upon.
Large numbers of potato growers
Journeyed to Washington to present
their case, and found there the
hearty cooperation of the National
Grange legislative office, with many
of their meetings held in the latter
building, where a vigorous program
of action was planned.
Under the present law the duty
rate on potatoes is 50 cents per hun
dred pounds and as originally re
ported toy the ways and means com
mittee the new schedule contained no
Increase, the pica of the distressed
potato growers having been ignored
entirely. As soon as the Grange
threw its Influence into the case an
agreement was reached to raise the
duty from 50 cents to 75 cents per
100 pounds, and it is in this shape
that probable enactment will be
made.
Especially active in this potato
fight were the growers from Aroos
took County, Maine, which is the
principal potato growing section of
the United States, hacked by all the
senators and congressmen from the
Pine Tree State. The Grange has
almost 00,000 members in Maine, dis
tributed over every county in ap
proximately 500 subordinates, and
nearly all the large potato growers
in Maine are active workers in the
Grange.
. e , .
This year sees the extension to
hundreds of Granges in a score of
states of the idea which has steadily
been gaining ground tlie past three
years, of setting apart a "Grange
Day” wherein all the Granges within
a state are expected to mobilize Pheir
efforts on some improvement project
for the good of tlie community, the
members giving their services gra
tuitously. Last year thousands of
Grange members worked for the pub
lic good on such projects and the
number of workers is likely to be at
least trebled this year.
On such occasions the workers
assemble early in the Grange hall,
map out the day's program, and put
it over vigorously; the Grange woImen 86rve appetizing meals and it
is made a day of merriment as well as
of achievement. Village parks, town
cemeteries, schoolhouse grounds and
other bits of local environment are
made the object of these improve
ment undertakings, and the rural
appearance of America benefits
I greatly by the extension of this com| mendable Grange idea

j "Bon-Tone Brings
j Quick Relief After 10
L

style, comjort and convenience of
America’s finest medium-

priced automobile?

Years of Suffering’

MIL NICK HELLMAN

Tor the past 10 years, I have suf
fered with stomach trouble.” says
Mr. Nick Heilman, of So. Portland,
Me. “After eating, I would get at
tacks of indigestion, and gas would
Just seem to bloat me all up, and
press up around my heart so, that I
thought I had heart trouble. I was
also troubled with terrible pains in
ZI1J
Olivo. iI (now
my oiwiuuv-...
stomach, DSUV.O,
sides, uiiu
and back.
also
suffered with terrible.headaches and
terrible vomiting spells, which would
make me awful sick I have doctored
and taken all kinds of medicines and
pills, but nothing seemed to give me
the desired reliel Constipation was
another ailment of mine, and I took
all kinds of laxatives, with but just
temporary relief. I heard so much
about Bon-Tone and what it had done
for other stomach sufferers, that I
decided to try it. The relief I have
gotten from just 8 bottles has been
wonderful. I am no longer troubled
with gas or indigestion—and can
now eat anything I want to,
th no
distress afterwards. Headaches are
a thing of the past, and my bowel!
now move regularly. The pains in my
stomach and sides have been entirely
relieved and I feel go much better
Bon-Tone certainly has accomplished
all that it was supposed to do, and* ■t
would advise anyone suffering with
stomach disorders to give Bon-Tone
a fair trial.”

Doris Holstrfnn returned Tuesday
from Christmas Cove where she spent
the summer months.
Mr. and Mrs. Davis Billings, son
Davis and daughter Norma of New
ton. Mass., arrived Tuesday and are
guests of Mr. and Mrs. 'Wilbur Bill
ings.
Mrs. Rose Roberts and sister, Grace
Hutchinson of Swampscott, Mass.,
are guests of Capt. and Mrs. Elisha
Roberts.
Mr. and Mrs. W. Y. Fossett were
guests Sunday of Mrs. Elizabeth
Rudy at Bridgeside.
Mrs. Selma Johnson and daughter
Agnes of Chicago are guests of her
brother Andrew Johnson.
llarvey Hall and son Thornton of
Gloucester, Mass, are visiting his
brother E. M. Hull.
Mrs. W. .1. Hutchinson nnd daugh
ter Elizabeth, who are at their sum
mer home nt the Reach, were enter
tained Saturday afternoon at lunch
eon by Mrs. W. Y. Fossett at her
home on East Main street.
The Needlecraft Club- were enter
tained Wednesday evening by Miss
i Faye Coburn at her home.
Mrs. Mary Chapman of Rockland is
visiting her sister Mrs. Rebecca Arey
Mrs. Emily Stevens of Brooklyn
and Miss Josephine Scott of Phila
delphia. who were guests at Island
Home have returned to their homes.
Miss Ellen Georgeson returned Sat
urday from Portland.
J Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Young and
jI
j daughter Ethel were Sunday guests
at Camp Alyoscar. Shore Acres.
W. E. Bilger of Fanueil, Mass., was
a recent guest of Mrs. Carrie Dicken
son.

Creamers

“CAMDEN” and “BELFAST”
Whether it’s a business or pleasure journey, there’s only
one comfortable way to make the trip to Boston. Enjoy the
luxury of spacious and well-ventilated staterooms . . . dine
leisurely and well, and get a restful night's sleep.

Steamer Sails 8 P. M.
Standard Time—Daily Except Sunday

for Boston. Connections at Boston for direct steamer to
New York. Steamer “J. T. MORSE” leaves Rockland for
Bar Harbor and way landings daily except Monday at
5.15 A. M. Steamer ‘WESTPORT” leaves Rockland for
Brooklin and way landings daily except Monday at 5.15
A. M.

Automobiles Carried

Year-Round Freight Service

For reservations, apply Wharf Office

EASTERN
lines

EPHI

4 Priest Drug Co.

THOSE MYSTERIOUS MESSAGES

BURPEE
UNDERTAKERS

Since 1840 this firm has
Why does a whippoorwill, at ap
faithfully served the f&mtllea
proach of dark, begin his endless
of Knox County
whistling? What does It mean to
LADY ATTENDANT
him? Who can be sure that a sky
lark's rhapsody is really expression
Tel. Day 45O;Night 781-1
of a joy in living? What do the frogs
AMBULANCE SERVICE
mean by their solemn booming In
midsummer ponds, and what does a I
spring peeper express by his eternal j
wail of spring nights? Is a cricket
ROCKLAND, ME.
really cheerful? And why does the
katydid begin in midsummer that
loud series of dogmatic affirmations I
DR. BLAKE B. ANNIS
and denials which continue until
Chiropractor
frost? What is it in the nature of
111 Limoroek 81root
a vireo which persuades him to con
(Corner Lincoln)
tinue his endless “song” through the
ICHIROPRACTICl L,dy
hot moons of midsummer when all
Phono
the other birds are still? And why
Painloeo System
is the grasshopper so much more
of Adjusting
vocal—as we, in our stumbling lan
guage put It—than thfe ant?
Nobody knows. We are proud of
DR. E. L. SCARLOTT
our syllabled language which dis
(Successor to Dr. T. L. McBeatk)
tinguishes, we proudly think, man
Osteopathic Physician
from beast, but we have no under
standing of the means of communi
By Appointment—Tol. 18S
cation, with any more meaning than 36 Limerock St.
Rockland
the beating of our own hearts. We
Graduate of American School od
know that the sounds exist; we have
Osteopathy
even discovered that insects mako
sounds too subtle for our coarse ears.
DR. F. B. ADAMS
And we have a vague, external under
400 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND
standing that other animals com
municate by other senses. An ele Office Hours: 1 to 4 and 7 to 8 P. M.
phant says that he is angry by
Telephone 160
secreting from a gland on the
Attention given to Medical and
temple; other elephants and other
Electrical Treatment
animals, with keener noses than ours,
83-120
understand the message. A female
moth attracts the male not by showy
clothes or lack of them, but by a DR. LINWOOD T. ROGERS
subtle perfume which the male moth
Osteopathic Physician
can detect a mile away.
Those silent nights In the country
396 MAIN ST, ROCKLAND
1
are not silent at all; they reek with
Talophono 1296; Realdenos 2U-M ,
messages which we cannot under
stand.—New York Herald-Tribune.
mm i
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W. H. GLOVER CO.

LOANS

Rockland, Me.
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(Except Sunday)

steamship

OAKLAND
Up To $300.00

Daily Service
t« BOSTON

Mrs. Bartholomew Donahue and
grandchildren Tom. John, Sally and
Mary Mahon, also Mrs. Joseph Dona
hue. left Wednesday for Dorchester,
Mass.
Mrs. Margaret Smith and daughter
Claire, who have been spending a
week at Bridgeside, returned Wed
nesday to Quincy. Mass.
Mrs. Alton Lewis who has been visTHE GAME SEASON
WARREN
1 ,tln . , r p;uvnts Mr. and Mrs. Joseph
'
*
. . ,
. .
S. Black ^returned today to her home
Mrs. Emerson Perkins who has been Open Season On Water Fowl
in New Y'ork.
Mrs. Mary McNichol entertained ill in bed since having an attack of
Begins Monday — Part
the Sewing Club at her home Tues grippe cold last winter has entered
Knox Hospital for observation.
BON-TONE is for sale at the Corner day night.
ridge and Woodcock Later
Esten Blake and family of Augusta
Mr. and Mrs. Fred K. Coombs and
Drug Store, Main and Limerock
have been visiting his aunt Mrs. El
streets, and Rockland Pharmacy, Mr. and Mrs. William Lawry. were
The open season for the shooting
len Wellman and cousin Maurice
Main and Park Streets, Rockland, Me. weekend guests of Mr. and Mrs. E.
of water fowl in Maine will begin
Wellman at West Warren.
Come in and get a FREE copy of the G. Carver at their summer home
Maurice Wellman has lost a val next Monday and continue until Dec.
instructive health booklet
’’Sea-All.”
31, inclusive. Birds that may be
uable cow.
Mr. Townsend was in the city Tues
"The Road To Success”
Mrs. Fannie E. Brown of Thomas taken are ducks, bag limit, ten birds;
day on a business trip.
ton was a dinner guest Sunday of Mr. snipes, two birds; coots, 25 birds.
Clinton Dalzelle of Rockland was a and Mrs. F. D. Rowe.
The "fnltiting of wild birds is pro
guest the past week of her sister Mrs.
Mrs. Mary Lockie expects to close hibited from sunset to half an hour
Clinton Teele.
her home here this week and return before sunrise. Small game licenses
Watch for the date of the Eastern to Washington. D. C. She will be for non-residents, which allow hunt
District School reunion at Pool’s Hill. accompanuled by her niece Miss Dor ing for all kinds of birds and animals,
Union Church Circle will hold its othy Stevens as far as Charlestown. except deer and moose, may be ob
usual supper at the. vestry tonight at Mass.
PARK THEATRE
tained for $5.15. The State Fish and
Mrs. Otho Thompson has returned Game Department has sept out over
"Hard To Get” an all talking pic 5.30.
Miss
Viola
Haskell
of
Mattapan,
to her home In Medford, Mass., after 2000 non-resident licenses to Its
ture featuring Dorothy Mackaill and
Mass., and Miss Grace Terry of Ever pending the summer with her agents in Maine, New Hampshire.
Jack Oakie is being shown today.
The long awaited and much herald ett, are spending their vacation at mother Mrs. Mary Richmond.
Massachusetts, New Y’ork and Que
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Wyllie. Mr. nnd bec.
ed First National Vitaphone produc the home of Capt. and Mrs. W. P.
The Department now lists
Mrs. Chester Wyllie and Maurice about 600 sporting camps, hotels,
tion, "Smiling Irish Eyes.” in which •Greenlaw.
Capt. and Mrs. L. H. Callahan of Wyllie left Thursday for a motor trip sporting good shops and stores where
Colleen Moore makes her first ap
pearance in screen dialogue, will be Rockland are visiting his parents Mr. through the White Mountains.
hunting and fishing licenses are for
Prof. Albert Whitmore accompan
and Mrs. George Callahan.
n Friday and Saturday.
sale.
Mrs. Arthur Balcom and sons ied by Hilliard Spear left Monday on
Fresh from its New York run.
Tlie open season on partridge and
here it was exhibited for weeks at Norman and Vaugh, who have been an extended motor trip southward woodcock starts Oct. 1 and continues
Smiling Irish Eyes" is to he gUPSts of Capt. and Mrs. W. P. Green- which will carry them to Virginia. until Oct. 31, inclusive. The bag limit
iiown at the Park at no advance in law have returned to their home in Prof. Whitmore has leave of absence on each bird Is four and the season
from his duties at the University of
prices. This picture, an all-talking Lynnfield, Mass.
limit on partridge is 25.
and singing special, has been ac
Mrs. A. U. Patterson returned Mon Maine and plans to take a course of
study at the University of North Car
claimed as Miss Moore's finest pro day from Rockland.
WHEN IN BOSTON—Remember that you
olina. Mr. Spear is going for the
duction, and in view of the fact that
ran buy copies of The Courier-Gazette with
offers the opportunity for her fol them in a delightful voice. These beauties of the trip and will return the home news, at tile Old South News Agency,
lowers to hear her voice for the first melodies take an important part in by train or steamer.
Washington St., next Old South Church.
time, it will undoubtedly draw an un the story—adv.
A
public
reception
will
be
held
at
VINALHAVEN & ROCKLAND
usually large attendance at the thea
the Thomasjon National Bank from 2
STEAMBOAT CO.
tre tomorrow.
STRAND THEATRE
to 8 p. m. Saturday. A description of Boats between Rockland. Vinalhaven. North
James Hall is Miss Moore's lead
Haven. Stonington, Swan’s Island
Coming close upon the heels of the remodelled quarters appears else
ing man in this Irish romance, most
SUMMER ARRANGEMENT
of which was filmed in exterior set "Weary River” Richard Barthelmess where In this issue.
Subject To Change Without Notice
DAILY SI \DAYS EXCEPTED
tings. The background for the great scores another definite hit in "Drag1
VINALHAVEN LINE
THREE LARGEST DAYS
er portion of the story is in the Kii- First National's all talking humorous
Steamer leaves Vinalhaven daily except
larney district of Ireland, while there domestic drama which features the
Sunday
at
7.0S
A. M. and 1.0® P. If. Arriv
are brief episodes in New York as screen attractions at the Strand to Carlton Bridge Traffic Broke All Rec ing nt Rockland at 8.20 A. M. and 2.20 1*. M.
day and tomorrow. “Drag” carries
Returning leaves Rockland at 9.30 A. Al. and
ords At Labor Day Period
welL
3.30 P. Al. direct for Vinalhaven, arriving
The popular song hits, “Smiling double interest in that the plot and
at 10 .’0 A. At. and 4.50 P. M.
The Carlton Bridge went through STONINGTON AND SWAN'S ISLANO LINE
Irish Eyes” and "A Wee Bit O’ Love," run of the story Is about people that
Steamer leaves Swan's Island daily except
are introduced in this Vitaphone pic we know and meet and like many the busiest days in its history on Sat
ture, Miss Moore revealing unexpect successful dramatic comedy hits cen urday, Sunday nnd Igtlior Day when Bundiyi at < 8® A. M.. Stonington 7.25. North
Haven
8.20 : due at Rockland about 9.30 A. At.
ters
around
the
in-laws.
However
the revenue toll house in Woolwich
ed talent as a vocalist by singing
with a triangular aspect. “Drag” is amounted to $5,267 as compared with Returning leaves Rockland at 2.30 P. M.
North Haven 3.30, Stonington at 4.30 ; due to
different entertainment in that "the the sum of $4,936 taken in during a arrive at Swan’s Island about 5.30 P. At.
i ther” woman turns out to be a sweet similar period in 1928.
B. H. STINSON
REMEMBER THE NAME
74-tf
General Agent
loving little thing who in the end
Cash cars crossing the structure
makes for the husband a real wife.
for the three days this year numbered
Do not mistake “Drag" as an ordi 8,023. a gain of 732 over the same
Satisfaction for
nary picture.
It boasts Richard
period last year.
LIVE
POULTRY
and
Barthelmess as the star which should
Th sum of $1,723.95 was taken in
PRONOUNCED F. I.
be assurance enough of a great per
EGG SHIPPERS
n the future when you are suffering formance. Talking short subjects, tolls Saturday against $1,695 on the
If you want the best selling the market
from Head Colds, Asthma, Hay Fever, Sportlight and the inimitable in news Saturday before Labor Day in 1928affords, ship to
Rose Cold and Catarrhal conditions reels. Paramount Sound News will Sunday's receipts this year were
W.
F.
Wyman & Co.
$1,772.95
as
compared
with
an
income
get a bottle of Ephi from your neigh complete a well rounded bill.
4 Faneuil Hall Market
Boston, Mass.
borhood druggist, or mailed direct
“The College Coquette," a fast of $1,780.70 on the correseponding day
Our guarantee—top market prices, prompt
parcel post prepaid on receipt of fifty moving, all talking comedy of col last year. Labor Day, 1929, found the
returns at all times. For twenty years
we have been rendering better service
cents.
lege life will he the feature attrac revenue mounting to $1,770.85. against
to our shippers. Testimonials, quota
tion for Saturday. Here is a college $1,551.20 for Labor Day, 1928.
tions and tags furnished on request.
Supt.
"riggs'
force
at
the
toll
house
comedy that is different, boasting a
77-Th-tf
Reference: Federal National Bank.
of such stars as Ruth Taylor was taxed to the limit and Monday
Bangor, Me. cast
were obliged to establish a second
and William Collier, Jr.—adv.
lane for west bound traffic and place
a cash reegister out door t<j facilitate
collection of tolls.

School 'opens Monday with Mrs.
Lena Davis as teacher.
Joseph Benner and son Dwight and
THE CAS INDUSTRY Of NEW ENGLAND
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Lamb of Allston
OF WHICH VOUAOWH CAS COM PANY IS A P A AT
Mass., spent the weekend with Mrs. I A Grange in Michigan called in a
Angie Simmons.
health expert at one of its meetings
William Simmons left Tuesday for to give a demonstration on "Bedside
Lockport, N. S„ where he will spend care,” greatly to the benefit of the
two weeks’ vacation with relatives. I large crowd of interested listeners
the Grange hall.
Mrs. Julie Wotton and Mrs. Hazel | assembled within
• • • •
Benner were in Waldoboro Thursday.
When the National Grange meets
Merrill Wallace, Mr. and Mrs. Oscar at Seattle Washington, for its 63il
Wallace of Boston and Mrs. Nina annual session, it is expected that a
Gould and son John of Dorchester. class of from 3000 to 4000 candidates
Mass., spent the weekend with their
will be in waitingjor the seventh de
parents Mr. and Mrs. David Wallace.
gree, the highest conferred by this
Miss Eva Carter of South Portland fraternity.
is visiting her sister Mbs. W. P.
Lawry.
The Grange in Michigan was very
Fannie Mason of Round Pond was successful during the recent session
a guest of her sister Mrs. Doris Sim of the state legislature in securing
mons last week.
the enactment of several pieces of
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Collett of Ver
mont spent the weekend with Mr. and legislation designed to be helpful to
agriculture and to the rural interests
Mrs. Charles Collamore.
Sylvia <Jenthne7*** and Barbara 1 of th** 8tate’ On!.%1t±e "" t'-',
Genthner of West Waldoboro were enactment of a $2,000,000 state-.t:,l
guests of their aunt Mrs. Annie De measure for schools, which tlie
Grange had long sponsored.
lano last week.
Oakland combines a long wheelbase with a short turning
Other measures enacted which the
Mrs.
Marcia
Davis
and
daughter
radius—giving greater handling ease. Its bodies by Fisher
Leatrice
visited
her
mother Mrs. Grange advocated were:—A potato
provide such convenience and comfort features as drivers
grading bill and a new milk code,
Lizzie Miller a few days this week.
seats adjustable as you drive, clear-vision easily-regulated V V
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Malnoey were I which especially interests the farmwindshields and side cowl ventilators.
guests of Mrs. David Wallace re- ers; establishing branch offices for
Foot-controlled headlights -automatic spark control assur
Ctentiy.
I selling license plates in cities of 10,ing correct spark occurrence at any speed—spring covers
Mrs. Venson Simmons Is visiting | 000 population and upwards; pro
which add to riding ease by keeping springs permanently
ber mother Mrs. Mary Burk In Lock- viding that owner of automobile
lubricated and free from mud, rain and dust . . . ail theoe
port. N. S., Mrs. Simmons came here shall not be liable for injury to graare comfort and convenience features which only the All29 years ago and this is the first op- tuitous passenger; providing capital
American in iU field combines.
portunity she has had of visiting her punishment for persons convicted of
Come In and let us show you how, on every basis of compari
old home during the time. Her daugh- first degree murder; amending in
son. today’s Oakland is America’, finett medium-pnced
ter-in-law is taking her place and heritance tax law so as to increas
automobile.
looking out for the family while she revenue.
is away. ,
I The effort to enact a state income
Facts Which Prove Oakland Supremacy
Miss Irma Winchenbaugh went tax law passed the lower brunch of
Friday to Thomaston where she will the legislature, but was killed in the
And one of the two is nearly $100
Th. followin' feet. were ®>’*iiied
higher in price than Oakland. Of tha
make her home with Mrs. Oscar upper. The attempt to secure an
Iran • hm.i — rf the •nkland All18 cars which have less-known bodies
American Six with 20 other mediumBlunt during the High School year, income tax law proves uphill work.
11
are
priced
above
the
All-Amer

priced automobile*. All told, S78 indiMiss Winchenbaugh was one of the I
the Grange continues its vigorous
vidual comparisons were made. Ot
ican Six.
these Oakland proved to be distinctly
Junior class of Friendship graduating agitat|0n, maintaining that this is
superior in 451 or 51.37 per cent. The
WHEELBASE^°™“>~
last June. Her friends here wish her the on,y fair way to get at hitherto un
20 cars combined were at best equal to
success during her next two years touched taxable property,
has a wheelbase as long as Oakland’s,
Oakland on 382 or 43.50 per cent.
And 13 of the 20 were higher priced
or school.
which is 117 inches. That car requires
a turning circle to the left of 42 feet as
than Oakland.
Several from this place are talking, _
a a
compared with Oakland's 36 feet. Six
of attending the talkies at FriendB^Hevlnpr that Amer ca needs a
FISHER BODYOn’t
higher-priced cars have shorter wheel
ship which will open Friday evening. revival of the
8l>*nt’ ,hc
bases.
cars in the field offer bodies by Fisher.
Miss Theresa Burns of West Wal-I ^b’° State Grange is backing a
doboro visited at E. A. Burns’ last unique undertaking, whole outcome
Con aider the delivered price aa well
wool;,
’
will be watched with keen interest.
Oakland All-American Six, SI 145 to
a* the liat (f. o. b.) price when cons11375, f. o. h. Pontiac, Michigan,
Mrs. Naomi Galucia was at Mrs. Attractive Priies have been offtr<d
paring automobile values ... Oak
ulus delivery charge*. Spring covers
Lerow Benner’s recently.
| to the Orange members who will
land-Pontiac delivered prices in
and Lovejoy Hydraulic Shock Abclude only authorised chargee for
•orbers Included in list prices.1
1 write the best essays on the topic.
Bumpers and rear fender guards
freight and delivery and the charge
“The Spirit of Neighborliness.” and
extra. General Motors Time Pay
for any additional accessories or
NORTH HAVEN
these are offered not only to members
ment Plan uvailsUs at minimum
financing desired.
rate.
. of subordinate Oranges, but to the
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Carver and son I youngsters in Juvenile organizations
of New Jersey have returned home L, wel| R ,g lnk.nded to bring out
C. W. HOPKINS
after visiting relatives in town. Mr. some of (hp hageg „f rura, n(.igh,„„..
65 LIMEROCK STREET
ROCKLAND
and Mrs. Carver and Mr and Mrs J. hood „fe wh(ch charactPrjz,,„ the
B. Crocke t made the trip to Rock- gtatg a generatlon ag0, ,„,t which
an
j a rp ane.
I have go rapifliy passed away in this
Mrs. Marietta Stone who passed mechanical and everyhody-to-be-paid
several weeks in town, has returned age
to her home in Rockland.
jn Ohio, as well as elsewhere
Everett Frohock and Wilbur Fro- I Granges are characterized by their
hock of Rockland and Donald Hunt of kjn(jiy works of ministry, which in
Weymouth, Mass., were in town Sun- numberless instances have been
1
i if
tt i
g, ,
,, manifested toward those in distress
PKODUCT OF GENERAL MOTORS
Rev. and Mrs. Helens and family through slckness or other misfor
OPP Gl/Nczxxzi
rrixxfv*
onw-iwvrkv.
ex e,and I tube. and with entire timeliness the
«,7n.
1rr3^n
lrnr
mm« hom6
returned to Fall River, Mass.
1 Grange can tackle this interesting
Sarita Beverage who has been visi.,'~u7
'‘f-I subjeCt.
Arrangements have been
iting her parents the past five weeks I
made by the State Grange with one
has returned to Washington, D. C.
of the large broadcasting stations of
Mrs. Jewell of Dixmont is visiting
the state to broadcast the proposed
her sister Mrs. James Tabbutt.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Keene left Iessay contest and later
later on to
Thursday for Boston. Mrs. Keene have 801,16 , of thp e88ays 0 80
On Your Own Signature
has been at Mrs. James Tabbutt’s for broadcast for the information
the summer. Mr Keene Is steward on which will thus be so widely dis
the yacht Malay II.
Itrihuted over the state. The latter
Mr. and Mrs. Perry and Mr. and phase of the work is under the super
Mrs. Lawry and daughter Louise of vision of Fred A. Palmer of Columbus,
Boston were weekend visitors at farm hour director of Station WAIU
No Endorsers—No Red Tape
James Tabbutt’s.
| Rural organizations in particular
throughout the country will watch
Interest at 3% per month (which includes all chargee and
Americans always enjoy explor- I with keen interest the development of
fees of every kind) on the unpaid amount of loan
ing the feudal castles of the Old this "neighborly” idea in Ohio, and
World. ’ They should go to Wales many of the older generation at lease
“the country of Castles” and see some are longing to see a return of the
of the most picturesque in Europe, kindly, neighborhood activities of the
among which are examples of all past,
10 Limerock Street
Rockland, Me.
types of medieval fortifications. Some
are ivy-covered ruins, some in a good I
1 - if-,",—j.
Telephone (ilb-VJ
state of preservation, but all are sur- I
lLTLiJ-LAIaC
52-tf
rounded with an aura of history and
romance.
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HASKELL & CORTHELL, Camden, Maine
MEN’S, BOYS’ AND WOMEN’S OUTFITTERS

W-

\

J

I . •’ >

MEN’S KHAKI PANTS

WOMEN’S $1 SILK HOSE

$1.15

In all the new shades. This Hose offers a fine value.
All first quality

Regular $2.00 (value. These are good heavy weight khaki
material, strongly made and full cut

69c

OF VITAL IMPORTANCE TO YOU

WORK GLOVES

WOMEN’S PORCH DRESSES

Brown jersey and white canvas; good weight

HASKELL & CORTHELL’S STORE STAGES A LIVE WIRE SELLING EVENT—AN EVENT BRIM
FUL OF PRICES THAT WILL MAKE YOUR SHOPPING EASY!

2 pairs 25c

Values to $3.50

For house and afternoon wear.

Choice $1.19

$1 ATHLETIC UNION SUITS
The low price on these Men’s Athletic Union Suits is
such an opportunity as will not be offered again for some
,time.

69c

Sale Starts Thursday, September 12
AND ENDS SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 21

DRESSES FOR THE SCHOOLGIRL

MEN’S FANCY SILK HOSE
50c value.
35? value.

Three pairs for ...................................................... $1.00
Four- pairs for ........................................................... $1.05

In a variety of the latest patterns; sizes 9 1-2 to 11 1-2.

Men’s Suits
$25.00 Suits with one and two pairs of pants

$18.95

Prices That Are Almost Unbelievable

Regular $40.00 Suits in this lot. You will find suits
for the men who demand most for their money.
Harvest Sale—

$30.50
$35.00 values. Hart Schaffner & Marx make, with one
and two pairs of pants—

$27.50
Our $46.00 Suits are all with one and two pairs of
Pants or Long Pants and Knickers. Starting Thurs
day and continuing through this Big Harvest Sale—

$33.50
Others at ‘ In-Between” Prices
The above groups include our very /best suits.
No ‘'outlaws'* among them All strictly first class
and top quality for the original price, but NOW you
can buy them considerably cheaper.

•

A SPECIAL GROUP AT $17.45
We have picked from our regular stock 36 Suits
that were not new this spring. Values from 30.00 to
45.00. Come early and take your pick for $17.45.

MEN’S PANTS
In Serges, Cassimeres, Worsteds and Flannels
$3.50 value; now .................................................................. $2.89
$4.50 value; now ................................. «................................ 3.69
$5.00 value; now ......... -........................................................ 3.79
$5.50 value; now .................................................................... 3.95
$6?50 value; now .................................................................... 4.95
$7.50 value; now ...................................................................... 5.49
Men’s 2.00 Khaki Pants ...................................................... 1*15
Mens Linen Knickers, plus 4 style, 4.00 and 6.00 values.
Harvest price ...................................................................... 2.69

BOYS’ PANTS AND KNICKERS
$1.50
$2.50
$3.<10
$3.50

value
value
value
value

.......................................
95
............................................................................... 1.95
......................
2.45
................................................................................ 2.95

IN OUR BASEMENT
You will “find Men’s and Boys’ .Sheepskin Coats,
Mackinaws, odd lots of Rain Coats, Shirts, Overcoats
and 101 different articles all reduced to Basement Prices
for Quick ^Selling. Don't fail to visit the BASEMENT.

Ages 7 to 14.

To make this event the biggest in our history we have taken every hit of merchandise in our Men’s, Women’s
and Basement Departments, consisting of Clothing, Shoes, Furnishings, Women’s Wear, Trunks, Bags, and
everything that the whole family wears, and shut our eyes to former prices while marking these goods. RE
DUCTIONS even up to FIFTY PER CENT on many lines. The few items advertised in this circular are just
a mere sample of the MANY GREAT BARGAINS that await you. BE A WISE ONE AND NOT A LATE
ONE! COME EARLY THURSDAY MORNING and the following eight mornings.

Here Is Where WideAwake Men Save!

ALL HART SCHAFFNER & MARX, WORCESTERTEX AND OTHER GOOD MAKES INCLUDED IN
THIS BIG HARVEST SALE !

Mens Blue Chambray Shirts .................... ............................59
$2.50 Flannel Shirts, gray or khaki ............................... 1-49
Men's Store Coats, 2.50 value, while they are going 1.19
Child's Wash Suits for ......................................................
-79
14 Men's Suits in Basement .....................................’........ 5.50
Men's Heavy Overalls ........................................................ 1-29
Men's Lumberjacks, basement value to 5.00; now .... 1.98

BOYS’ SUITS
Of the Better Kind that have a quick action ticket !
the price

Note

Boys’ 4-'piece Suits, ages 6 to IS years, with two pairs
of knickers or one knicker and one pair long pants.
$10.50 'Suits; now for ..................... ............... ..................... 7.95
$12.50 Suits; now for ........................................................... 9.95
$15.'5O Suits; now for ....................................................... 11.95
24'Boy^p’ Overcoats at ................................. One'half Price
$12.00 Coats .«..................................................................... 6.00

$15.00 Coats ...................................................... $.................

7.50

$8.50 Coats .................................................................................. 4.25

(These will not last long at the price)

To Many,

These Prices May

Seem Incredible
SALE OF HOSE
Men’s 35c Lisle Hose; 4 pairs ......................................... 1.00
Men’s 50c Fancy Hose; 3 pairs ........................................ 1.00
Interwoven 1.00 Hose, silk or silk and wool, fancy col
ors .................................................................................................79
Men’s 1.00 Golf Hose ...................................................... _.........69
Men’s 2.00 Golf Hose ........................~................................ 1.45
Men’s 2.50 Golf Hose ............................................................ 1.95
Boys’ '50c Golf Hose .................................................................. 29
Boys’ 75c Golf Hose .................................................................. 59
Boys’ Black Cat School Hose ............................ 25, .40, .50

SALE OF HATS AND CAPS

Men’s 2.50 Caps ................................................................... 1.85
Men's 2.00 Caps ...............
1.45
Men’s 1.50 Caps .......................................................................... 95
$5.00 Soi; Hats ..................................................................... 4.39
$4.on Soft Hals .......... . ........................................................ 3 2)

SALE OF TIES

Youthful designed in the most charming
style

98c

Extremely Low Values in

Men’s Overcoats and Top Coats

Where Shoppers
Throng

Men's and Young Men’s Swan Bussell Hals and Caps
all new colors and shapes.

WOMEN’S BLOOMERS 69c
Regular $1.00 value. These are of fine quality rayon
silk in pink, flesh, white

Wise Men Will Stock Up Now
$25.00 Overcoats in

$19.50

There Must Be Bargains

Overcoat values

Footwear For Everybody At Great
Reductions

to 40.00.

$35.00 Hart Schaffner & Marx Overcoats—

$26.50

grade Wear-iPlus .... ,............................................. 1.15
grade, Wear-Plus ...... $................................................... 79
Bow Ties .................. .................................................* .59
Bow Ties ...... . ......... ........................................................... 39

Overcoat values to $45.00.

For the woman that wants the most in Footwear and
her feet dressed right. During this sale you can buy

Store Open Every
Evening During
This Sale
TRAVELING LUGGAGE
This sale comes at a very opportune time, the time
our Summer Colony are preparing to go home, students
are going away, town people are going touring. Never
have we prepared so large and varied an assortment of
Trunks, Bags, Suit Cases and every kind of Hand Lug
gage as we have right now.
Suit Cases, all sizes ............................................. 1.50 to 18.50
Automobile Cases J................................................... 5.50 to 10.50
Traveling Bags for Men and Women. Likely and other
makes ...................................................... 1............. 8.50 to 35.00
Black and Brown Likely Gladstone ........... 13.50 to 48.50
Brief Cases ................................................................ 2 50 to 18.50
Boston Bags ........................................................... «... 1.39 to 4.50
School Bags ................................... ......................................... 2.50
Migrator Wardrobe Hat Boxes .......................... 9.50 to 24.50
Hat Boxes, all sizes and colors ...................... 4.50, 5.00, 5.95
Automobile Cushions, all colors ....................................... 1.50
Trunk Straps, 7, 8, 9 ft. lengths, leather or web .10 to 1-59
Trunks, full size Dress Trunks in all sizes and grades.
made to stand, hard usage, -start as low as ........... 7.50
and range up to .............................................. 10.50 to 19.50
•Steamer Trunks in three sizes and several grades, range
in price from ....................................................... 6.53 to 18.50
Full Size Wardrobe Trunks. 35.00 to 46.00; three-quarter
size ................... ................................ .................... 22.50 to 32.50
Steamer Wardrobe Trunks .........................................
22.50
Army Locker Trunks ......................................................... 6.50
Wardruhe Suit Cases ........................................ 15.50 to 18.50
Overnight Cases, all sizes ................................ 2.50 to 28.50
Overnight Fitted Cases
6.95 to 32.50
Laundry Cases ..................................................... 2.00 and 2.25
Exira Fillers ............................................................................... 40

Harvest Sale Price—

$29.50

All New Patterns in Four-in-Hands or Bows
$1.50
$1.00
.75
.50

thc newest fall patterns. Harvest

$8.56
$7.50
$6.50
$6.09
$5.90

Queen Quality Shoes for .......................................
Queen Quality Shoes for .......................................
Queen Quality Shoes for .........................................
Enna Jettick Shoes for ..............................................
Enna Jettick Shoes for ..........................................

6.85
5 85
4.85
4.55
3.95

HARVEST
One table of Women's Queen Quality Shoes, values from
6.50 to S.50, all sizes in the lot, all good styles. Be a
wise one. come early, take your pick for ............. 3.29

20 lines of Women’s New Fall Queen Quality Shoes at
.......................................................................... 10% Discount

$31.50
These Overcoats are all of the latest models. New
weaves and plain blue and gray. All the better coats
are made by Hart iSchaffner & Marx.
SPECIAL GROUP including COACH WHICH FOR
MERLY WERE $25.00 TO $35.00. Here’s Real Hon
est Value and Plenty of It!

$14.85
Men’s Top Coat Bargains!
These new Top Coats in a variety of dark and
new fall shades and material. Take advantage of this
opportunity to buy the Top Coat you want at a Big
Saving.
$1*8.50 and $25.00 values
$30.00 and $35.00 values

$14.00

Low Prices That Will
Long Linger In

Your Mind
RALSTON SHOES FOR MEN
We have styles to meet your fancy in black, and brown
oxfords, wide or narrow toes. Our Ralston Shoes are
all the 8.50 grade. Sale price ...................... L..1............ 6.95
Men’s 5.00 Oxfords .................................................................. 3.90
Mens 6.00 Shoes ...................... t................................ «............. 4.85
Big lot Men’s and Boys’ 1.50 Sneakers............. .................. 95
Boys’ 2.00 TT. S. Ked Sneakers .......................... ;............ 1.45
Men’s 2?50 U. S. Sneakers ...................................•........... 1.95
During this Harvest Sale we are allowing 10% Dis
count on Misses', Boys’ and Children’s Shoes.

Harvest Sale Price—

$22.00

HARVEST SALE OF UNDERWEAR
Men’s 1.00 Athletic Union Suits ............................................ 69
$1.50 Balbriggan Union Suits .................................................95
Men’s ©5c Athletic (Shirts and Pants ................ „................. 49
Winter Shirts and Drawers, 1.00 value; now ...........
.85
$1.75 Balbriggan Union Suits ......................................... 1.39
Men’s 1.50 B. V. D. Union Suits. Our price ............... 1.19
Athletic Shirts and Pants, 1.00 value; now ......................79
Men’s 2.00 Winter Union Suits ...................................... 1.39
$1.00 Balbriggan Shirts and Drawers; each ..................... 79
Boys' 75c Topper Union iKuits
......... n........................... 59
Boys’ 65c Balbriggan Union Suits ....... ............................ 49

SURPRISES FOR THE SHIRT BUYER
READ! Men’s Soft Collar Shirts, colors, blue, grey,
white, tan and fancy stripes.

$1.50 value .............................................................................. 1*16
Six for ........................................................................
6.00
Men’s 2.00 soft collar attached and neckband Shirts,
white and fancy patterns ............................................... 1.45
$2.50 soft collar attached neckband Shirts, all sizes 1.95
Men's 1.50 Flannel Shirts .................. *................................... 95
$3.50 Heavy Wool Shirts ................................................. 2.69
Boys' 1.00 Shirts and Blouses, white and fancies.......... 79

Bargains in Our Women’s Department During Our Great Harvest Sale
You Don’t Approve of Cheap Goods, But You Do Like Low Prices—These Are Thrills For You At Any Price
SALE OF SILK HOSE—ONYX

BARGAIN VALUES

SILK AND JERSEY DRESSES

GIRLS’ SCHOOL HOSE

COOLE COATS AND SMOCKS

With the new pointed heel, there’s unexpected serv
ice to he found in the exquisite sheerness of these low
priced IIuse. All new shades
$1.95 Onyx Full Fashioned. Sale Price ............................ $1.69
$1.65 Light Weight Service. Sale Price ................. 1.39
Women’s 1.00 Silk Hose, all colors, extra special.......... 69
(three pairs tor 2.00)

From our Underwear Department—assorted sizes and
colors in each lot.
Womens 1.5© Crepe Pajamas, all sizes ..................... $1.19
$2?5O Crepe Nightgowns .................................................. 1.49
&PE2CLAIL—One lot Nightgowns, value to 2.50; to close,
each ..... .................................................................................. 1.00
$1.25 Extra Size Crepe Bloomers. Sale price...................79
$1.00 'Silk Bloomers ................................................................... 69
$1.25 Silk Bloomers ................................................................... 89
$1.60 Silk Bloomers ..............................................................
1.19
Women’s Silk Vests in peach, orchid, nile and pink.
Sale price ...................................................................................79

$8.59 Silk or Jersey Dresses ....?........................................ $4.85
$15.00 Silk Dresses. Sale price ............................................... 9.45
$19.50 Silk Dresses. Sale price ..................................... 12.35
In this group you will find plain and printed silk and
the new silk tweed.

In five shades; our regular 50c ribbed Hose.
Sale
price ............................................................................ .................38
Children’s iPlay Suits, ages 2 to 7 years. Sale price .79
Extra large size Porch Dresses; sizes 40 to 50; foulard
prints. Special price ........................................................ 2.19
White Hoover Aprons, all sizes. Harvest price.......... 85
P« rch and Hassock Pillows in fancy colored leathers.
Sale price ................... ................................................ ...............59
Fancy Crash Pillows, fitted with gametted cotton. Spe
cial at ..........................................................................................55
Women's Black Leather Shopping Bags with double
handle and snap fastener; regular 1.75 value. Sale
price ........................................................................................ 1.15
Children’s Coat Sweaters in blue, tan and green, ageZ4
to 12 years, 3.50 value. Sale price ....................... .. 2.59
Silver Star Pillow Tubing, 42 in. wide. An exceptional
value. Yard ............................................................................. 29

Printed, cretonne, rayon and sateen; large, small and
medium; 2.50 values. Sale price ............................... 1.85

A BARGAIN EVENT BEYOND
COMPARISON
Bought from a manufacturer at closeout prices. And
we are giving you the benefit of this big buy.
48 Women’s Winter Coats with fur collars and cuffs.
Regular price 25.00 to 50.60. For our Harvest Sale,
one-half price ............................. .................«... 12.50 to 25.00
Prices that will accelerate prompt action

SALE OF RAIN COATS
Leatherette Coats, wool lined, four shades, 7.50 value.
Harvest price ...................................................................... 5.65
$12.50 Raincoats made by U. S. Rubber Co. Sale
price ...................................................................................... 8.95

WOMEN’S “DULESCO” RAYON HOSE
That has the beautiful lustre of silk. Harvest Sale
price, pair ................................... ..............................................39

Nothing Reserved
MAIL AND

PHONE ORDERS
FILLED

STEP-INS
In all the wanted shades and fancy trimmed
$2.50 Step-ins. Sale price ................................................ 1.95
$1.50 Step-ins. Sale price ..................................................... 95

TWO SPECIALS
Silk Combination for the young girls in nilel and flesh.
Special value at ..................................................................... 89
$3.50 Silk Slips in lan, pongee and pink only, three dozen
while they last ................................................................. 1.69

GLOVES
Embroidered Fabric Gloves, assorted shades
$1.50 Gloves. Sale price .................................................... $1.19
$1.25 Gloves. Sale price ......................................................... 85

WOMEN’S COATS
We have about 25 early Fall Coats which we are clos
ing cut at greatly reduced prices. Don’t be late as the
early comer will be the winner.
Lot No. 1. $16.50 to $22.50 (’oats. Harvest price .... $9.95
Lot No. 2. $25.00 to $30.00 Coats. Harvest price 14.95
Lot No. 3. $35.00 toK$40.00 Coats. Harvest price 21.45
Our new Coats for winter have arrived. Your early
selection is your best assurance of satisfaction. The
coats are all the new fall shades, with collar and cuffs
of fur. Admirably adapted for all occasion wear.
Priced from ..................................................... 18.50 to 50.00

HATS—HATS
Felt Hats, Silk Hats, Straw Hats, assorted colors and
sizes, including white, 2.50 colored l'elt and silk. Sale
price .............a.......................................................................1.39
$3.50 Felt Hats ....................................................................... 1.95
$5.00 and 6.00 Felt and Silk Hats. Sale price ........... 2.95
All our White Felts One-half Price

Everything at Reduced Prices During The Sale .

BATHROBES AND KIMONOS
Assorted colors and patterns in Blanket or Corduroy.
Bath ltohes, regular 5.00 values. Sale price ......... 3.65
$3.30 and 4.00 Crepe Kimonos, assorted patterns. Sale
priee ............................... ...................................................... 2.65

Our 1.50 Nurses’ White Aprons, with or without Bibs.
Sale price ........................... ...................................... ........... us
Our 1.95 White Hoover Dress. Sale priee ................... 1.49

MISSES’ COATS
This sale coming just before the opening of the fall
schools, .provides an opportunity to purchase a new
Coat at A GREAT SAVING TO YOU. A good assort
ment of styles and colors to choose from.
$12.59 (’oats

Sale price ............................................................... 7.85

$10.59 Coats.
$ 7.00 Coats.
$ 4.50 Coats.

Sale price ................................................... 6.45
Sale price ................................................... 4.80
Sale price ................................................... 2.95

SALE OF BATHING SUITS
Mens and Women's 5.00 Suits. Sale priee .................$2.95
Men's and Women's 3.50 Suits. Sale price ................. 1.95
Men's 1.50 Bathing Suits. Sale price..........................
.85
Women's Bathing Shoes. Sale price, pair ...............
.49
Bathing Caps. Sale price .................................15, .29, .39

HEAVY SWEATERS FOR SCHOOL
5.50 Sweaters. Sale price .............................................. $3.45
Tan Pull-over Sweaters with collar, nice heavy, 6.50
values. Sale price ....................................................... 3.95
$3.!>.i Wool Sweaters, blue or brown, tan trimmings.
Sale price ........................................................................... 2.85
$2.u0 Silk and Wool Sweaters, assorted colors. Sale
price ..................................................... ............................... 1.49

Many of Our Greatest Bargains Are Not Advertised

HASKELL & CORTHELL CAMDEN, MAINE

TELEPHONES

238-11

259-4

Every-Other-Dav
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THOMASTON
The O Club whose members are
Mrs. Leah Mavis, Misses Helen Studlevy. Gladys Doherty, and Mrs. Emma
Young, had supper at the Copper
Kettle Tuesday and attended the
Strand Theatre.
Forrest Stone will enter the Bryant
and Stratton Commercial Sahool,
Boston, Oct. 1.
Mr. and Mrs. Hollis D. Young mo
tored to Connecticut Monday to con
vey Mrs. Young's mother to her
home.

Leo LACourse and family have re
Mrs. Hattie Burton has stored her
turned from a visit jn New Hamp I furniture and will spend the'winter
shire and 'Boston.
'in Billerica. Mass., with her brotherltanns l'eehan has returned to in-law, Charles Burton.
Keene. X. IL. to attend the Nortnal
Iral
Kaler has moved
from
School in that city.
Beecliwioods street into the Overloek
The dead limbs are being removed house on Knox street, recently
from the shade trees about town. 1 bright by Mr. Woodcock, district
Leander W. Thorndike and Edward manager of the First Xational Stores
Mrs. Maud Grafton is visiting her
Lindsey are performing the service.
Mrs. Helen Watts has returned daughter. Mrs. Edward Andrews in
from Rockland where she visited rel Plainfield, Vt.
Mr. and Mrs. George A. Potter and
atives.
William Hoffses of Portland with children Joan and Clark are spend
30 friends front that city spent Sun ing a few days with Mr. and Mrs.
Clifford Clark.
day on his farm in Xorth Cushing.

COFFEE SALE
XW GREATLY REDUCED PRICES W

REX for Inimitable Flavor!
A blend of the finest coffees from the world’s
best plantations-the result of years of search
by our coffee experts for a flavor that would
lb.
be unique and satisfying.

43

SURPRISE BRAND

PAN AMERICAN

A very pleasing blend!

An exceptionally fine coffee !

LB.

33”

LB.

39’

Slow cooked - - with tomato sauce!

CANS

Campbell’s Beans
X “Jim”

Dole’s No. 1 giade-the finest Hawaiian pineapple !
CLOVERDALE
NO.2)4
8UCED
CAN

Pineapple

Fancy Maine blueberries • ■ new pack !

Blueberries

NO.X
CAN

BRAND

N. B. C. SNOW PEAKS
lb.
CLOVERDALE PANCAKE FLOUR 3pkgs.
VERMONT MAID SYRUP
jug
SUNSHINE CREAM LUNCH
Z lb. pkg.

WE8TINGHOUSE.

ROLLS

SILVER
SWAN
Keep a supply on hand !

EACH

Mazda Lamps

SIZES

_____

nf

19?
Z5?
23^
33^

Stock uj> at this low price !

Toilet Paper

Z5*
Z5

Z5
ZO

MORE VALUES
MUFFETS
IRRADIATED
PKG.
ROCKWOOD’S COCOA 1 lb pkg.
SWEET-NUT MARGARINE
lb
BENEFIT PURE EXTRACTS bot.
FLEISCHMANN S YEAST
cake
BENEFIT BAKING POWDER
MULE TEAM BORAX
pkg.
NANXI TEAS
i^lu. pkc

xi£

«5?
2J(?
23?

U?
35?

PEPPERMINT PATTIES LB BOX 29?
CLOVERLAND CHOCOLATES
49?
CIGARETTES
2 PKGS Z3?

Preserving Supplies at

Better Groceries
Low Prices
.At

Lowest Prices

Leander Watts left Wednesday for
Xew York to enter the Sailors’ Snug 1
Harbor at Staten Island.
Mrs. Cora Currier gave a bridge '
party Tuesday with Mrs. Bertha York
as speeial guest.
Mr. and Mrs. Nobley of Indiana are ,
in town. Mr. Nobly succeeded Mr.
O'Connell as superintendent in the
East Coast Manufacturing Co. at the
State Prison.
The Freshman Class of the High
School numbers 28.
A stated communication of Henry
Knox Chapter will he held in Ma- 1
sonic hall Friday evening at 7.30
o'clock. There will be balloting and I
work Imthe Royal Arch degree; ban
quet at 6.30 sharp; Official visitation
and inspection by II. B. George J. |
Goodwin, grand king of the Grand
Chapter of Maine.
A speeial meeting of the 'Baptist
Society is called for next Monday
evening to hear and act upon a code
of by-laws which has been prepared
by the assessors of the society. The
members are urged to attend ab the
meeting is of importance.
Mrs. Edith TJewconilbe who has
been visiting her sister. Miss Eliza
beth Washburn ahd grandfather.
■ William G. Washburn left Tuesday
1 for her home in Washington, D C.
Miss Jane Miller is taking a post
jraduate course in the high school.
Miss Ruth Pillsbury is at home
expecting to remain for two weeks
before entering upon her permanent
position as teacher of English in St.
Mary's School. Cont^grd, X. H.
Luthera Burton. Leroy Burton. Jane
Barry, Stephen Barry and Blanche
Henry, graduates of the Thomaston
High School left Wednesday moning for Orono to enter the University
of, Maine. Miss Mary Carter, James
Fales, Jr., and Robert Mayo will also
return in a few days to the Uni
versity.
Mrs. Wendell Robinson and chil
dren who have been guests of Mrs A.
F. Rice returned Monday to Flush
ing, X. Y.
A cooked food sale is to be held
Friday afternoon at 2 at the R. W.
Walsh store, auspices of the music
committee of the Baptist Church.
Miss Alida Hyler who has been
having two weeks’ vacation, returned
Monday to her position as manager
of the telephone exchange.
A party of 27 met at the home of
Mrs. Sanford Hyler, Water street.
Tuesday evening in honor ot her
birthday. At the same time her
grandchild Doris Olson and nephew
Ralph Copeland also celeibrated their
birthdays. A fine supper was served
and three birthday cakes decorated
the table. The evening was enjoyed
with radio music, singing and danc
ing by Bill Smith and Virginia Beck
ett. Many pretty gifts were received.
At the Baptist Church next Sunday
morning the pastor has a very im
portant notice to read and would like
to have cverjMmember present. Of
course everybody is welcome, old or
young, rich or poor, black, white or
red. At the evening service, the
speaker will be Mrs. Carl Gray of
Omaha, who has been summering in
Cushing.
William Morse of New York, for
merly of Thomaston, had a narrow
esccape from death Saturday while
working on a yacht. He was pump
ing gasoline into the tank of another
yacht when the engine was started,
causing an explosion which hurled
Mr. Morse and two others high in
the air. They were rushed to the
hospital, where wounds were treated
those of Mr. Morse consisting of
severe; cuts and bruises, a cut in his
arm requiring six stitches.
Mr.
Morse was married a month ago to
Miss Ruth Sidelingcr of this town

In Everybody’s Column

Boneless

Pot Roast
Lean Solid Meat

29c lb
HAMS
Another New Shipment
of Fine Sugar Cured
Smoked
Stockinette Quality

Advertisements In this column not to exceed
FOR SALE Household goods at 56 PAthree lines Inserted once tor 25 cents, 3 times OIWC KT.
109*111
for 50 cents. Additional lines 5 cents each
FOR SALE- Frldadaire in Al condition.
for «me time, 10 cents for three times. Six
CALL 742.
110*112
words make a line.
FOR SALE—Six room house practically
new, hot water heat, electric lights, flush
Lost and Found
eloset ; large lot, new garage. Price reduced
to $2500. A sacrifice. J. H MOODY, houses
and farms, 154 North Main St. Tel. 1614-01.
LOST Bunch of auto keys on Main Kt., last
110*112
week. Finder please notify U. A. MORSE, 344
FOR *SALE—Kitchen range with coil at a
Main Nt.
100*111
bargain. Used 2 years. 37 CA'MDEN ST.
LOKT -Stolen from m.v brother’s Ford sedan Tel. 63-W.
110*112
parked at Head-of-Ba.v Monday night or
FOR SALE—Cabbage, cauliflower, tomatoes,
Tuesday morning two tires and hatteYy. Re green and ripe, also sweet corn. JOHN KELNward of $10 tor full Information. EARL C. ANEN. R. F. D. l.Box 102, Warren, Ale.
WOODMAN. Ash Point. Tel. 375 12. 110*112 ___________________________________ 110*111
LOKT Yellow shaggy male eat .name
Rustic, with bobbed tail. Return to 212 PARK
ST. and receive reward.
110*112
LOKT Alan’s diamond ring somewhere be
tween Tillson Ave. anil Park St. Reward if
returned to 13 STATE KT.
110*112
LOST Tiru, size 20x4.40, probably on
Broadway somewhere between 'Gay St. and
Thomaston road, Monday. Finder pleases
telephone 306-R.
110*112
LOST—Diamond and sapphire bar pin Thurs
day a. m.. Main St.. Rockland, or Main Kt.,
Camden. Reward. Return to ENSIGN OTIS,
Rockland.
109-111
FOUND—Small sum of money on Alain St.
late Saturday night. TEL. 270-W.
110*lt

Wanted

32c lb

10 to 12 lb average

Pork Liver

Pork

Fresh
Sliced

lb 10c

Fresh
Lean
Rib
Cuts

lb 26c

Boneless cS Hams lb 33c

Beef

Stealr'

Beef

Very Tender
Top Round

Boneless
Sirloin
Roast

Haddock

S:.,

1I 1r

Boneless
Oven
Roast

5c

1

1

lb

39c

11
1 f )4f5c

1lb 10c

aitlantic & Patlific

rea
Co.

^ound

ALWAYS
Look for the
Blue and
White Sian

Exide
h \i i riots

|

service station;

WHEN Byrd and his companions in Antarctica,
gather together on Saturday night to listen to the radio
broadcast from home, Exide Batteries on the expedi
tion help to make this marvel of radio possible.
“ Exide Batteries,” reads a radiogram to The Electric
Storage Battery Co., manufacturers of Exides, “have given
us great service without a single failure or loss despite moat
adverse conditions of transportation, climate and use.
Depending on them here for gas engine starting, variety
of lighting and radio uses............
—Hanson.”

Exides are the choice of most modem explorers—a
safe guide for you to dependable and economical bat
tery service.
Bring your battery, regardless of its make,
here for regular inspections—it will pay in longer
battery life and more satisfactory service.

HOUSE-SHERMAN, INC.
AUTHORIZED DEALERS

Main Street

Rockland, Maine

FOR SALE—At South Warren, nine room
house, barn, garden lot. Price $1000. Also
household goods.
B. J. BRADFORD. 27
Beechwoodg -St., Thomaston.
110*112
FOR SALE A kitchen range in excellent
condition, also a good gas stove. Call before
.11 o’clock any forenoon, 24 Spring St. MRS.
'BREWER.
110-112
FOR SALE Plano, large heater and pile
of mixed lumber. A LEHTO, 261 Park St.
110*112

FOR KALE One farm at South Thomaston,
fight in the village. Nice house, stable, hen
houses and 9 acres of land. Building in
first class repair, painted outside and in and
newly papered. Ideal place for a hen or
berry farm. Beautiful view and a good lot of
shore property. Will sell or exchange for
other property.
GEORGE M. SIMMONS.
Rockland.
109-114
FOR SALE—Cadillac 7-pas. custom sedan
••—like new- small mileage. Priced right for
cash. TEL. 238 Rockland.
109-111
FOR SALE—Ripe tomatoes for canning. Off
shape but sound. Delivered any morning,
$1.00 a bu. SAGE Ac (HATER, 116 Elm K t
Camden. Phone 274.
109*111
FUR SALE—Corn and milk fed chickens,
dressed to Order. Price 40c lb. Delivered In
Thomaston and Rockland. CARL iCHArLRS.
Rockland R F. D. Tel Thom 163.
109*111
FOR SALE- Hard wood, 4 ft. long. $7.00;
soft, $3.oo at farm on Atlantic Highway.
CLARENCE M. SPEAR. Warren. Tel. 7-14.
109-111
FOR SALE—Dry hard wood, $13 per cord,
MAPLE ( REST FARM, Warren, Me
Tel.
6-31,
110*113
FOR SALE—Cozy six room house, nearly
new, extra large lot, nice garage, modern,
$2*00. Why pay rent? Nine rooms modern,
$5,500.
Bargain. 100 acre farm, $1,500.
J. H. MOODY, farms and homes, 154 North
Main St. Tel. 1014-M.
108*110
FOR SALE—Cooper house In best of repair
on Limerock St.,'Rockport; large garage, hen
house, garden spot, apple trees; two minutes
from postoftlue. Must be sold at once. In
quire L, E. UPHAM, Central St., Rockport.
Tel. 218-4.
108-tf
FOR KALE—Blueberry farm In Warren,
also graded cemetery lot with cement foun
dation for monument, in the Old iNewcombe
or Union cemetery. Bargains. ELLA P.
LEWIS, R. F. D., Thomaston. Me.
107*110
FOR -SALE—Three cars left In storage at
Blake Garage—Hupmoblle 8, E16O21. Chevro
let. 327772. Bulck 546478
Inquire C. M.
BLAKE WALL PAPER STORE.
105-lf
FOR SALE Dcii' iDiis sweet cider. Made
and sold every day at the Simonton Farm,
West Rockport. J. H. SIMONTON. R. F. D
Rockland.
105-tf
FOP SALE—Sweet yellow corn.
JOHN
KEINj*NEN, R. No. 1, Box 102, Warren. Me.
105*110

WANTED ^Painter.
CEDAR
STREET today.
110*112
WANTED—Position as working housekeep
er.. Address F. O. G., care C. E. Fern a Id.
West Rockport, Me.
110*112
WANTED—Furnished apartment of 2 or 3
rooms for lighthousekeeping, probably until
next Aug., not over $30. H. E. DENNIS, 3
Grove St.
110*112
woman
housework In a family of one. 28 NORTH
MAIN ST . Rockland, Me.
110-112
WANTED—Competent maid for general
housework. Apply MRS. E. C. MORAN, Jr.,
23 Chestnut St. Tel. 161.
110-tf
WANTED—Girl or woman for general
housework and care of children. Apply fore
noons at 574 MAIN ST., after 1.30 p. m. at
215 MIDDLE ST.
109*111
WANTED—Woman to assist with (‘(Hiking
also a floor maid. Board Included. Man to
work around house and yard : young woman
to learn switch board and office work. KNOX
HOSPITAL. Tel. 936.
109-tf
WANTED Position hy single man on the
truck, or the farm, or in the timber. By the
month or year. Best reference. No tobacco:
Rockland or vicinity. Address BOX 83, Atlan
tic. Me.
199-114
WANTED Fir tips suitable for tilling fir
pillows. CRIES (HIT SHOP, Rockland.
108*110
WANTED To buy old postage stamps on
original envelopes sent from California in the
early fifties or letters sent from the South
during the Civil War Address BOX 208,
Rockland.___________________ x,
110*112
WANTED—Agents to sell hosiery. Our
wholesale plan gives lower selling prices and
larger profits. Send for proposition. LEBAROX HOSIERY CO.. Everett, Mass.
105*110
WANTED Small lambs or thin sheep. State
price. JOHN MORRIS, SR.. Long Cove. Tel.
11-21, Tenant's Harbor.
106-tf
WANTED Pupil nurses--Training School
FOR SALE—Farms, large and small, In good
for Nurses: State Hospital for mental dis locations. Some nice bargains. Investigate.
eases, Howard. Rhode Island. Course con M R MILLER. East Union, Me.
105*110
sists. of 26 months in this hospital and 10
FOR SALE—Twelve room house and forty
months at Bellevue and allied hospitals. Sal
ary $15 per month with room, board and acres of land situated in Warren on State
laundry. Graduates eligible to take State road between Warren and Thomaston. Also
examinations for registration.
Applicants farm wagons and farming implements for
must have two years' high school training or sale. For further information write to MRS.
105-tf
Its equivalent. Apply MISS ELIZABETH W. E. BORN EMAN. Warren.
A. BARRY, Superintendent of Nurses.
FOR SALK A 26 ft. power boat. 18 h. p.
103-112 Palmer engine, with all equipment, cheap for
quick sale. Address GEO. H. BUNKER. Box
104, Matlnicus.
104-tf
Miscellaneous
FOR SALE Hard wood, fitted $14: long,
$10; junks, $12; soft wood fitted, $9: junks,
STRO1TK FARM CATALOG 1000 Bar $3. delivered. L F. TOLMAN. Tel. 263-13.
100*111
gains, looo Pictures 40 acres, 300 poultry,
horses, machinery, hay. stove wood, etc., alt
FOR SALE—Fine roomy house, sheJ and
Wednesday to accompany his brother included to start you iTght; large ham, hen barn connected, centrally located on State
nery, brook, fruit and wood; city markets
CAMDEN
Leonard who had been a guest at his Only $1900. half cash. Details and picture road, four miles from Rockland. Hard wood
Lightning struck the George B.
floors, electric lights, carpets, shades, st/rmattractive old-fashioned 8-room home pc. 24 wlndows and screens. Fruit trees and farming
Ttome
for
several
weeks,
also
makigg
Phelps residence on High street dur
Over looo more bargains and looo pictures In laud if desired. Can be bought at a bargain
short
visits
with
other
relatives
and
ing the heavy shower Tuesday morn
:iii- big 145 pwee catalog. Write today for for cash, or on easy terms. If preferred. In
frA« copy. STROUT AGENCY, 813-DG Old quire of GEO. GREEN, South Thomaston.
ing and the chimney was demolished. friends.
South
Bldg.. Boston, -Mass.
110-lt Phone Rockland 387-21.
Miss Olive Pease returned to Cas
There1 was a slight blaze but it was
106-tf
NOTICE- Spears Cider Mill. West Warren,
quickly extinguished by the firemen. tine Normal School Monday where
FOR SALE—Cedar boat hoards, all thick
will
be
in
operation
Sept.
21,
and
every
Tues

nesses. Small lots five cents foot planed two
A large bolt struck Martin Richards’ she will be a student. She motored
day and Saturday following.
109*114 sides, large orders cheaper. Lobster traps,
house on Belmont avenue, passing out there with Dad Pease at the wheel.
buoys, oak laths. Also other boat lumber.
MOTOR
TRANSPORTATION,
loads
wanted
through the side of the house #near
Mr. and Mrs. Alden Wentworth, son to Portland, daily trips: trucking of all kinds, JOEL P. WOOD. Belfast. Tel. 177-14. 106-tf
where the little boy was sleeping. Junior and their guests nf Natick, local and long distance furniture moving.
FOR SALE-Hard wood, fitted, $14; long,
Dr. Charles A. E. Codman and fam
Price right. R. W. JEWELL. Rockland. Tel. $10; junks, $12; slabs fitted $8; also lumbei
A public reception will be held at ily hdve returned to their home in Mass., and Mr. and Mrs. Charley Ar 256-4.
109*114 delivered. T. J. CARROLL Tel. 263-21.
nold of Providence were recent
the Thomaston Xational I’.ank from 2
106-tf
hiladelphia after spending t*»<* sum
V. s POSTIUTICE, KorkUnd. Maine Of- P. O. Thomaston.
to 8 p. m. Saturday. A description of mer at Camp Wawenock Lake Me visitors at Willow Brook.
flee of the custodian. Sealed proposals will
FOR SALE- Four foot mill slabs, $6.50;
the remodelled quarters appears else gunticook.
Mr. and Mrs. Willard Tiffany of be received at this office until 2 o'clock P. M beove length, $8 per cord: also building lum
October 7, 1929, and then publicly opened for
where in this issue.
Mi>s. Charles Burgess entertained Camden were recent guestfc at the Interior Painting, at this building in accord ber. L. A. PACKARD, R. F. D., Thomaston.
106-tf
the W.C.T.U. Tuesday afternoon at home of his sister, Mrs. A. I. Perry
ance with the specification, copies of which
FOR SALE—Second hand Reo parts and one
E. Donald Perry and Miss Ruth mav he obtained from the custodian only.
her home on Mechanic street.
TENANTS HARBOR
stake body, also 15 ft. double ender, copper
N. T. Loomer is leaving this week Arrington of Appleton motored to EDWARD R. VEAZIE, Custodian. 113-Th-119- fastened. E. W. FARMER. 41 Lime SL,
for Hanover, N. H.. after assisting Farmington Monday where they will
Rockland.
106-tf
I WANT,TO BUY nice sweet apples for
Mr. and Mrs. Roderick Mont of
in the Western Union Telegraph office attend Normal School.
cider. J. H. SIMONTON farm, West Rock
Hartford recently made a brief visit during tlie summer season.
port. •
. 108-tf
with his aunt, Mrs. Emma M Torrey.
The regular meeting of the Maiden
To Let
MY ( IDER MILL is now running every
Deacon II. F. Kalloch and daugh Cliff Rebekah lodge was held last
Tuesday and Friday to make cider for the
ter Mrs. E. E. Allen have returned evening.
public at the Simonton farm, West Rockport.
TO LET -Furnished apartment on Oak St:
Bring in your apple;. J. H. SIMONTON.
furnished apartment on Grove St.; large
from a visit with relatives in MarbleMrs. Weeks and daughters Muriel
108-tf house with garage on Camden St., near Mav
head, Mass.
and Marion of Providence are visit
SPIRITUAL MEDIUM, rcadlygs hy appoint erick square; 7-room house and garage,
Mrs. Roy Barter and son Francis ing relatives in Camden.
ment. Phone 305-W, or call at 21 CRESCENT corner Lindsey and Union Sts. ERNEST C.
110-tf
who have been visiting her mother,
Mrs. Peter Wall and daughter
ST.
108*113 DAVIS, Fuller-Cobb-Davls.
Mrs. Lydia Hathorn and other rela Margaret who have been visiting
TO LET Fii'ir room apartment In fine con
RUG AND KNITTING YARNS for sale by
tives and friends of G’enmere, re friends in town have returned to Bos
manufacturer. Samples free. H. A. BART dition : large storage for fuel, etc. Garage.
LETT. Harmony, Me.
102-113 Adults only. C. A. EMERY, 28 Pacific
turned last week to their home in ton.
Tel. 518-M.
ll«-tf
Donald and Francis Beverage have
FISHING AND SAILING PARTIES taken
Winthrop. Mass.
TO LET -Tenement of 6 rooms, electric
out bv day or hour. S. T. AMES, Rockland.
Wallston community has again returned to Portland having passed
Tel. 1070-W.
101*125 lights and gas. 24 SPRING ST. Tel. 517-M.
*
109-111
been saddened by the sudden death the summer with their grandparentsj
DENTAL NOTICE—During the summer 1
Mr.
and
Mrs.
A.
F.
Beverage.
of one of its most respected neiehb-”*’
TO LET—Furnished 3 room apartment on
will
he
at
my
Rockland
office
Fridays
and
The Sabin P. Sangers who have
Austin Davis. Funeral services will
■Saturdays. Call or phone 69-R. DR. J. H. first floor. Ready Sept. 25. MRS. KENNETH
110-1.12
DAMON, dentist, Rockland.
106 tf MTLUS. 5 Masonic Kt. Place.
be held this Thursday afternoon at spent the summer in Camden are re
RANKIN
ST.,
ROCKLAND
turning this week to their home in •
TO LET—-Cottage at Sandy Shores, South
LADIES—Reliable stock of hall goods al the
his late home.
Brookline, Mass.
Telephone 692-M
Rockland Hair Store. 236 Main St. Mall orders Pond, also tenement, four rooms and garage.
Mr. and Mrs. Aaron Mont and son
Frank Johnson has returned to his '
solicited. HELEN C. RHODES.
106-tf 28B Warren ST. Apply DORMAN’S SHOE
STORK.
105-tf
Jack of West Hartford, Conn., who
home in Philadelphia after spending,
GENERAL TRUCKING. E. W FARMER. 41
have been guests of her sister. Mrs. the summer with Mr. and Mrs. Frank]
TO LET—New house, 6 rooms, hot and cold
Lime St.. Rockland. Tel. 1060-M.
106-tf
water, hath and shower, hard wood floors
Emma Torrey, returned Tuesday to H. Wilbur.
LET E. A. KNOWLTON file your aaws auu throughout, set tubs, cement cellar, in wall
their home and were accompanied by
repair your furniture at 216 LIMEROCK St. ironing hoard, very light and sunny location
J. A. McLean returns Friday to his ,
Tel. 1010.
106-tf on Broadway. ROBERT COLLINS. Tel. 77.
'Mrs. Albert Smith and daughter Ar home in Brookline. Mass., after
__________________________________109-111
lene of West Somerville, Mass., who spending the season in town.
ROCK AND CEMENT WORK, cellar walls
built and repaired; all kinds of lawn work,
TO LET Apartment, partly furalshed, or
have been spending the summer with
The Charles Hebbards are return- !
by the day or contract. BENJAMIN KNOWL unfurnished, garage included. BYRON WOTher mother, Mrs. Torrey.
Mrs. ing Friday to Philadelphia having
TON. 54 Brewster St. Tel. 467-M.
106-tf ^ON, 30 Warren St._________________ 108*110
Smith’s sons James and Lermond re spent the summer at the Perry cot
FARMS, COUNTRY HOMES, COTTAGES
TO LET—Eight room house, modern, stable
turned to Massachusetts Saturday by tage, High street.
and estates; up-to-date property, In the gar or garage room, 40 Rankin St. Inquire 54
den spot of Maine—Penobscot Bay. Write RANKIN, or Tel. 202-J.
Mrs. M G. Gurney is in Gorham, N.
train to be present at the opening of
108-110
us what you want. ORRIN J. DICKEY. Bel
IL. for a few days having made the
the fall term of high school.
TO LET Two furnished rooms for light
fast, Me.
106-tf
housekeeping, modern conveniences, free lights
Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Whitehouse trip by motor.
and water, also rooms by day or week, garages.
• * * *
and daughter of Waltham, MassJ,
llWniO
Summer Cottages and Board Apply 2 WILLOW ST.
were guests over Labor Day of his
Young-Seymour
TO
LET
Furnished
house
at
Ingraham
mother Mrs. Ella Alley.
They
FOR SALK—Very attractive modern cottage 8 rooms, lights, hath, hot and cold water,Hill,
A pretty wedding took place Sept.
hot
at Inaraham Hill. Hath lights, city water, rock water heat, double garage, 1 mile from Rock
plan to return to Texas again this 2 at the home of the bride in Mantagh,
fireplace. Inquire at’ CROCKETTS BABY land postoffice.. MINNIE C. SMITH, 37 Spring
winter, laving lived there^for several Long Island, N.Y., when Miss Grace
SHOP.
Hta-tf St. Tel. 985-W.
108-110
years previous to ccming to Mass DeMotf Seymour was united in mar
TO LET Small tenement at 135 Union St.
achusetts.
riage to Raymond Arnold Young of |
Inquire 21 TALBOT AVE.
108-tf
Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Mont. Mr. and Camden. The bride wore blue crepe
A HOLE 13%
TO LET—Furnished apartment on Oak St.
You value your money. You
3rs. J. Frank MaNeil and Mrs. Em and carried a large bouquet of bride,
NELSON It. COBB.
106-tf
INCHES SQUARE
ma Torrey motored to South Waldo roses, baby breath and forget-me- I WANT a car Get one of our Good
TO LET Furnished apartment, 5 rooms,
nots. Little Miss Grace Schneider. ]
| boro last Sunday to visit relatives.
The
cracks
around
each
window
gas
stove,
kitchen
range,
piano,
lights,
toilet,
Used Cars you save money—be
R. J. McKenzie of Bridgeport niece of the bride, was Gower girl (
$7.50 per week complete. V. F. STUDLEY, 67
in your home are equivalent to
sides
getting
full
value
for
the
Park St.
104-tf
Conn., who has been spending the and she also carried roses. The Rev. I
that unless your windows are
TO LET Four room heated apartment, un
summer here, returned home last Francis Hayden of the Congrega- | little you do spend.
equipped with
furnished,
also
four
room
heated
apartment,
tional
Church
officiated.
A
pleasing
week. Mrs. McKenzie will remain for
furnished. Both have bath room, gas, elec
feature of the wedding was the cut- .
WEATHERSTRIP
some time yet.
tricity. CaU MILS. FROST. Tel. 318-R.
ting of a large and beautiful wedding
1928 Oakland Cabriolet
103-tf
Write or call for our booklet
cake, presented by the bride’s brother. 1
TO LET House on Camden St., hard wood
THE POWER OF SONG
Mr. and Mrs. Young left immediately
1928 Essex Sedan
floors, bath, electricity. MRS. FROST. Tel.
The E. T. Burrowes Co.
for Camden where they are visiting
318-R.
103-tf
(For The Courier-Gazette)
70 FREE ST.
PORTLAND, ME.
the groom's parents, Mr. and Mrs.
1927 Chrysler Sedan
TO LET- Tenement of five rooms and hath,
The radio was singing songs
Tel. Preble 841
Edw. Young.
modern improvements. Inquire VESPER A.
Sweet with the memories of yester-years,
LEACH. Tel. 133.
103-tf
And tender tumult that to hearts belongs
110-112
1927
Essex
Coach
That hold a love unshaken by life’s fears.
TO LET—Furnished house at 21 Taibot
NORTH HOPE
The players at the table threw their cards
Ave. for the winter. TEL. 8-R.
103-tf
1927 Oldsmobile Sedan
With jokes and saucy raillery:
Schrol heuan here this week. Miss
At a famous golf cluU in Wales the
TO LET—Seven room tenement all In nice
No gracious thought their wit retards.
Ellen
Thilriow
of
Hope
is
the
new
condition.
C.
M.
BLAKE
WALL
PAPER
sixth hole is '‘blind.” You must not
Though, to the song, they yield unwarily
1926 Chrysler Roadster
102-tf
teacher. She is boarding at W. E.
Darling, you shall ever be. ever be,
play, naturally, until the couple in STORE.
Young and fair to me, to me.
TO LET—Tenement at 81 Grace St. CALL
Hall’s.
I front of you are off the green. So 163-M.
1926
Ford
Coupe
101-tf
W. E. Hall is suffering from two
the Committee have thoughtfully
The tender song, o’er the radio sent,
TO LET—Store In Bicknell Block, formerly
Caught the players’ lips in its fond intent. broken ribs, caused by a fall from a
• provided a mammoth periscope at- occupied
1925
Packard
Sedan
by Needle Art Shop. Apply to MRS.
Till one began to scold apace
staging while engaged in shingling
' tached to the sign of the greenkeep- B. B. SMITH. Tel. 264.
106-tf
Because her partner trumped her ace.
' er’s shed. You can see them puta building.
But soon the next trick called a pause
TO LET—Five room apartment, modern, ou
. ting out—a good idea.
To dissertations on Hoyle’s laws,
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Johnson and
Talbot Ave., first class. Apply 81 SUMMER
An'd lips again the chorus caught
ST. Tel. 551-W.
106-tf
son Raymond of Somerville, Mass.,
'In accord with the tender thought,
were recent guesis of Mr. and Mrs.
And once again the radio’s song
Sun-back bathing suits are advo
The players’ lips would fain prolong:
A. I. Perry.
cated as good health costumes, but to
27 RANKIN ST.
ROCKLAND
Darling, you shall ever be, ever be.
Mrs. Jennie Phillips Is visiting In
date we have not observed any dis
Young and fair to me, to me.
Eewiston.
Telephone 692-M
proportionate mortality among the
R, D. Brodie

MILLER’S GARAGE

ftrdayNighf/

For Sale

MILLER’S GARAGE

Louj Cove

Ueuiaje Wall motored to Qorham

male members of the population.

BEvery-Other-Day
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COME

LEARN

Over5,000EXHIBITS

STATE DISPLAYS

500.000VISITORS

HOME EXHIBITS
AGRICULTURAL
-SPRINGFIELD
HORSE SHOW
ANO INDUSTRIAL
1500 CLUB GIRLS A BOYS
EXHIBITS • j
}'\ BIGGEST LIVESTOCK SHOW IN THE EAST
IH'OiRji/E 8. AturnD IRamciej;
/ntiwEW<M?MLS *IU8'M/a\uwwe IRajvid Sieiptt. //5 j

&rlciai Rcdvced Railroad Fares-Ask Youb Agent

Clip This Ad
IT IS WORTH $4.02

ONE DAY ONLY—SATURDAY, SEPT.

14

Sale Starts at 8.30 A. M.

We Will Sell Just 1000 Unbreakable, Regular $5.00 Value

Newfold Self-Filling .
Fountain Pens at 98c Each
Ladies' Sizes, Bankers’ Sizes. Mail orders filled promptly. Add 10c
to cover cost of postage. Pencils to match. All sizes and colors.
Every Pen Guaranteed By Factory

No Pen Can Be Sold At This Price After Saturday. Secure These
Fens Now and Put Them Away For Christmas Presents
(Limit 3 to a Customer)

JOHNSTON’S DRUG STORE
W. A. JOHNSTON, Reg. Pharm.
CORNER MAIN AND SPRING STS.

ROCKLAND, ME.
110-lt

Home of
Paramount
Singing-Talkir.g

Productions

PARK
*

THEATHE

TEL.

433

**

TODAY

DOROTHY MAICKAILL
In An All Talking Picture

“HARD TO GET”
FRIDAY-SATURDAY

WILL ROGERS
TRAVELOGUE
Also
Vitaphone
Presentations
THE SHOW”
THE HOW’
IS

COMING

Central Maine Field Day
Broke Records For Big
Crowd and Good Time

Her sweetheart in
the arms of an
other girl — sing
ing the love song
she had taught
h i m.
What a
scene! You can't
help but cry when
you ueo it !

Cailwt,

MOORE
Smiling
Irish Eyes^

ALL TALKING
SINGING
DANCING
Prices:

You
Loved him in
“Weary River”
He’s greater in
his New picture

FOR

The weather man favored the em
ployes of the Central Maine Power
In addition to personal notea reeardlni
Mias Daphne Winslow leaves to Company last Saturday when the fog
departure, and arrivals, this department tape
morrow for Norway to resume teach disappeared and the sun shone to
daily desires Information of social happenings
brighten up the events of the day.
parties, musicals, etc. Notts sent hy mall oi ing school.
Sports of all kinds, for men, women
telephone will be gladly received.
TELEPHONE _____________________ ___ _ 771
Mrs. Adelaide Butman gave a and children were in order during the
luncheon and bridge TuCHdaj’ at her afternoon.
The rescue from pole contest was
l’essengers on today's afternoon home on North Main street, with
train for Boston are Rear Admiral three tables. Honors were taken by the high line outdoor event of the
and Mrs Albert Sidney Snow and Mrs. C. A. Whittier^ Mrs. Mary afternoon when a representative crew
Miss Mabel Snow, returning to their Keizer, Mrs. I. J. Shuman and Mrs. from each division ' competed for
highest honors in rescuing a man
home In Brookline, Mass. Their usual L. F. Chase.
from a pole who was supposed to
summer stay was lengthented a few
Mrs. Harry French-entertained the have been electrocuted while working
days in order to be present at the
Ilatetoquitit Club at luncheon and on the line. The crew representing
Glover-Snow wedding.
cards at Rockledge inn, Spruce Head, the Eastern Division, under the direc
tion of I L. Ripley carried the honors
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Harman were yesterday.
for hoth the field day contest and the
recent guests of relatives in Ston
Miss Olive Beverstock of Boston contest which included the Central
ington and Oceanville.
is the guest of Miss Caroline Jame Maine Power Company as a whole.
When supper time arrived employes
son. Warren street.
Mr. and Mrs. Elliott Copeland and
and families, aggregating 900 hun
son Elliott who have been guests of
Miss Lorea Adams of Providence, gry persons, filed down on the shore!
Mrs. C. M. Doherty are leaving Sat it. I., formerly of Rockland, accom to participate in the bounteous feast
urday for their home in Carney's panied by a friend. Miss Carpenter, furnished by the company, consisting
Point, N. J.
lobsters,
clams,
sandwiches,
has been registered at the Wessawes of
keag Inn after a motor trip through pickles, doughuts, coffee and ice
Among the most rescent social the White Mountains, visiting the eream. Following the supper a dance
A FIRM ADVOCATE
events given in honor of Miss Harriet MaeDoweli Music Colony in Peter was held in the pavilion with music
Bird of Portland are noted a two- borough. Miss Adams and Miss Car furnisj'hed by Doucette's Orchestra
table bridge tea by Mrs. A. .). Bird, penter left for Bar Harbor yesterday from Augusta. The Central Maine
Gardner Tells
luncheon and cards at Wellesley Inn and will return to Roekland for a i’ower Company band furnished mu Ex-Senator
hy Mrs. S. E. Edwards Ash Point, and brief stay before leaving for Provi sic dining the afternoon and while
Lions
Why
He Favors the
tlie guests were eating supper. The
a one-table bridge tea by Mrs. J. E. dence.
Walker, Thomaston. Miss Bird leaves
punch booth was a well patronized
St. Lawrence Project
for her home In Portland the last ot
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Morton of feature during the afternoon and eve
the week.
The Highlands are leaving today for ning. A. M. Young of the Eastern
While ex-Senator Obadiah Gardner
Boston where Mr. Morton enteis the Division acted as general chairman,
was chQirhian of the American sec
Miss Margaret Crockett is the guest Eeth Israel Hospital for further and is listening to many congratu tion of the International Joint Com
lations and compliments on the suc
of relatives in Belfast for several treatment to one of his eyes.
mission he became intensely interest
cessful handling of the big affair.
weeks.
.
t
ed in the St. Lawrence waterway
Mr. and Mrs. A. L. Whittemore have
Oscar S. Dunean and family have project, and had first hand oppor
Jeanette Marie Gardner, daughter returned from Jay where they were
returned to their .home on Main tunity of studying the merits of the
of Mr. and Mrs. Henry Gardner, Stan guests of relatives for a few days.
street, after spending the summer at question. He has steadi y maintained
ley lane, was hostess to seven of her
that interest since liis retirement
Holiday Beach.
small friends Tuesday afternoon to
from the Commission, and tod iy
observe her first birthday.X The little lor Winchester. Mass., where she will
Miss Hazel M. Day of Winslow's there is probably no other man in |
guests were so lively that no games resume iter duties as director of
were needed to entertain them. A young people's work in the Baptist Mills is the guest of Mrs. Russell Maine so wfell qualitied to discuss the j
question.
birthday cake proudly bearing its one church of which Rev. B. P Browne is Bartlett at The Highlands.
The entertainment committee yes- |
blazing candle, augmented by ice pastor
Mr. and Mrs. L. A. Thurston mo terday presented him as the speaker •
cream and fancy cookies, was served
Dr. A. I. Stuart of Bath, who was tored yesterday to Orono accom at the noonday meeting of the Lions
the table being prettily decorated In
keeping with babyhood. The guests in the city to attend the meeting of panied by their son Karl who Is enter Clulb at Hotel Rockland, and in the
were Dorothy and Walter Robertson opticians at Drift Inn, Tenant’s Har ing the freshman class of University brief time at his dbpsal tile mem-|
hers and guests were given valuable I
of Maine.
if Thomaston. Elliott Copeland Jr., of bor, visited relatives Wednesday.
Insight into the project, the consum- j
Carney's Point. N. J., Lois WinehenMiss
Marion
Brawn
who
has
been
lach, Betty Drew, Daurice Sewall and
Mrs. Martha Maddocks of Owl's mation of which wou'd mean a 1400- I
Robert McIntosh, with the mothers spending the summer at her home Head was the guest Tuesday and mile extension of the United States
find Mrs. C. M. Doherty as special in this city, has gone to .Holyoke, Wednesday of her sister, Mrs. Julia coast line.
>
Mass., where she will be director of Speed, Cedar street.
guests.
The sole obstacle to the opening |
religious eduration in the Second
of the waterway at tlie present time i
Mrs. A. R. Havener was hostess to Baptist Church.
Mrs. Emma Crittendon of Bristol. is a stretch of 48 miles between !
T.H.E. Club Monday evening.
Conn., Is visiting her sister, Mrs. Montreal and Ontario not now navi- j
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Richardson, Walter E. Maurer, Frederick streot.
gable by ocean going steamships.
I
four
children,
nurse,
and
Mrs.
A.
W
Mr. and Mrs. E. Stewart Orbeton
What does it mean to Maine?
Butler
sailed
yesterday
from
New
entertained the Playmates Friday
William Wallis of Beverly, Mass., Senator Gardner answered liis own
evening at their West Rockport home York on the Cunard Line steamer is the gue'st of his aunt, Mrs. Mary question with the declaration that
Caristhia
for
their
home
in
London.
with dinner and cards. An old-fash
•E. Messer,
nothing could be of such great and !
ioned New England boiled dinner was
lusting benefit as the i.pening up of!
li. N. McDougall has closed his cot
served, and vegetables gaily decorat
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Dixon of that waterway, and pfesented figures
ed with ribbons and other trimmings tage at Megunticook Lake, and with Foxboro, Mass., and son Melvin Dix
tending to prove that New England I
were awarded to the high liners in his family lias returned to their home on and wife, and little son Donald of
is being- severely penalized to get
in Portland.
cards.
Brockton, Mass., who have been vis transportation through New York.
iting relatives in Warren, were week
Prof. Wilbert Snow and family plan end guests of Mr. and Mrs. Frank .It would cost approximately $142.Mr. and Mrs. John Partridge have
990,000 to so improve the St. Law
gone on a motor trip which will take to leave the latter part of the week, Ulmer, Gurdy street.
rence River as to make It navigable
them across the continent to Seattle, for their home in Middletown, Conn.
for ocean going steamships. Tlie
where they will visit relatives fur an after spending the summer at Spruce
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Ingraham who proposition would be opposed and an
Head.
extended period.
have been occupying the Molfitt resi tagonized by interests in New York
Mrs. Lyford Ames is having a two dcnce on Broadway have returned to State 'because they would not want
A pretty bridge luncheon was held
Tuesday afternoon at the home of weeks' vacation from the office st iff their home in Bangor,
Ip see transportation diverted there- I
Mrs. Edward Gonia, Crescent Beach, of the Roekland & Itoekport Lime
from. The annual saving In freight |
Willis
I.
Ayer
Is
In
Livermore
Fails,
Mrs. Woodbur}' Thomas, assisting. Corporation
rales for New England would amount
failed there by The serious illness of to $122,000,000 to $165,000,<100, and in
Although the weather was moist it
his
brother,
Lowell
Ayer.
did not dampen the enthusiasm of the
Mrs. John Keene (Ethel Musgrave)
Senator Gardner’s opinion would be j
guests inside and a fire in the open who lias been the guest of Mrs. S.
a much greater farm relief medium j
Mr.
and
Mrs.
W.
F.
Hopkins
of
grate added to the cheerfulness of T. Constantine, Mechanic street has
than anything which C ngress could
:he occasion. The menu of lobster gone to Saco where she will be the Melrose Highlands are guests of -Ml', provide in the next five years.
salad, hot rol|s dessert was much en guest of her mother before returning and Mrs. M. B. Winslow. Limerock
The speaker told of tlie power de- i
joyed. Guests from out of town in to her home in Boston
street. Mr. Hopkins is employed In velopment which would result at
cluded Mrs. Helen Fales and Mrs.
Thompson's research laboratory at Long Sault Bapids. and how the
Charlotte Whittier from St. Peters
Mr. and Mrs George C. Houston the General Electric plant In Lynn, waterway project could be carried out
burg, Fla. After an afternoon pleas i Mary Saunders) left Tuesday for and incidentally covers factory news
without expense to either govern- J
antly spent at cards. Prizes were their home in Orange, N. J., after for the Lynn Item.
ment. Water transportation lias made '
awarded “to Mrs. Hester Chase. Mrs. spending several weeks at -Pleasant
Detroit the fourth largest city in the
Lila McRae. Mrs. Geiser and Mrs. C. Beach.
Friends of Miss Marlon Webb will country und Cleveland the sixth I
M. Whittier.
be highly pleased to learn that the largest. It will reduce the rail haul ,
Charles Dennis of Melrose was in reports concerning her "serious”
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Holt and daugh the city Tuesday on his way to Bel Condition were much exaggerated. into .New England 250 mill's when the '
new Welland Canal is <•■ mpletcd.
ter Betty Lou and Miss Peggy Wat fast to visit relatives.
She underwent a minor surgical op
"It is simply an eeom mie Condi- f
son have returned to Binghampton.
eration
in
a
Boston
hospital
one
week
N.
after having been guests in
Miss Mary Dooey of Brewer spent ago today, and on the following Tues tlon," saiil Senator Gadner in con
cluding his remarks on the proposed!
Bar Harbor of Mr. Holt’s sister,,Mrs. the weekend as guest of Mrs. Fred
day was able to be up and around. Ht. Lawrence waterway; ‘meantime
Albion Gross; and in this city of II. Snowman, Crescent street.
She
leaves
the
hospital
the
first
of
ihe
We are paying tribute to New York.” (
Mrs. Holt's parents. Mr. and Mrs.
week and wlll go to Concord, N. H.
James Dohery.
Yesterday's visiters included two I
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Douglas assisted
to visit her sister, Mrs. M.tyland members of the order—King I,ion l>. I
by Mr. and Mrs. Ardrey GIT enter
Mrs. Roland Seavey of New York is tained a few friends Monday eve Morse.
H. Montgomery or the Camden- j
making a two months' visit with her ning. at*lhe Rankin cottage. Cooper's
Rockport Club; and Dr. A. II. Chase j
Mr. and Mrs. Clinton Bowley enter of 'Boston; as well as two guests,
mother, Mrs. Raymond Robishaw, 6 Beach at auction bridge, In honor of
Columbia avenue. Her husband will Mr. and Mrs. Harold Simmons of tained at supper and cards at their Deputy Sheriffs J. D. I*ease’of Hope
come here later.
Arlington, Mass. There were three Lermond Pond cottage last evening, and Sidney llnmes of Washington.
tables. Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Bur their guests being Dr. and iMrs. Perley
Joseph Murray and Shirley Randall kett of Camden and Harold Simmons Damon, Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Spear,
ST. GEORGE
of Cleveland have returned home
were awarded prizes. Refreshments Mr. and Mrs. A. M. Moody and Mr.
A public reception will be held at
ifter a visit to Maine. Mr. Randall
und
Mrs.
Henry
Jordan.
Mrs.
Jordan
visited relatives In Augusta, while Mr. were served) »B«iides those men and Mr. Moody won honors in cards. the Thomaston National Bunk from ”
tioned, Mr. and Mrs. Everett E. S.
to 8 p. ill. Saturday. A description o£
Murray, coming to Rockland for the
the remodelled quarters appears else
first time in 33 years, was the guest Libby of Rockport, Mr. and Mrs.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
A.
C.
McLoon
motored
Rohert Adams, Capt. and Mrs. Lewis
where in this issue.
jf Mr. and Mrs. James Doherty.
Simmons, Mr. and Mrs. Arthur yesterday to Portland.
APPLETON BAPTiSM
Mr. and Mrs. Warren Hill and Mr. .Clough and Miss Barbara Orff were
Mr. and Mrs. William D. Talbot and
ind Mrs. Israel Snow spent the week- present.
A,baptism will he held al Bi an
Mrs. David Talbot are in Portland for
gnd on a fishing trip at Frost Pond
shore, Appleton. Sunday. Sepi. 1 , at
Mrs. Ambrose Mills and Mrs. A. J. a few days.
ts guests of Mr. and Mrs. Hugo Cross
1 o'clock.
Miss Chadwick of 1 hn ,
Bates
wjio
have
been
occupying
the
of Guilford. Mr. and Mrs. Hill left
Mrs. H. A. Biiffum opened her home Bcllivl Pentecostal Institute, N Y.. >
Pascal
cottage
at
Ballard
Park
have
Wednesday for their home in Adams,
on Grove street yesterday afternoon will conduct services at Union
returned home.
Mass.
for a bridge tea for the l>eneflt of Church at 2.30 und 7.30 p. ip.
I>ady Knox Chapter. D.A.R.. and it
Dr.
and
Mrs.
C.
W.
Moffitt
of
Dor

Mrs. Lew Conary is the guest of her
proved to be one of the most attrac
chester.
Mass.,
are
in
this
city
for
a
sister, Mrs. Lucius York.
tive social events of the late summer
few days.
season. Mrs. Buffum was assisted
Miss Evelyn M. Sullivan of Boston
Miss Margaret Johnson left yester hy the regent of the chapter, Mrs.
Is at Hotel Roekland during her va
day for Farmington, where she will Charles Sheldon, and the chairman,
cation visit to-this city. Miss Sul
Mrs. J. A. Burpee. There were six
attend Normal School.
AT CHISHOLM’S
livan conducts a successful beauty
tables in play, honors failing Io Mrs.
parlor on Washington street. Boston,
B. Eugene Cates and family who 8. A. Burpee, Mrs. B. F. Glover, Mrs.
where she is always pleased to greet have been spending their vacation E. I,. Brown. Mrs. A J. Bird, Mrs. H.
TOKAY GRAPES
Roekland friends.
2 lbs.,
*
25c
with Mr. and Mrss. Alfred Cates. B. Fales and Mrs. Lucia Burpee.
Brewster street, have returned to
And
2
lbs.
29c
Mrs Lucius York has returned from their home in Lewiston.
DAVIS-PERRY
Swan's Island where she spent the
BASKET GRAPES
weekend with her parents, Mr. and
Justin Davis and Mrs. Arlirtv Perry
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Spaulding of
Mrs. Bradford Rowe.
,
Concords (blue),
30c
.Central Palls. R. I., and Mr. and Mrs. were united In marriage at 3 o'clock
I.«u>y Meservey of Tenant's Harbor Saturday afternoon. Sept. i. 1929, at
Delawares (red),
32c
Members of the Breakfast Bridge and their daughter from New York the home of the groom. They were
Club enjoyed luncheon at Green were visiting fijends in the city Wed attended by little Miss Leona May
Gables Monday. At cards Mrs. Cleve nesday.
CANTALOUPES
Wellifian.
Rev. Jessie Kenderdlne
land Sleeper carried off honors.
performed the ceremony. Mr. and
2 for
25c
Erskine York of Washington, D. C., Mrs. Davis left on a wedding trip, the
Cards have been- received here an
destination of which was not stated.
PEARS
nouncing the marriage of Sam E. is the guest of liis fattier, Joseph
On their return they will he at tfume
Conner, the well known Lewiston York. Masonic street.
Large
size,
dozen,
59c
at
their
residence
on
Lawn
avenue.
newspaper man and Minnie Elizabeth
Wednesday, the Kalloch Class met
Bailey of Auburn. The ceremony
SWEET ORANGES
Tweed rain coats for girls, with
took place Tuesday afternoon at the at “Almarydon" cottage, Ingraham
residence of the bride's brother. The HiH. where an enjoyable outing was hats to match, sixes 6-14. $3.95 and
Dozen,
29c
With a few invited friends $4.95. Fuller-Cobb-Davis, eoat de
bride is the daughter of the late pr. held.
and Mrs. Emery Bailey of Aubufn. there were 26 persons present. Hunt partment, street floor.—adv.
She graduated from Edward Little ing lucky stones on the shore, roam
CHISHOLM
High and the Maine School of Com ing the woodsy paths and other di
merce and is a member of the High versions made tile time pass most
Opposite Waiting Room
Street Congregational Church, the pleasantly, and all pronounced it an
ROCKLAND, ME.
ideal
place
for
a
picnic.
The
view
Philharmonic Club, Mary Dillingham
Chapter. D. A. R.. and the Eastern from the cottage is exceptional y fine
Star. Mr.Connor is a member ot the The dinner of fish chowder, cracktrs. Wouldn't you. too, like a face powLions Club, the Masons and the cueumhers, coffee, ice cream, cakes | der that will keep the shine away
DANCE
Grange. He has been a member of and fruit was very nice. Thanks stay on longer—spread smoothly—not
the editorial staff of the Lewistort were extended to Mr. and Mrs. Al- clog the pores—and always be so pure
EVERY FRIDAY EV’G
Journal for many years. The couple bert Hasfings for the use of the cot- 'and fine? It Is made by a new French
C. L. U. HALL, CLARK ISLAND
will reside at 284? Turner str^t. Au tage; to Miss Florence Hastings for process anil Is called MELLO-GIA),
Refreshments Served
burn, and among those wishing them her gracious hospitality, and to the It Is surely a wonderful Face Powder,
a happy domestic Journey will be Mr. efficient committee which planned the Just try MELLO-OLO. Corner Drug
This Week and Hereafter
Conner's host of Knox County friends. event.
Store and ail other good stores,
61T-Th-tf

Barthelmess
IN
Also
Talking Shorts

“DRAG”

“THE

NORMAN
THOMAS

Here’s heart drama at its
best—

QUINTETTE”

You'll adore Dick.
SPORTLIGHT

A domestic triangle with
a different “other woman’’
with

LILA LEE, ALICE DAY

EXTRA
PARAMOUNT
SOUND
NEWS

Publix Theatre

TODAY-TOMORROW

COMING

“The College Coquette”
Home of Paramount Pictures
Telephone 892

SCHOOL GIRLS

Sizes from 10 year size to 20

Colors, Red, Navy and Black
Prices:

$7.98, $10.00, $15.00, $18.50, $25.00
Cutler-Cook Co.

Fruit Specials

Richard

All Talking
SATURDAY

.

Matinee 20c
Evenings 30c, 2?e
Children 10c

CHINCHILLA COATS

New Face Powder
Makes A Big Hit

BROS.

Wrapped Kisses
Chocolate, Vanilla, Molasses, Peanut Butter
They Are Fresh

30c lb.
CHISHOLM BROS.
CONFECTIONERS

OPP. WAITING ROOM

ROCKLAND

-G57-..JI

MAE’S SMART SHOPPE
A Name Worth Remembering
For the latest style and value that you won’t forget

$6.75 and up
DRESSES
For Large and Little Women

Hats,

Gloves,

Hosiery,

Under

wear, Beads, etc.

Located with CROCKETT’S BABY SHOP
393 Main Street

Rockland

(It will be well worth the few extra steps)

DISTINCTION!
I

The Peer of Parlor Heaters
E
C

E
F
F

0
N
0
M
I
C
A
L

I
C
I

E
N
T

The Famous “Allen" New and Imprrved Parlor
Heaters are the Ultimate in Economical Home Heat
ing—
BEAUTIFUL ENOUGH
To Add Distinction to the Home

EFFICIENT ENOUGH
To Bring a New Sense of Comfort on the Coldest Day
ECONOMICAL ENOUGH
To Prove a Revelation in Fuel Consumption
REASONABLE IN FIRST COST

DEPENDABLE IN YEARS OF SERVICE

Let Us Set An Allen Heater In Your Home.
Fuss—No Muss—No Dirt—No Sawing

No

. STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.
313-319 Main Street

Rockland

Every-Other-Day
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THE WHEREFORES OF

BASEBALL

A Review of the Past Season, and a Frank Discussion of
What the Future Holds For the Sport
(By the Official Scorer)

sportsmen, and they worked as hard
andas earnestly as though they were
drawing down some of those inflated
salaries, which the Maine Coast
League could so ill afford to pay.
I want to remind the fans once
more that the town of St. Oeorge fur
nished an example of good sports
manship which could be emulated
with profit anywhere In the State. The
bulk of the players were High School
boys who had carefully heeded their
preceptor. Ernest Rawley, and won
everybody's
admiration
by
the
gallant stand which they made
against Rockland, with its wealth of
material; and against Thomaston
and Camden. This team never failed
to put in appearance when It was
scheduled, and was always on time.
The boys disliked to lose, but accepted
their defeats manfully, and tried
harder next time.
• • • •
The Thomaston team, managed by
Maurice Sawyer, was a formidable
opponent, but lost several of its play
ers at the critical moment, when
Rockland was forging into the lead.
The Camden team managed by
George Thomas was much stronger
than its defeats would seem to indi
cate.
Rs showing last Saturday
stamped it as an outfit of which the
home fans would have been proud had
it maintained the same clip all sea
son. It is refreshing to note that ar
rangements are already being made
for putting a strong local team in the
field next season.
Rockland
emerged
as
league
champion by a scant margin. The
team was managed by that staunch
veteran, A. C, McLoon, and was play
ing really classy ball when the sea
son ended.
Ami now what about next year?
Professional baseball seems about as
far distant as it did last spring. The
obvious thing, then, is a county
league, made up of local players and
summer visitors,—organized not as
the shades of fall were drawing, but
while the sun is riding its highest,
and the urge to be out in the open is
strongest upon those in whose veins
red blood runs.
With these rambling reflections off
I my mind I may pick up enough couruge to prepare for Saturday's issue an
All-County League team.

’ Last Saturday’s double-header in crease my suspicion that we had
Camden brought to a close one of the been hooked for higher wages than
we should have been paying.
most unproliflc baseball seasons in
Maine had baseball leagues this
Rockland’s history, and the reasons season, but on each team there were
are not difficult to understand. Knox usually about two salaried players,
Countv, for several seasons, had been the others being home boys. The
playing was necessarily, far below
enjoying semi-professional baseball
the calibre that Knox and Waldo
of such a high calibre that the sud Counties saw. but the fans were not
den drop to the amateur article was quite so blase as they are here in
Knox County and they turned out in
almost a shock.
The impossibility of continuing the mobs and enjoyed the sport.
Meantime what did we see in this
sport with salaried players—at least
on the basis of the past two seasons— section?
• • * •
is so obvious that it is almost a
First an attempt in Rockland and
waste of time to discuss the propo
sition.
Last season’s sport left Camden to float Twilight leagues.
Rockland with a deficit of about Players who make no pretence of
$1200, which one way and another being experts were enlisted to fill out
has been reduced, the writer under the quota of five or six team*, and
stands to a little less than $700. with the strength thus divided the
Camden was left with a debt of ap results were not particularly elevat
What really ruined these
proximately $2000, and has made ing.
some reduction—how much I am not leagues tRockland's anyhow) was the
in a position to knew. Belfast’s defi fact that some of the players did not
cit was taken care of by a patriotic take themselves seriously and the
fan, but devoid of its principal in handful of fans grew steadily smaller
dustry the outlook in that city was as they saw that competitive sport
not too bright. With a dead horse had deteriorated into something sug
in Rockland, an even larger dead gestive of kiddishness.
Then came the belated suggestion
horse in Camden, and industrial de
pression in Belfast (which has since of a Knox County League composed
been happily remedied), it will be of Rockland. Camden Thomaston and
readily seen that the Maine Coast St. Qeorge, using the l>est team which
League must necessarily take an en each town was able to present. The
result was really commendable sport,
forced vacation.
Portland, with a population of for the teams were well matched, and
75,000 has great difficulty in maintain I saw many plays which would have
ing a New England League team, yet sent last season's fans frantic with
towns like Camden, Belfast and ■enthusiasm had they been made by
Rockland were undertaking to sup some hired player.
It was good enough baseball for
port players of very nearly the same
class, and meet a 10-weeks expense almost anybody who likes baseball
bill of around $7000. All of the money for the sake of the sport, yet the fans
did not go to the players to be sure, were apparently not quite ready to
for baseball is quite an expensive condescend to see home talent. They
sport outside of the teams, them knew best what they wanted, of
course. but some of us could not help
selves.
* * • •
thinking that if the devotion to semiI am convinced that all three towns professional baseball had extended
were paying salaries out of propor itself to helping lift the present bur
UNION
tion to those which should have been den off the directors' backs they might
paid, but the rivalry was keen and have had the kind of sport upon
"The King of King*”
everybody wanted a winning team, which they seem to insist.
The unrivalled film epic, produced
• ♦ • •
forgetting for the moment that there
at a cost ot J2.500.000, with eighteen
must come a day of reckoning—a -There was another drawback, and stars and 5000 persons taking part
day when the chill blasts of fall had that was the absence of daylight in its stupendous scenes. Splendid
driv n baseball out of the minds of saving which is being so universally beautiful, massive, awe-inspiring,
the fans, and when a handful of enjoyed elsewhere east of the Mis uplifting is this remarkable story of
directors faced the dubious prospect sissippi River that strangers look the greatest tragedy the world has
upon us in the way they would look ever known. On the same bill a car
of making up a large deficit.
In conversation with a baseball upon anything which seems to be toon comedy "The Land o’ Cotton.”
player at Togus earlier in the season— amiss.
For the convenience ot the school
Knox County had two seasons of children and others there will be a
a player well known to every Knox
Twilight
League
which
drew
record
County fan—1 was asked the ques
matinee at 3 o'clock. The manage
tion of wheher Rockland was to have crowds to Oakland Park, and which ment urges you to bring your family
a salaried team this season. I re left pleasing recollections that years and friends. We believe you will
plied emphatically in the negative will not efface. Such a league can appreciate having seen "The King
and gave the reasons. My baseball scarcely prosper without daylight of Kings." Admission, children 15c.
saving.
friend said:
Adults 35c. Town hall. Union. Mon
I cannot close this screed without day, Sept. 16.
“Say, I can bring you down just as
110-lli
good a team as you had last year and expressing my appreciation of the
A public reception will be held at
managers and teams which fur
for half the price you were paying.”
My informant was a man who was nished what sport we did see in the Thomaston National Bank from f
in a position to know whereof he Knox County this summer. A bet- to 8 p. m. Saturday. A description of
spoke, and was undoubtedly sincere ter class of hoys it has not been my' the remodelled quarters appears elsein his offer, but it only served to in fortune to meet. They were all good where in this issue.

EXPLOITING MAINE

Organizing To Give the State
An Adequate Nation-wide
Publicity
In an effort to exploit Eastern
Maine and to give it the nationwide
advertising publicity that it lacks an
organization has been formed by Dick
Reed, well known newspaper man
and publicity expert, to be known as
the Eastern Maine Publicity and Civic
Service Bureau. More than 100 let
ters were sent to the municipal heads
of every town on the Maine Coast
from Bath to Bar Harbor asking
them to become honorary members
of the organization and to offer their
moral support in putting the plan
across.
Mr. Reed stated that he had care
fully worked out the plan by many
weeks of study and believed that he
had developed something that would
go a long wav towards putting the
coastal section of Maine before the
eyes of the world. "It is an organiza
tion for Eastern Maine alone," Mr.
Reed stated. “We will always work
independently of any other organiza
tion but of course will always cooper
ate in any just cause. ’
The announcement of the plan has
been received very well in many
circles and prominent men have urged
Mr. Reed to go ahead with his plan,
it was said. Those who have the best
interests of this section of Maine at
heart are aware of the need of the
right kind of advertising and see in
the newly created plan an answer to
one of Eistern Maine's biggest prob
lems. It is planned to get the proposi
tion thoroughly lined up before Jan.
1st when the main office at Rockland
will be opened and action started.
Branch bureaus in every town in the
section served by the bureau will he
got into rwadlness to offer service.
A brief outline of the plan was given
in the letters mailed this week, one
of them to the head of the munici
pality. The letters read:
• * * •
Through the medium of this letter
I want to invite you to become an
honorary member of the Eastern
Maine Publicity and Civic Service
Bureau. There will be no charge to
you whatsoever as I feel that the Bu
reau will be highly honored to have
you among its membership. There
is no catch to this proposition. It is
strictly a matter for the promotion
of Eastern Maine organized and su
pervised by myself—a native of this
section.
Here is my plan briefly: The Bu
reau will get officially into action
on Jan. 1st, 1930. It will serve the
coastal communities within *its ter
ritory and will work to get folks to
come down here and visit us. It will
publish a magazine called the Down
Easter which will be filled with
strictly Down East pictures, stories
and articles to be sent to every sec
tion of America. It will attempt to
develop the coastal towns and help
the merchants and townfathers in
any proposition to increase the busi

ness and social welfare of the town.
It. will be an organization for all of
us and subject to our suggestions and
requests.
For instance—Tills summer Cam
den held a regatta. The publicity,
advertising and program book netted
a large sum of money to an individual
who specializes in that work. The
Bureau would handle that work for
nothing as a part of Its service. Any
community which has an affair of
any kind scheduled tan call upon the
Bureau for its free publicity. We will
put the thing across.
A membership entitles you—to all
the rights of a member, a member
ship card, a free subscription to the
magazine Down Easter, 10 per cent
discount on any advertising that you
might want to place in the magazine,
a 10 per cent discount on any adver
tising matter handled by the Bureau,
the satisfaction of knowing that you
are helping promote your community,
a monthly bulletin sent out by the |
Bureau to Its members telling of its
work, expenditures, etc. and many
other attractive propositions. Five
hundred copies of the magazine will
be sent each month to various re
sorts. information bureaus and other |
places over the country. Every mem
ber in business will be represented
free of charge in a classified business
directory in the magazine which will
show the visitors where to buy while

in

various communities.

• • • •

The plan will be financed by its
membership. Every business house
will be canvassed and the member
ship is but $1 a month. Of course
your membership is entirely free.
We just want your support to help
this thing across. It is what Eastern
Maine needs.
California, Florida,
Reno and hundreds of other places
are famous because they are adver
tised. It is not a money making
proposition. It provides salaries for
myself and my assistants and the rest
goes to put tlye thing across right.
The main office will be in Rockland
with branch bureaus in every town.
I was reading a nationwide hunting j
and fishing magazine today and noted I
that nothing was said about Eastern '
Maine in the entire publication, i
Wouldn't it be nice to have an or
ganization that would devote its time I
to seeing that Eastern Maine was rep
resented in those publications.
I|
merely state this one incident to help
show just what we want to do. And
then again why can’t we have a fa- ;
mous bathing beach or two, a fish- '
erman's race, regattas, golf tourna- I
ihents, swim marathons and other '
enterprises of nationwide scope?
We can if you folks will just get be
hind this little plan.

• • • .

Special Sale Friday & Saturday
At J. A. JAMESON CO.’S
Fancy Native Fowl, lb.

n

.40

Swift’s Premium Hams, lb. .32 Deal on Cape Cod Cookies
and Dr. Johnson’s ToastSweet Potatoes, 4 lbs.,
.25
erettes, 1 pkg. each for .39
Onions, 4 lbs..
.25
Pure Cider Vinegar, gal., .50
This is real Cidsr Vinegar and will
keep your pickles
Real Golden Bantam Corn,
dozen,
.18 Nice lot of Pickling Cucum
bers and Cauliflower
Hubbard Squash, green
.40
and yellow, lb.,
.04 Green Tomatoes, peck,
Native Cabbage, lb.,
.03 Swansdown Cake Flour,
pkg.,
.32
Bunch Beets and Carrots,
3 bunches,
.25 Quaker Oats, large pkg,reg. and quick cooking, .24
Johnson’s Yellow Eyed
Beans, quart,
.20 Aunt Jemima’s Pancake
Flour, 2 pkgs.,
.25
peck,
1.50

New York or California Pea
Fancy Seedless or Seeded
Beans, quart,
.25
Raisins, pkg..a
.10

J. A. JAMESON CO.

R. E, Reed

The originator of the plan has had
much experience in publicity and
journalistic work and Is widely known
over the State. He is a graduate of
Rockland High School and Coburn
Classical Institute and has served on
staff of the Portland papers for three
years. He has traveled extensively
and has a fine insight on the means
by which other sections of America
have gained fame ds recreation cen
ters. Mr. Reed is a native of West
Tremont and has resided in Rockland
for nine years.

.38 Native Potatoes, peck,

OWL’S HEAD
Mrs. Leland Perry and children Al| vin and Bernice who have been
spending the summer at Spruce He id
Island returned home the first of the
week. Mr. Perry who has been empluyed the past summer us sai ing
lousier for the .1. F. Porter boats
will return about Sept. 25.

Good King Wenceslas really lived,
and just a thousand years ago. In
the old Christmas carol we com
memorate his kindness. In a bronze
equestrian statue the citizens of
Prague commemorate his statesman
ship. which brought a bloodless peace
and independence out of defeat and
thralldom to the country which is now
Czechoslovakia.

Americans who go to Paris may
not be able to extend their trip
throughout Europe, but an hour at
the radio will give them the voices
and music of ten different countries.
Broadcastings from England, Hol
land, Germany, Spain, Italy, Hun
gary. Czechoslovakia* Austria, Po
land and Russia are easily heard with
the new receiving sets.
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ANNOUNCING
Rockland’s New Paint Headquarters
Special Demonstration SATURDAY, SEPT. 14
You are invited to help us celebrate the
big opening of Rockland’s FINEST
PAINT STORE, Saturday, Sept
14. Headquarters for Sher
win-Williams Products

FREE—During the opening souvenirs will

be given all the ladies and all the
kiddies will be given balloons

Special Opening Day’s Sample Offer
l

$2.20 worth of merchandise for $1.39. A quart can of the best Varnish Staiq made, and a 3 inch brush, for only J1.39

Also a 1-2 pt of Rogers Lacquer and a 2 inch brush for 65c, a $1.00 value
Sherwin-Williams are the largest Paint and Varnish manufacturers in the world. Experts from their
factories will be here during the opening. Bring in your painting questions. No charge for real service

W. H. GLOVER COMPANY
Open Saturday

Lumber and all of kinds Building Hardware

Open Saturday

ROCKLAND, MAINE
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FRIENDSHIP

Melville E. Stone, late head of the
Associated Press, was an ardent col
lector of unique newspaper headlines,
droll errors and unusual features of
journalism. The following is one of
FOR QUICK,
the gems of the collection:
HARMLESS COMFORT
There 1$ a little matter $ome of our
$ub$criber$ have Jeemingly forgot
IBHrir MNSTIPWKX warrhufeverishness ten. tome of them have made u$
many promi$e$ but have not $ubIcribed to them. To u$ it 1$ a very
CANADA’S BIG APPLE CROP
important propojltion—it i$ nece$$ary in our bu$ine$$. We are very
More than 3,609,417 barrels of mode$t and lie$itate to $peak about
apples, worth $12,631,959 Is Canada's $uch
remi$$ness.—Los
Angeles
estimated crop for 1929, based on fig Times.
ures received from crop reporters
throughout the dominion. The 1929
STILL GROOMING “AL”
apple production which Is the larg
est in the last six years, will be near
The New York World says that a
ly 400,000 barrels in excess of the
1928 yield when 3,235,970 barrels were quiet movement has been started to
picked, the bulletin sets forth. More place former Gov. Alfred E. Smith in
over, It Is 21 percent over the five- tho United States Senate and thus
year production average of 2,985,310 keep him in the national political
limelight for eventualities.
barrels.

■ Children Cry forIt

OFF TO SCHOOL WITH A JUMP
READY FOR STUDY OR PLAY

SHREDDED
With all the bran
of the whole wheat
So easy to give children a warm, nourishing break*
fast. All the food elements their growing bodies
need, in such a delicious, digestible form. Saves
mother a lot of work and worry.

SOUTH HOPE

Arthur Crisp has been in New York
on a short business trip.
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Bosworth,
Miss Janet Taylor and Miss Ann Bos
worth returned Thursday to their
home in Holyoke Mass., after spend
ing the summer at Davis Point.
Mr. and Mrs. F. D. Armstrong and
sun Knox have returned to their home
in Beach Bluffs after occupying their
home here for the summer.
Miss Mary Hill of Philadelphia is
visiting Dr. Anna Platt at Greystones.
Matt Jones, Jr. of Newton Centre
is guest of Miss Abby Louise Spear.
Eugene Brown is driving a Ford
coupe.
“Scarlet Seas" will be the sound
picture at the Playhouse Saturday
night. There will also be a sound
1‘athe Review and talking comedy.
W. L. Tompkins and W. L. Tomp
kins, Jr., left Tuesday for their home
in Madison, N. J. The latter will
enter Union College, Schenectady,
N. Y., this fall.
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Faunce of
Dedham are visiting Mrs. Jennie Tuft
at Martin’s Point.
Sherman Wotton is convalescing
from an operation at the State Street
Hospital, Portland. This is correct
ing an item in a previous issue say
ing that Sherman Jameson was ill.

Mr. and Mrs. Ben Christian and
daughters of West Roxbury Mass.,
were recent visitors at A. Y. Beggs.’
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Boardman and
son of Natick, Mass., were Sunday
visitors of Mrs. W. B. Fish.
Mrs. Caroline Crawford of Rock
land visited her cousin Mrs. Chloe
Mills last Friday.
Mrs. Addie Shepherd of New York
was a guest last week of her nephew
H. A. Hart.
Mrs. Annie Thorndike. Phyllis
Pickard and Stanley Pickard have re
turned to Massachusetts after spend
ing the summer with Mrs. Etta Waltz
W. Mayo Payson of Portland spent
the weekend hpre with his mother
Mrs. Gertrude Payson who returned
with him to her Portland home.
Mrs. Alice Miller of Haverhill, N.
H„ visits her sister Mrs. Chloe Mills
this week.
John Dunbar is in Massachusetts to
enter an electrical school.
Mr. and Mrs. H. A. Hart and ifr.
and Mrs. W. W. Lermond have re
turned from a motor trip to Aroos
took and Canada.
Mr. and Mrs. W. L. Taylor and Mr.
and Mrs. C. B. Taylor motored to
New Hampshire and Massachusetts
last week for a visit with relatives.
Mr. and Mrs. Holmes, Walter
Holmes, Miss Eva Taylor and Mr. and
Mrs. McMullen of Franklin, Mass.,
were recent guests at C. B. Taylor’s.
Friends of Mrs. Athlene ((Bowley)
NORTH WASHINGTON Forbes
of Massachusetts, who with
Mr. Forties is spending the summer
Mrs. F. W. Cunningham returned at their home here, are sorry to learn
Sunday from a week's visit with her of her severe Illness and removal to
daughter in Pleastow, N. H.
Knox Hospital for treatment.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Heyer of
Providence were guests of his uncle,
CRIEHAVEN
F. W. Cunningham, last week.
Miss Grace Wessinger of Gardiner
Donald Cunningham made an auto has entered upon her seebnd year’s
trip Sunday to Portland.
work as teacher of the public school.
Guy Jackson of Bridgewater, Mass., She is meeting with a cordial wel
called on his friend, F. W. Cunning come as her services have been very
ham, recently.
acceptable to both pupils and par
Ulmer Hannon of Liberty is looking ents. She has several new pupils.
after the farm work for M. W. LenMiss Mary E. Abercrombie of Mal
fest while he is in Massachusetts.
den. Mass., is visiting Mrs. Fred
George and Maurice Lenfest were Rhodes at Hillside Farm.
home over the weekend and were
Mrs. John Anderson, daughter
accompanied on the return by M. W. Elizabeth and son Harold are in
Lenfest who will do some carpenter Rockland to spend the winter.
work on his son Maurice’s house at
Mrs. Guy Simpson Is visiting her
sister Mrs. Carl Brown of Rockland.
Wakefleld, Mass.
Mrs. Ellen Mitchell went to Rock
land last week enroute for Bangor to
enter the Eastern Maine General
Hospital.
Mrs. Carleton Brown of Cambridge,
Mass., returned to her home Thurs
day. She was accompanied as far as
Rockland by Mrs. Leslie Wilson of
Hillside Farm.
IT PRAISES PHILCO

Conservative
Musical
Publication
Has Kind Words For Famous Radio
Set

ATLANTIC
RANGE WEEK
SEPTEMBER 16
SPECIAL DISPLAY $ SALE
^Jvtake your kitchen cosy and cheerful 'with an Atlantic
range in one of the bright neiw enamel colors
HIS COMPLETE LINE—Standard in New England for over 50 years —

T

now offered in four attractive hues. Choice of pearl grey, buff, blue or for
est green in lustrous and durable enamel. NO BLACKING—just wipe occasionally

with a damp cloth.
These Atlantics ARE built for long life and faithful service. They are famous
for baking, general cooking and abundant hot water supply. They are extremely
simple and economical in operation and contribute wonderfully to the pleasure

of efficient housekeeping. Several hundred styles and combinations for coal,
wood and GAS.

Every Atlantic absolutely guaranteed by dealer and manufacturer.

Special Attractive Terms during Atlantic Range Week

•

beginning September 16
fr

f MAIL COUPON TODAY y
Portland Stove Foundry Co.

For Sale By

’

Foot Chestnut Street, Portland. Mainb

Mail Catalog of Atlantic Ranges and Free
Booklet, “The Sectet of Better Baking."

STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.
A

N.«f_

ROCKLAND AND STONINGTON

“Everybody Interested In radio is
Jubilant that the last barriers against
public acceptance of radio are fall
ing” declared F. W. Farrel, radio
dealer. “Only a few years ago” ho
said, “many prominent musicians re
fused to agree that radio reproduc
tion was real music. Now comes the
ultra-conservative Musical Leader
in an editorial in its June, 1929 issue
as follows:
I “We are gradually inclining to the
belief that music ‘over the air’ will
eventually lead American musical
progress. It has taken some time
for us to become converted to the
idea, but wandering around the radio
convention now in Chicago, we heard
tome remarkable reception and it was
borne in our consciousness that mar
velous improvements had been made.
It was our privilege to see and hear
the latest Philco radios and found in
them the quality of reception for
which we had hoped since the miracle
of radio. Through this electro-dy
namic speaker we really heard for the
firs’ time in our experience a gor
geous piano tone transmitted, and
the resonance as well as singing
quality came over the air as beauti
fully as it would in a concert hall.
A noted baritone sang splendidly, and
the orchestra gave every gradation
of tone registering as clearly as in
the auditorium. No matter how vi
brant or how deep voiced, every tonal
variance comes through the Philco
to perfection.
“This editorial,” Mr. Farrel said.
"is fairly expressive of today’s opin
ion of the highest type of musician
and music critic and marks that the
time has arrived when radio has
taken its rightful place in the highermusical circles of this and foreign
countries."—adv.
WHAT PUBLICITY DOES
"
*

TENANT’S HARBOR DAYS

1 saw a picture lately ot Abraham
Lincoln without a beard. Looking at
it I could see in my mind one of the
characters at the Harbor in my boy
hood dlays>—Uncle Ad. Keen. Any
living Harborite ot that day can see
him as plainly as I do—about six feet
six inches tall, seemingly all bone and
sinew, very little flesh. He was very
deaf, but how he could saw wood. He
would start out In the morning with
saw and saw-horse for the Job of
cutting cord-wood for some resident
of the village. Just how many cords
he could saw—two cuts—I will not
attempt to state, but he could saw a
lot of it.
1 heard one of our schoolmasters
of those far-off days say, “I cannot
telt you off-hand how many cubic
feet there are In a cord of wood.”
He never sawed a cord of wdod in
his life. His education was faulty,
although he was a college graduate.
I know that there were 384 cubic
feet In every cord of rock maple,
hornbeam and oak that Dad bought
and which I had to saw—this in spite
of the fact that there are only 128
cubic feet in a cord of four-foot wood.
Every boy who had to saw any of
the above mentioned products of the
forest will bear me out in that state
ment. What a life—sawing wood for
a living!
IMy wife cannot understands why I
get so peeved when she suggests that,
1 saw up some of the wooden boxes
in the cellar. But the reason is plain
enough.
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Year after year the same good cigar

BSffiCIGAR
There Never Has Been and Never Will Be a Better Cigar Than a
B. C. M. Until Mother Earth Produces Better Tobacco

Immaculate
S. & H. ICE CREAM BRICKS
AND CONFECTIONS
SUNDAES AND COLLEGE ICES
SALADS, SANDWICHES
STEWS, LIGHT LUNCHES
PIES AND FANCY PASTRY
•

HOPE

Mrs. R. F. Gilley and son Roy of
Hartford, Conn., have returned home
after an extended visit with Mr. and
Mrs. Leroy French.
Lewis. Charles and George Russell
of Boston have been visiting their
aunt Mrs. Leroy French.
Mr. and Mrs. Lester Higgins of
Augusta called on relatives, attended
the fair, and were loud in their
praises of coffee served with the din
ner. Mr. and Mrs. Higgins were at
Cedar Crest Cabins, Camden while in
Knox county.
Simonton folk are highly apprecia
tive of the dourtesies extended by
John Bird Co. and others during the
recent fair.
Miss Sara Simonton, who has
entered Knox General Hospital to
train for a nurse, was calling on her
parents and friends Sunday.'
Miss Elinor and Master George
Walmsley, of Bangor have been the
guests of their grandmother, Mrs.
Sarah Buzzcll.
The Camden Boys' Band was a
very pleasing feature at the Fair.
Compliments were In order for their
fine appearance and music rendered.
The director Clarence Fish, must he
very proud of their remarkable ad
vancement.
Mrs. Lawrence Miller has returned
to Cumberland Center to resume
teaching schoo'. Her mother Mrs.
Della Annis, Is her guest Indefinitely.
Mrs. J. C Melvin was the guest of
Mr. and Mrs. C. C. Melvin of Rock
land on a motor trip to Bingham and
Gulf Island recently.

Mellie Dunham is going to Florida!
Harry A. Packard writing in the
Press-Herald tells of the monster
contest to be held in Miami to decide
the supremacy between Southern
wielders of the resined bow is being
arranged and Mellie is to be the stel
lar attraction and goes on to say that
Mellie is just as shrewd as any whitehaired patriarch the State of Maine
ever turned out! He is willing it
should be known that he is "going to
Florida with all expenses paid and
wages beside," and is willing that it
be known he Is to play at the fiddlers’
contest. ‘But I am of the contest and
not in It," Mellie declares. ’T’ve had
no end of challenges since I fiddled
BURKETTVILLE
for Ford and many an old-timer sets
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Esancy spent
up that he is a better old-time fiddler
than I am: 1 don’t dispute them, but Sunday at Stanley Jones' in Wash
I da not accept any challenges or get ington.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Hoyt of
into any contests.
North Chelmsford. Mass., spent Sat
Taking the 1928 accident figures, urday with Mrs. Roseitha Rokes.
Mrs. Smith was in Rockland Sat
the risk of anj’ given passenger on
British Railways being killed is in urday afternoon to visit her sister,
fact a 36,000,000 to one chance. In Mrs. Lizzie Maddocks.
Mrs. INettie Grinnell has been help
other words, an ordinary passenger
making two Journeys a day six days ing Mrs. Fred Ludwick in Washing
a week would have to travel for 50 - ton the past week.
Mr. and Mrs. George Cameron and
000 years before meeting his chance
son of Union were visitors Sunday at
of being killed.
Nelson Calderwood’s.
Henry Turner has returned to his
work in Bangor Hospital, after
spending the summer at home.
Mrs. Ada Mitchell Is in Union car
ing for Mrs. Earl Butler and infant
son.
A Battle Creek physician says,
The New York State Grange
’’Constipation is responsible for more awards a prize every year to the
misery than any other cause.”
subordinate unit which makes the
But immediate relief has been found. largest percentage of membership
A tablet called Rexall Orderlies has gain during the year and for 1928 the
been discovered. This tablet attracts beautiful State Grange silk flag
water from the system into the lazy, was won by Clarendon Grange, No.
dry, evacuating bowel called the col 1083, in Orleans County, which made
on. The water loosens the dry food one of the most remarkable records
waste and causes a gentle, thorough, of growth in the history of the
natural movement without forming a Grange organization. This Grange
habit or ever increasing the dose.
started the year with 13 members
Stop suffering from constipation. and gained 96 new ones, equivalent
Chew a Rexall Orderlle at night. Next to a 738 per cent increase. It is
day bright. Get 24 for 25c today at doubtful, if any other local lodge unit
the nearest Rexall Drug Store. of any sort can show such a gain for
Charles W. Shelton,
the j-ear,

I

Chisholm’s Spa

Boze.

SIMONTON
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Memories, memories of the days of long ago.
Memories, memories of the days when I sawed
wood,
I hate you so 1

Schools opened last week with Mrs.
Evelyn F. Brown teaching at the
Corner, Miss Ellen Thurlow at North
Hope and Miss Winifred Burkett in
the Payson district.
The usual slump attending the de
parture of summer guests is noticed
and with it came rather disagreeable
weather.
However, there are the
family reunions, great and small and
the fall fairs in the offing with fav
orable prospects to help carry on.
Mr.' and Mrs. Frank Bryant and
family party of Waltham, Mass., were
callers recently at L. A. Weaver's.
Edward True who has been visit
ing relatives here since the closing
of Hatchet Mountain Camp for Boys,
of which he was a member, returned
Saturday to his home in Hyde Park,
Mass.
Miss Mary Bills has resumed her
duties as instructor in Castine Nor
mal School. 'With relatives she spent
the summer at the Bills homestead.
Work has begun on the State road
under the direction of T. B. Noyes.
Mrs. Kelley and Miss Macllvene of
Rockland, Mass., are guests of Mr.
and Mrs. Herbert Hardy.
The Grange picnic scheduled for
last Sunday was postponed on ac
count of inclement weather. If fav
orable next Sunday, everybody is in
vited to a basket picnic and good time
at South China.
Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Wellman, Mr.
and Mrs. Charles Childs and daugh
ters were at Mrs. Eleanor Payson's
Sunday.
Mrs. Nellie Wilkins of Rockport is
visiting Mrs. W. K. Robbins and Mrs.
Adella Goding.
Mrs. Herbert Knowlton and her
mother of Rockland are staying in the
Bicknell cottage at Head-of-theLake.
Rev. Mr. Butler and family have re
turned to their home in Somerville,
Mass.
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Visit and Lunch at the
SPA
Restful, Beautiful, Healthful

Vi

Weekly... a new union of

matchless flavors
in the Fro-joy 2-flavor pint package
Surprisingly new . . . subtly com

never find one more wholesomely

bining flavor and color qualities

pure and luscious than Fro-joj<.

that leave nothing to be desired

The secret grows out of the ster

as happy endings to pleasant meals

ling honesty of the ingredients...

... as delightful refreshments for

fresh country cream, plump fresh

all manner of social activities . . .

fruits, meaty nut kernels, mellow,

the Fro-joy z-flavor pint combina

true-bodied flavorings.

tions are the ideal response to the

Where there’s a Fro-joy sign,

modern hostess’ need for an ever-

there’s a Fro-joy dealer. And there

ready, always-delicious dessert.

are Fro-joy dealers in every neigh

No matter what you’ve discov

borhood. Find yours today!

ered about ice creams... no mat
'll

ter what you’ve paid . . . you’ll

This week the new Yro-joy 2-flavor pint package contains
CHOCOLATE ICE CREAM AND VANILLA BISQUE

/US

j
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RELIEF FROM CURSE
OF CONSTIPATION

0

ICT CLEAM
CHOCK-FULL OF "Y(
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Records Of Byrd Expedition
Are Assured For Posterity

THE STORY OF APPLETON

Vatican Doors Are Opened Again

COURIER-GAZETTE CROSS-WORD PUZZLE

As Told At Centennial Celebration, Aug. 21, By the His
torian, X Asbury Pitman, of Salem, Mass.
[Sixth Installment J

whenever a call has come for patri
otic service. She has given freely of
her men and generously of her ma
terial resources Exact facts and fig
ures are not available, but the rec
ords of the town speak eloquently of
her attitude toward all matters of
public defence from the time of the
second war with Great Britain down
to the recent dark days of the recent
war waged for the freedom of man
Permanent Rag Paper Being
kind.
Th re arc no statistics at hand to
Used to Write Story
tell us .how many of our men served
of Antarctica
in the War of 1S12, but it is certain
that there were several who were
enrolled in the coast guard. In 1814.
Z^OUNTLESS expeditions in the
the town voted to give the militia
which are drafted $6 a month besides
interest of both science and con
what the State allowed them, and
quest have penetrated uncharted cor
raised $50 for this purpose. This
ners of the globe and have emerged
bounty was continued for four years,
with tales of heroism and hardship.
when it was voted to stop the extra
Few have ever presented the world
wages allowed the detached militia.
with lasting records of their achieve
During this war. on two occasions,
ments written by campfire light to
at least, it was voted that the plan
endure for generations to come.
Commander Byrd
tation should be stocked with powder
Now for the first time in the his
and bail according to law, and that
tory of Arctic or Antarctic explora dent of the American Writing Paper
the money which was due from non
tion this is being done. Down on the Company, 40.000 sheets of a highresidents should he laid out for this
edge of the great ice barrier that grade, standard weight bond, and
purpose. Again it was voted tiiat the
forms the outer rim of Antarctica's 40,000 sheets of a lighter grade of
plantation should be provided with
pdlar field, Commander Byrd and his bond paper for carbon copies, were
"balls, flint and camp kittles, but
valiant band are daily recording sci stored on boa-d the supply ship. All
that no magazine should be built for
entific data that will paint graphical of this paper is full rag content, hav
the powder." A company of infantry
ly a word picture of their discov ing unusually high resistance to de
terioration.
was equipped and maintained.
eries.
Appleton was quick to respond to
This forethought cn the part of
The descent of six months' night
the call of tlie Government in '61. Il
has already afforded opportunity for the expedition’s skipper assures, ac
is easy to infer from the records that
observations that will be of ines cording to experts, a permanent rec
when the news came that Sumpter
timable value to science. Every ord of his findings and observations
had been fired upon, her sons
memorandum, every record is being that will be a scientific treasure trove
hastened to enlist. At the very be
typed with meticulous care on the for many years.
ginning of 1862, the town voted to
Commander Byrd's log and even
highest grade of paper available to
leave the soldiers’ families In tlie
day, a grade that will k- ep alive for important radio messages are being
care of the selectmen: and through
posterity the first-hand chronicle of preserved in original form on perma
out the war, liberal appropriations
nent paper of rag fibre. Unlike wood
their exploits.
pulp paper, which reacts to changing
were made for tills purposp. The
Consults Paper Experts
temperatures, deteriorates and finally
selectmen in these trying times were
At the outset Commander Byrd re oxidizes into powder, the rag fibre
Andrew H. Wentworth. Oliver R.
solved not to waste hours in trans endures for generations. Some idea
Butler and Gustavus M. Kenniston.
cribing valuable records that in a of this can be obtained by comparing
and well did they discharge their
few years would deteriorate bevond the files of newspapers only three or
duties.
• • • •
recognition. The foremost experts four years old with the Declaration
a small town. Applein the country were consulted and of Independence or the Constitution
been found wanting
In the spring of '62. the limits from
on the advice of S. L. Willson, presi- itself.
which each of two companies of
soldiers should be drawn were deter
mined. the Ridge Road and the
County Road from Cutler's Mill to the
NOW BE SURE YOU ALWAYS
Senebec Pond being the dividing
USE RINSO IN YOUR WASHER,
line. In July, a liberal sum of money
MRS. BENSON. IT'S SAFE—AND
was raised to pay a bounty of $100 to
each soldier who should enlist or vol
IT GETS CLOTHES LIKE NEW
RINSO GIVES RICHER SUDS
unteer to fill the town's quota, the
THAN OTHER SOAPS, TOOsame to be paid on his acceptance
DC ISN'T IT. MR. BLAKE?
and being mustered into the service
of the United States.
Special town meetings were of fre
quent occurrence.
In August, the
voters met to see what sum of money
the town should raise to individuals
who may fill the quota in respect to
the orders of the President to raise
by draft 300,000 men. On motion of
Chester R. Sumner, it was voted to
raise $100 for each soldier who should
enlist, and $2,000 was appropriated.
An initial payment of $70 was to be
made to each soldier upon accept
ance. and $80 to his family. At this
meeting, Henry A.. McLain was elect
ed constable in place of Thomas G.
Messer who had enlisted and gone
into the army.
Again, in November, 1863. $6,000
was raised for bounties in conse
quence of the second call of the Presi
dent for 300.000 men. 'We are coming,
Father Abraham, three hundred thou
sand strong!” The bounty was raised
to as high a figure as $300, before the
close* of the war. as call after call
came from the President, with an
THE NEXT WASHDAY
additional sum of $150 each on ac
count of substitutes. The sum of $27
YOUR WASH LOOKS LOVELY.
was paid to recruiting officers for
MRS. BENSON! SO BRIGHT
each man mustered into the service.
AND CLEAN. I'M CERTAINLY
Immediately after the close of the
... AND THE MAN WHO
war, the town voted to leave to the
GOING TO USE RINSO IN
SOLD ME THIS WASHER
selectmen the settlement of the
MY WASHER FROM NOWON
TOLD ME TO USE RINSO.
claims of Samuel I. Thomas, Almond
DID YOU EVER SEE SUCH
Gushee, and Ambrose Gushee for re
GLEAMING WHITE CLOTHES1
cruiting men.

The first volume of the records of
tho plantation and the town contains
a copy of the proclamation announc
ing the admission of Maine to the
Union as an independent State. The
act of admission was passed by Con
gress .March 3. 1820: becalhe effective
March 13: and the proclamation,
signed by William King, President
of the Ce nvention and later Governor
of thc State, was issued the following
day.
Previously, on the f,th pf December,
the inhabitants of the Plantation of
Appleton assembled and ratified the
at-tlon of the Constitutional Conven
tion. It was now a part of an inde
pendent state, hut. as a plantation,
and for seven years after it became
a town, it was included in the County
of Lincoln, which received its name
from Lincoln C'ounty, England, the
home of Thomas I.everett, one of the
original proprietors.
In 18J7, the County of Waldo,
named for General W ildo. came into
existence.*being made up of portions
of Lincoln. Kennebec and Hancock
Counties. Appleton was included in
the portion set off from Lincoln
County.
Again, in 1860. and named for Gen
eral Knox, a new County was incor
porated. anti Appleton became a part
cf Knox County.
Not only have there been these
changes in the counties of which
Appleton lias heen an integral part,
but there have been changes in tow n
lines as well. It has been said that
Milton Robbins. greaJ-grandfather of
Mrs. Joshua T. McCorrison. that he
had lived in both Massachusetts and
Maine: in the counties of Lincoln.
Waldo and Knox: and in the towns of
Union. ‘Hope and Appleton, to say
nothing or the plantations: and that
he was born, lived and died in the
same house, from which he had prob
able never been farther away than

Rinso for safety—and
for whiter clothes!"
I
sag 32,000 washing machine demonstrators
< ■ •"
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The makers of
these 38 washers
recommend Rinso
ABC
American Beauty

Apex
Automatic
Barton
Big 3 Speed
Queen
Blackstone 22
Boss Washer
Coffield
Conlon
Crystal
Dexter
Eden
Edenette
Faultless
Gainaday
Graham Washer

Haag
Horton

Laundryette
Laundry Queen
Meadows
Select-A-Speed
Meadow Lark
One Minute

Prima
Rota rest
.

Roto Verso
Safety
Sunbeam Surf
Sunnysuds

Triplex
Universal

HEN 32,000 demonstrators of washing
machines say,“Rinso!”—
When the makers of 38 of the best-known wash
ers say “Rinso!”—
When millions of women all over the country
say, "Rinso is best in washing machine or tub!” —
You can be sure there’s good reason why YOU
should chapge to Rinso, too! This famous granu
lated soap gives rich, creamy suds that loosen dirt.
Clothes come from the washer snow-white, with
out a bit of hard rubbing anywhere. Even boiling
isn’t needed!
In tub washing, Rinso soaks the clothes whiter
than they can he scrubbed. That saves the clothes;
hands, too. And Rinso is so economical! Cup
for cup, it gives twice as much suds as lightweight,
puffed-up soaps—because it’s compact. Be sure to
get the BIG household package.

W

■daBBiBBggife.

Guaranteed hv ihe maker. of LUX —
Lever Brother. Co., Cambridge. Man.

Voss
Washrtte
Whirldry
1900 Whirlpool
Woodrow
Zenith
.

*

The granulated soap
for u/biter clothe, from tub or washer

It is impossible to give exact fig
ures of the cost of the war to Appleton, but, judging from town records,
fully as much monpy was appropri
ated annually for this purpose as for
all other expenses. Neither are facts
at hand concerning the number of en
listed men furnished nor of the losses
to the man power of the town: but
many of us are old enough to know
in a personal way that there were few
if any, families in the entire town that
were not called to mourn the loss of
members who gave their fives that
the Union might endure; and we are
familiar with many individual sacri
fices and with wounds inflicted by the
war for the preservation of the Union
which have never healed.
In the Wbrlel Wlar, as in previous
wars, Appleton had her full share;
and the sacrifices, although com
paratively few, were quite as great
as those of the Civil War.
At the close of the first century of
the existence of the plantation there
had been a substabtiai increase in
the populhtion. This is given as 839
in 1837; and. judging from the 317
votes east for Governor following
the annexation of Hope, there must
have been a population of at least
1,500 in 1844. The high water mark
was reached in 1850, the census in
that year indicating that we had a
population of 1,727. Then came the
turn of the tide setting, naturally
enough, in the direction of the mother
State of Massachusetts with her
common history, common ties of
blood, and her larger opportunities.
Today there are in that State, alone,
half as many natives of Appleton as
are now living in the town that gave
them all birth.
From 1860. by decades, the popula
tion was 1.573: 1,485: 1,348; and, in
1890, 1,080. And it lias slowly de
creased since that time, until the last
census showed but 532 inhabitants.
From one point of view, these figures
afford little encouragement; but per
haps like the work ot grace in the
Presbyterian church,
which the
pastor said consisted not in the num
ber of members taken in, but rather
in numbers that had gone out. Appleton may have been fortunate in hav
ing so many of us migrate to Massa
chusetts or elsewhere.
But. seriously, what ot the future?
Our plantation is ot the same sturdy
stock as that ot our ancestors. Al
though our lumber and some of our
other material resources have been
greatly reduced, there are still many
as yet undeveloped opportunities tor

HORIZONTAL
1-Extortioner

Swiss guards swinging wide the huge bronze doors of tlie Vatican in
Rome, after the signing of the pact with the Italian government. These
doors had not been opened for 59 years.
works. Here they lived and labored:
loved and served; rejoiced in their
prosperity and in that of their chil
dren, and mourned in their hours of
adversity and affliction; here they
died: and here they will rest forever.
Surely "They rest from their labors,
but their works do follow them."
[The End]

industrious, thrifty and ambitious
young men and women. There are
markets open to us of which our fa
thers never dreamed: and our soil is
particularly well adapted to certain
crops. For example, in one year re
cently Appleton shipped into the Bos
ton market more strawberries than
any other town on the Atlantic sea
board:" for Boston receives berries
fmm every point from Florida to Nova

SOUTH APPLETON

Scotia.

The town is beginning to rival those
of Washington County In the produc
tion of blueberries. The acid In what
we once considered the impoverished
sell is causing it to yield a more gold
en harvest than It ever produced in
the days of the virgin soil cultivated
by our fathers. Hay, which does not
now find as ready a market as gaso
line, maj’ be converted into beef,
mutton and milk. Transportation fa
cilities have been greatly improved;
an abundance of labor-saving ma
chinery is now available; the Appleton farmer has the advantages of the
rural fre? delivery; the telephone,
the radio, and practically all other
modern conveniences. The schools
are excellent, and our social and
church privileges are what we are
disposed to make them.

George Freeman of Rockland spent
the weekend at the home of Arthur
Philbrook.
Bernard Ripley and family have
moved into the John Ripley house on
Snow hill
‘
Evelyn Philbrook spent the week
end at the home of Melvin Philbrook.
Bryan Clark and family of Union
were at John Clark's Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Leland Wallace and
friend visited Sunday at Fred Pease's.
George Wellington, Phillip Pease
and Mrs. Lillian Pease recently mo
tored to Beverly. Mass.
Mrs. Martel McLain and family
were recent visitors of Mrs. Lewis
Fish.
Mr. and Mrs. John Ripley nnd chiljdren have been visiting Mr. and Mrs.
Joe Carpenter.

With these and numerous other
advantages, it requires neither a
prophet por the son of a prophet to
predict a return movement on the
part of some, at least, of thc descend
ants of the early inhabitants of the
town; and with the exercise of still
less imagination, we can see, at no
distant time, many of our abandoned i
farms occupied by thrifty recent im
migrants to our shores. The tides of •
the ocean ebb and flow twice every ■
24 hours. The periods of ebb of flood
are exactly equal.
The first period of our history oc
cupying three-quarters of a century
witnessed a steady influx of popula
tion, culminating in the days of the
Civi lWar. Then began the period of
ebb which lias been of equal duration.
We are now at low water mark. May
we not confidently expect another
turn of the tide which will bring again
to the town that we all love a pro
longed period of prosperity, in its
largest and fullest sense?
But we are assembled here today
chiefly to reflect upon thc past and to
do honor, as far as we may. to those
courageous, patient, industrious anil
hopeful pioneers and their immediate
successors.—your ancestors and mine,
—who laid tlie foundations of our
town under conditions which would
have sorely tried the souls of weaker
men and women; who have trans
mitted to us, we trust, their sterling
character; and who have left for us
examples which we well may follow.
To them, on this one hundredth
anniversary of the organization of
the town for which they made so
many anti such great sacrifices, we
humbly and gratefully dedicate this
memorial, as a feeble expression of
our appreciation of their lives and

Summer Months
Hard on Stomach
Sufferers
Quick, Natural Relief from
Simple Herbal Compound
How much suffering a weak stom
ach can cause! Painful gas, bloat
ing, sleeplessness, loss of weight—
vigor. Bad enough at any time,
but when exhausting summer heat
is added, strength is drained from
the sturdiest body.
But here is one of many thou
sands who found a way to relief:
Mrs. Addie Ham, of 11 No. Pine St.,
Dover, N. H., says: "I was run down,
thin and anemic. My housework was
a burden. Now my appetite has im
proved so that 1 can eat anything—
three hearty meals a day. My house
work is easy and 1 never feel nervous.”

It’s never too late to try Tanlac.
So go to your druggist now and
get a hottie. No mineral drugs—
only Nature’s own medicinal herbs,
but its efficacy is so apparent that
often only one bottle is needed to
bring desired relief. Money back
if it doesn’t help.

Tmlac
52 MILLION BOTTLES 1 USED

APPLETON RIDGE
The W.C.T.U. met with Mrs. Fran
ces Gushee Friday afternoon. There
were six members present.
Mrs. Hazle Perry and daughter
spent Sunday with her sisters in
Warren.
Mrs. Martha Robinson and Miss
Grace Robinson of Vinalhaven were
recent guests ot Azuba Sprague.
Osbourne Sprague of Arlington,
Mass., is in town, the guest of rela
tives.
Edward Ames led the Sunday eve
ning meeting at the Baptist Church.
Mrs. C. A. Kinney is in ill health.
Mr,.and Mrs. C. G. Mitchell fNettie
Cross) and children of Saco, were
Sunday visitors at Albert Fuller's.
Miss Lizzie Fuller returned home
with them for an indefinite stay.
Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Conant of War
ren were Sunday guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Everett Whitney.
Dinner guests of Mrs. Ethel Moody
Monday were Mr. and Mrs. C. W.
Cummings of Augusta.
Robert and William Bragg and Miss
Fanny Anderson who have been
guests of Mr. and Mrs. M. M. Brown
have returned to their homes in
Waterbury, Conn.
Mrs. Addie Robbins has returned
home after spending ten days with
her son, Merle Robbins and family at
Burkettville.
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Whitney at
tended the Starrett-Hanson reunion
in Camden recently.
Mr. and Mrs. Burton Whitney,
Maude Whitney and Cecelia and
Lawrence Whitney were visitors
Saturday at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
George Cameron in Lincolnville.
Will Tobey of Augusta Is visiting
his sister Mrs. Ethel Moody and
[ family.

HORIZONTAL (Cent.)
VERTICAL (Cont.)
47-PrcJectlon
20- Negative
.

5- Notwlthstanding
49- Perch
6- Hydraulio engine
50- Keep close to
8- Ecclesiastical court 51- Narratlve poem
53-Border upon
at Vatican
55- Girl's name
9- So it is
56- Flow
11- Tow
57- Black and white
12- Merry
mixed (pi.)
14-Peak
16- Boston's nickname
VERTICAL
17- Plerced
19-Gained
21- Vehlcle
22- Holy city of the
Hindus
24-Wand
26-Furnace for baking
28-Contalner for liquids
30- Stagger
31- Rlng of light
32- Lump
34-Temporary shelter
36-Poem r
38-Teacher and com
panion of Bacchus

21- River in West
Africa
22-Consecrate
.
23- Auctlons
25-Famous youth of
Bible
27-Man's name
.j
29-Native of a par
ticular country
32-Flesh
33- 8on of Jacob
35-Rufflan
37-Term used In book*
keeping
39- Eaet Indian sailor
40-An official who
attests legal paper*

42-Preposltion
44-M leery _

' ut

46-Still
V
48-Preflx meaning
1
"upon”
50-One of an ancient
race which devas
tated Europe In
Fifth Century
62-Participial ending
54-Large vehicle

41-Coal-scuttle
43-Cold and damp
45-To season
46- Small cake

Solution to Previous Puzzle.

HEHiai

UROPEAN hXCURSIONS

COLOGNE TO THE BAVARIAN
ALPS.

I have often advised others to take
the auto bus route from Cologne to
the Bavarian Alps, but now I have en
joyed the two weeks' journey my
self.
We left Cologne on Monday,
and before Tuesday we reached Bonn,
the city of Beethoven, passing Drachenfels on the opposite bank of the
Rhine, thence to Coblenz, with the
immense equestrian statue to Wil
liam I. past Ehrenbreistein, and its
fort, and the castles of Sternberg and
Liebenstein, and numerous others un
til Mayence is reached. The third
day brought us to Rothenburg, which
[ we had time to visit well before
starting for Nuremberg the next day
after lunch. A whole day is spent at
Munich, and then the majestic beauty
of the Bavarian Alps begins, after we
drove through Oberammergau of the
famous Passion Play, and Garmiscli

IpIk A
aIc T

IE EEH@

nafflSuS
Its

IBS gi

Partenkircken.
You may forget the
names of scores of ibeautiful moun
tain towns and villages, but you will
never forget the castle of Neuschwanstein, or its rocky cliff over three
thousand feet 'high, where a halt is
made at the end of the eighth day.
After that the journey took us to
Friedrie hshafen, where the Zeppelins
are built, the Black Forest, Karls
ruhe, Heidelberg,
Mannheim and
Worms, with its Luther fame. If you
want a fortnight's delightful tour of
Germany free from railways and all
the hustle of their movement, choose
these palatial autos. You see more
of Germany.

SOUTH WALDOBORO
Mrs. Louis Little and daughter of
Haverhill, Mass., visited with Mr.
and Mrs. George T. Palmer recently.
Mr. and Mrs. Hamlin Scofield were
in Rockland last week.
Clarence Waltz and family have
closed their cottage and returned to
Springfield. Mass.
Leland Winehenbach and daugh
ters of Port Chester. X. Y., have been
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Winchenbadh.
Mrs. 'Orville Graff&m and children
Cecil, Wayne and Elizabeth, and Miss
Grace Toshach of Atkinson, XT. H.,
visited Mr. and Mrs. W. G. Wallace
last week. The Graffams moved from
here 18 years ago to Atkinson,
X. H., where they have a large poul
try farm.
The Ladies’ Aid of the M. E Church
will meet with Mrs. Gladys Winchenbach Sept. 19.
Schools opened Monday with Emma
Boggs teacher at the Ledge and Betty
Weston at the Cove.
Miss Myrtie Thompson and nurse
of Friendship were dinner guests
Sunday of Mrs. H. G. Winehenbach.
Mr. and Mrs. Reginald Monahan
and Edward Genthner motored Sun
day to Portland.
Miss Irene Morton visited Mrs.
Sidney Carter Friday.
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Kaufman
close their summer home ‘Firefly
Farm” and return to Xew York Sat
urday.

Quality still prevails—Eudweiser
Malt sales prove it!

In three years,

the big red Budweiser can has be
come America’s favorite household

package. . . . It’s sold everywhere.
ANHEUSER-BUSCH — ST. LOUIS

Barley-Malt Syrup
Guaranteed to contain no fillers, adulterants,
artificial flavors, or artificial colors whatsoever.
BM-109

Every-Other-Day
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F rigida,ire offers
greater beauty 11 enclosed
mechanical parts i 1 low
operating cost n low prices
and the

“Cold Control”
for quicker freezing of
ice cubes and desserts
Frigidairc renders a service that cannot be duplicated by
anv other electric refrigerator or type of refrigeration;
It has the famous Frigidaire “Cold Control.” It is beauti
ful, simple, practical. It is extra powerful, and incredibly
quiet wtth all mechanical parts completely enclosed: i a
out of sight and out of the way.
Ask about our liberal monthly terms. Come in s t ; today;

★

★

★

Let ms help you win in big $25,000contest
Write a letter on food preserva- being offered by the National
tion and win a model home, a Food Preservation Council;
Cadillac car or one of many Get complete information here
other valuable awards now today.
50° is the safety point for perishablefoods

METROPOLITAN THEATRE

WALDOBORO

Ring Lardner Story Now Featuring—
“Illusion,” Glowing Romance Next
Week
“Fast Company” Paramount’s ver
sion of a famous Ring Lardner story,
which tiie camera alone con contristarting today. This is a swift-mov
ing comedy-romance containing all
the brilliant humor and pathos origi
nally injected into the story (one of
the “You Know Me Al” series) by the
authors, and all the additional glamor
which the camera alone con contri, biite to a. play of this delightfully
I thrilling type. Jack Oakie, youthful
| comedian who has risen to movie
prominence in little more than a
year, plays the blundering boastful
small-town boy who makes good in
“Fast Company.’’
Richard “Skeets” Gallagher, an
other comedian whose success in films
is commensurate with Jack Oakie's
plays the part of Oakie’s personal
manager.
The original Lardner story was
called “Hurry Kane.” “Fast Com
pany’’ is the screen version based on
the original story, and Evelyn Brent
and Gwen Lee as a pair of teamed
actresses, provide the feminine side
of
the
love-interest
prominent
throughout the unreeling of this typi
cal romance-comedy of genuine peo
ple.
Starting Sept. Id, Buddy Rogers,
Nancy Carroll and June Collyer will
be seen at the Metropolitan in the
principal roles of “Illusion,” a glowing
romance just released as an all-talk
ing photoplay feature and one of the
new Paramount show world sensa
tions.

They were mot'rlng through Scot
land and they stopped on the out
skirts «>f a town. Leaning out, one of
21 Limerock Street,
Rockland
them hailed a little lad by the road.
"Is this Aberdeen, Iny boy?”
“Gie me a Raxpenee and I'll tell ye,”
was the answer.
“Drive on Grahame, this Is Aber
Washington on the new $1 bills i pockets of his countrymen.—The
means that he is also first in the J Pathfinder.
deen.”—Weekly Scotsman.

MUNSEY MOTOR CO.

47#
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Mrs. Amy Howell, Miss Maude
Howell and Dr. J. 11. Wallace of Ever
ett, Mass., are guests of Mrs. Flora
Mank.
Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Crowell have
heen in Biddeford.
Samuel Glidden of Boston has been
the guest of his brother E. A. Glid
den.
Rev. H. O. Megert bps returned
from Boston where he accompanied
Mrs. Megert and Miss Elinore Megert
on their way to visit Mrs. Ella McFeeters in St. Albans Vt. Mr. Megert
will pass part of his vacation In Rock
land.
Miss Jessie L. Keene has returned
to Gorham and Miss Faye Keene to
New York.
Miss Dorothea Waitz went to New
buryport Saturday.
Mrs. Anthony Castner was in Rock
land Monday.
Mrs. Harvey Simmons and daugh
ter who have been guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Osborne Welt have returned to
Roslindale, Mass.
A. H. Newbert Is visiting in North
Waldoboro.
B. G. .Jones of Boston passed last
week as tlie guest of Miss Marcia E.
Blaney.
Mrs. Medora Perry, Mrs. Annie
Thompson, Miss Angela Perry and
Charles Lilly have been on a motor
trip to Boston.
The reporter is indebted to Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Rowe for a beautiful
bouquet of gladioli from their gar
dens.
Wlalter Castner of Boston is at his
home here for his vacation.
Robert Belcher and Mrs. Albert
Morton of Lewiston were recent
guests of Mrs. Emily Hannaford.
Miss Audrey Wyman who has been
passing her vacation with her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. W. P. Wyman has re
turned to Everett, Mass.
'Franklin P. Hoffses of Everett,
Mass., has been visiting his sister,
Mrs. Lillian Newberger. Mrs. Levi
Copeland, Mrs. Guy Lermond and
Miss Gienys Lermond of Thomaston
have also been at Mrs. Newberger's.
The local referendum vote was as
follows: Amendment 1, Council, yes,
156; no, 68. Amendment 2, Bridge,
yes, 185; no, 84. Amendment 3, Bond
Issue, yes, 165; no, 94. Question
1. Export, yes, 173; no, 146. Question
2, Gas Tax, yes, 145; no, 160.

New H-Ton Truck
CHASSIS AT

F.O.B. DETROIT

Like ail Dodge Trucks it is
thoroughly dependable and
economical. See it and ad
mire it! Inspect it critically!
Drive it and sense its eager
power, flashing pick-up and
speed, riding comfort and
driving ease! Compare it!
Buy it complete with body.
Add it to your assets—
it will add to your profits.

Dodge
Trucks
CHRYSLER MOTORS PRODUCT

Dyer’s Garage, Inc*
54 Park Street .
VOt.MH

Rockland

Telephone 124

ORFF’S CORNER
School began Monday with an at
tendance of '33. Percy Ludwig is
teacher.
The date of the harvest supper and
fair has been set for Oct. 9,
Charles Ludwig has returned to his
work in North Grafton, Mass., after
a two months’ vacation at his home
here.
Mr. and Mrs. Adin Hoak, Floyd
Hoak and Mr. and Mrs. Albert Elwell
and children spent Labor Day in
Elmore guests of Mr. and Mrs. James
Hall.
iWillis Ralph and Harold Ralph
were at home from Lynn over the
weekend and holiday.
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Newhall, chil
dren and mother ot Rockland were
Sufiday visitors at Harold Achorn's
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Weaver, Mr.
and Mrs. Veliis Weaver and daugh
ter Frances were in Augusta Friday.
Mrs. Marjorie Ralph has returned
from a week's visit in Lynn, Mass.,
the guest of her sons Willis and
Harold and sister Mrs. Mida Ralph.
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Walter and
daughter Ruth, and Mr. and Mrs. Ed
win Walter of Gardiner were Sunday
guests of Mr. ahd Mrs. Sanford
Wbiter.
Miss Lila Ames of North Waldo
boro ia working for Mrs. Addie
Achorn.
Mrs. Albert Elwell-, Calvin and Rose
Elwell have returned from a visit
with relatives in Elmore and Tena’n’t’s Harbor.
Mr .and Mrs. W. A. Jackson and
family spent Sunday in South Wal
doboro.
Mr. and Mrs. Arnold Johnson and
son Arnold, Miss Marguerite Johnson
of Cambridge, Mass., and Mrs. James
Hall of Elmore were Sunday guests of
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Elwell.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Wall and son
Martin ot South Bristol were visit
ing friends here Sunday.
E. O. Taylor of New Rochelle. N. Y.,
has returned after a two weeks’ va
cation at his farm here a part of
which time was spent in painting and
improving his buildings.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Wiebberof South
Portland were Sunday guests of Mrs.
Lilia Webber.
Mr. and Mrs. Clinton Kaler of
Rockland were guests Sunday ot Mr.
apd Mrs. Harry Creamer.
Mrs. Ormand Hopkins and daughter
Marion ot Tenant’s Harbor were at
Albert Elwell's Sunday.
Mrs. Lilia Webber left Sunday for
South Portland where she will visit
n few days going thence to Vermont
for several weeks stay.
Mrs. Vose of North Waldoboro is
housekeeper for Arthur Peaslee who
recently moved into the Keene house.

GROSS NECK
School began Monday with Mrs.
Marion Castner of Medomak teacher.
Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Winehenbach
nnd daughters, with Mr. and Mrs. C.
A. Winehenbach of West Waldoboro
were Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs
Freelon Vannah, South Whldoboro.
Misses Sylvia and Barbara Genthner spent last week with their aunt,
Mrs. Pearl Delano of Lawry.
McClellan Eugley has been pass
ing several days with Mr. and Mrs.
Percy Eugley at Waldoboro.
Mrs. Ida Miller of Wuldoboro and
Mrs. Marion Castner of Medomak
visited Mrs. William Gross Friday.
Mr. and Mrs. Dewey .Winehenbach
Mrs. Melvin Genthner and Ralph
Eugley were in Augusta recently.
Lauriston Creamer of Cushing and
Riley Davis of Pleasant Point were
at Melvin Genthner’s Sunday.
Wilmont Davis of Waldoboro Is the
guest of Mr. and Mrs. .Melvin Gross.
Mr. and Mrs. Eddie Jones of Round
Pond are spending a few days with
Mr. and Mrs. Frankie Simmons.
Capt. James Hinkley, president of
the Colonial Rug Co.. Portland,
(called on several of his rug makers
here Saturday.
Mrs. Marion Castner of Medomak
is boarding with Mrs. William Gross
Mr. and Mrs. Cleveland Walter of
North Waldoboro were at Frankie
Sjimmons Saturday evening.
Mrs. Alden Wlaltz. Miss Evelyn
Waltz and Pearl Waltz were in
Friendship Friday.
Wilder Erskine of Damariscotta
was at McClellan Eugley's recently.

CHAMPION WHISKERS

Page ElevfaH
MANY MOTOR ACCIDENTS
A Total of 171 Reported During July—
Some of the Principal Causes

Gunner Albert Nelson, torpedo
man on tlie destroyer U. S. S. Noa,
with his lush crop of whiskers. He
claims the hair-raising champion
ship of the Asiatic fleet. Hls home
is at Malden, Mass.

EAGLE
Richard Howard is ill and confined
to his bed.
Abbie Brown who has been at Deer
Isle having dentistry work done has
returned.
Three members of the Sawyer fam
ily are staying at their cottage for
awhile.
Mrs. P. L. Brown and sons who
have been at E. L. Carver's for the
weekend returned Sunday to her
home at Xorth Haven.

A total of 171 motor vehicle acci
dents were reported to the chief of
the State highway police dining the
month of July, the first in which
the new law requiring the filing and
tabulation of such reports was in
operation. Tlie tabulation has just
been completed.
According to the data compiled
under direction of Chief J. IW. Han
son, 39 of the reported aecidents
occurred In compact sections of
towns and cities while 132 occurred
in the open country. There were six
fatalities and 178 persons were in
jured. 'No tabulation was made of
the degrees of injury other than the
accidents which caused deaths.
Causes of the accidents were listed
as follows: Drunken driving, seven;
reckless driving, 33; dangerous driv
ing (operating at a speed greater
than safe and proper), seven; inndequate brakes, six; glaring lights,
three; passing on curve, five; passing
on crest of hill, two ;violation of stop
sign, six; miscellaneous, 102.
It will be seen that outside of the
unclassified causes, reckless driving
was responsible for the greater num
ber of accidents. The fact that only
seven eases of drunken driving are
listed, does not mean that there were
only seven such drivers on the
road, it is explained, but that only
that number were involved in acci
dents which caused personal injury
or property damage to the extent of
$50 or more.
As reporters of accidents, the
highway police themselves naturally
scored the highest, with a total of
142. Fifteen accidents were reported
by individuals, 13 by municipal police

Lamson-Hubbard
The HOLLYWOOD
*

*

a Style
for all occasions

Lamson* Hubbard Hats
SOLD BY

BURPEE & LAMB
Sole Agents
ROCKLAND, ME.

THAT CRANBERRY SASS
The Massachusetts cranberry crop
is expected to total 375,000 barrels
this year. This compares with 335,000
1 barrels harvested last year and the
average crop of 17’6,000 for the five
years, 1924 to 1928. A lighter crop
than a year ago was expected in
I L’arnstable county while Plymouth
i county growers are in many instances
' expecting materially better crops.
UNTRAINED LEADERSHIP
I Dry weather is causing the crop to
‘‘Untrained leadership is the most i ripen somewhat earlier than usual.
disastrous and costly thing in our
churches,” declared President Everett
C. Herrick of Newton Theological
Institution. Newton Centre, Mass.
Referring to the Ocean Park School
M/on’l Mill Llveatoch, Poultry,
of Methods Dr. Herrick said that he
Doga, Cata, or Baby Chlcbo
had watched the movement since its
K-R-O (Kills Rats Only) is a new extermina
beginning and that already the sem
tor that can be used about the home, barn
inary is reaping its share of students
or poultry yard with safety as it contains
who have said that their first im
no deadly poison. Hundreds of testi
pulse to enter the Christian ministry monial#. Sold on Money-Back Guaran
tee. All druggists. 75* and $2.
had come to them there.
departments and one by a sheriff’s
department.
The new law requires that drivers
who cause accidents involving per
sonal injury or $50 property damage,
must immediately report the accident
to the highway police chief and may
be required to make a supplemental
report if desired.

KILLS RATS AND MICE
BUT NOTHING ELSE

■9

Studebaker

President Eight
sets New Stock CarRecord
in 1929 Pikes Peak Climb!
^FINISH
14.109 Feet Above Sea Level

5

START 89./5O Feet

—Adds famous Penrose Trophy to

11 world and 23 international records
A strictly stock and fully equipped Studebaker Presi
dent Eight, driven by Glen Shultz, set the fastest
stock car time in history to win the most arduous hill
climbing contest known to motoring — the Annual
Penrose Trophy Race to the summit of Pikes Peak,
14,109 feet above sea level!

Already holding,undisputed, more official stock car
records for speed and endurance than all other makes
of American cars combined, Studebaker nows adds
another triumph—in climbing Pikes Peak faster than
any other stock car, regardless of power or price.

The Pikes Peak Climb was sanctioned, timed and
checked by the American Automobile Association.
A. A. A. officials followed the same procedure in se
lecting the winning stock model President Eight as
they did previously with the strictly stock President
Eight which traveled 30,000 miles in 26,326 consecu
tive minutes. Picked at random from the Studebaker
factory, The President was checked and certified as
strictly stock before the race, and again after the run.*
The President Eight’s record conquest of Pikes
’eak is further proof of eight-cylinder performance

Studebakcr’s winning President Eight, piloted
by G'.en Shultz, covered the I z miles and 2ZOO
feet :o:he summit of Pikes Peak—in 21 minutes,
43.4 seconds. Average speed was 34.] miles
per hour. I 54. breath-taking curves make this
course a supreme test of motor car balance and
handling ease. Tha: running conditions were
not so advantageous this year was emphasized
by the running time in the non-stock event,
which wasapproximately 41 seconds slower than
last year. Yet, The President’s time was the fast
est ever made by any stock car over this coursel

supremacy—just as eight-cylinder popularity has
been proved by Studebakcr’s world leadership in the
sale of eights1 Why wait a year to own an eight when
you can own the car of tomorrow today!
You can buy a duplicate of the Pikes Peak Presi
dent from any Studebaker dealer. See it—drive it—
own a Studebaker champion eight at a new, low
One-Profit price! And remember your car will be
worth more a year from now—if it is an eight!
*IIigh compression head (6% to i) and mountain gear ratio (4.08 to l) iBtro
used — either of which is optional and available to any Studebaker pareJka*r

anywhere.

NEW LOW PRICES
President Eight

»

S' 735
144510
118510
1245 to
995 «o
860 to

Commander Eight »

Dictator Eight
Commander Six
Dictator Six »
Erskine Six
»

»
»
»
»
PRICKS AT THE

1785
ijjs

1475
««9S
104C

FACTORY

ROCKLAND GARAGE COMPANY
BURGESS & LINNEKIN

Park and Union Streets

Tel. 700

Rockland, Maine

Every-Other-DajV
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manager
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“Yes, Fred, she spends the whole roll! What do you
think of this suit? And how does the haberdashery
blend? A fat chance I’d have getting a match like
that. And if you think I’m well dressed, you should
see her! Funny part of it is, she dresses both of us
on just a trifle more than I spent on the junk I
used to wear—How?”
“Boy, she knows her groceries, yes, and she knows
where to buy ’em at a price that’s right, too....and
that goes for socks, hats, shoes, furniture, dishpans
and dental floss—when she gets ready to buy any
thing, she goes through the newspaper ads with
a fine tooth comb and don’t think it hasn’t had a
telling effect on our savings account over at the
First National—I’ll tell the world my wife reads
the ads and reads ’em thorough in every issue of

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

